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Incredible Journeys
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SUNSHINE & SMILES
5000 YEARS+

Mughal & Maharaja
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by our
representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power, offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and
bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the
‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through
“Chandni Chowk”, experiencing the sights and sounds of this very busy
avenue-heading west from the Fort. Visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest
mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan and the Raj Ghat,
the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including the
India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Later drive to Agra (203 Kms). Upon
arrival in Agra – check into the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Agra
Visit the famous Taj Mahal – the most famous Mughal monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal.
It has been described as the most extravagant monument ever built for
love, for the emperor was heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of
marriage, during the birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Afternoon visit the Red Fort – lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost
in the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years
1563-73 in the finest architectural style. Overnight at the hotel.

filled with houseboats and shikaras set amidst forested mountain slopes.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 08 Srinagar
Morning Shikara ride on the Dal Lake to enjoy the beauty that God has
graced this city. The most prominent natural feature of Srinagar is the Dal
Lake. The waters of the Dal Lake are dotted with small willow covered
islands that give an ethereal ambience to the lake on misty mornings. A
unique feature of the lake is the Mihrbahri people, trading in flowers, fruits
and vegetables grown on floating gardens on these islands in the lake.
Afternoon visit world famous Mughal Gardens - the Nishant Bagh (The
garden of pleasure) and Shalimar Bagh (Adobe of love). Nishat Bagh made in 1633 by Asaf Khan, the brother of Empress Nur Jehan (Emperor
Jahangir’s favourite queen), the garden has terraced layers with water
channels flowing down the centre. Overnight at hotel.

Day 04 Agra – Jaipur
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Jaipur (221 Kms), en route visit
Fatehpur Sikri. 37 Kms south west of Agra this beautiful city with beautiful
palaces, well planned markets and residential areas was founded by Akbar
as his homage to Muslim Sufi Saint Mohammed Salim Chishti. The
construction started in 1571 and took 15 years to complete. The city was
later abandoned due to scarcity of water. Continue your drive to Jaipur;
Day 09 Srinagar – Gulmarg – Srinagar
upon arrival check-in at the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Morning proceed for a full day excursion tour to Gulmarg ‘The Meadow of
Day 05 Jaipur
Flowers’ (46 km). Gulmarg's legendary beauty, prime location and
After breakfast this morning enjoy a tour of the impressive Amber Fort proximity to Srinagar naturally make it one of the premier hill resorts in the
situated on a ridge just outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will country. Gulmarg was a favourite haunt of Emperor Jehangir who once
mount your caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the collected 21 different varieties of flowers from here. Overnight at hotel.
main gate, making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. Later visit
the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja although several of Day 10 Srinagar
the rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques and artefacts Full day at leisure for own activities. Overnight at hotel.
belonging to the ruling family are housed here, including a collection of
weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of the Winds", and Day 11 Srinagar – Delhi
the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the vast astronomical Morning at leisure for own activities.
instruments. Enjoy a stroll through the colourful bazaar before returning to Afternoon transfer to airport for flight to Delhi. On arrival in Delhi, the
your hotel. Overnight at the hotel
guests will be met by our representative and transferred to the hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Jaipur – Delhi – Onward destination
After breakfast at the hotel, the morning is free for relaxation and exploring Day 12 Delhi – Onward journey
the pink city on your own. Check-out time 1200 hours. In the afternoon Morning transfer to International airport for flight to back home.
drive from Jaipur to Delhi International airport (258 Kms) to connect your
flight to onward destination.

Srinagar Extension
Day 06 Agra – Delhi
Afternoon drive to Delhi (203 kms) and upon arrival – check into the hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Delhi – Srinagar
Early morning transfer to airport for flight to Srinagar On arrival in Srinagar,
the guests will be met by our representative and transferred to the hotel.
Srinagar - Nestling in the midst of the great peaks of the Karakoram,
Zanskar and Pir Panjal ranges and at a height of 1,730 metres, Srinagar is
a truly beautiful city. The summer capital of Jammu & Kashmir and the
centre of the valley, this city has been eulogised by travellers, poets, kings
and saints alike for its scenic splendour and delightful ambience. The
Jhelum River traverses the city and serves as a lifeline for its people.
Srinagar is renowned for its enchanting lakes

Magical Rajasthan
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive at Delhi International airport. On arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met
by our representative and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Mandawa
Morning drive to Mandawa (250 km). Upon arrival in Mandawa – check into
the hotel. Afernoon visit the town, a painted arched gateway adorned with
Lord Krishna and his cows leads to the bazaar. You can wander through
the streets where mansions of rich merchants are adorned with elaborate &
lively frescoes, cataloging the life, habits/fashions of the Marwari
community. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Mandawa – Gajner
Morning drive to Gajner (230 km). Upon arrival in Bikaner – check into the
hotel. Afternoon sightseeing tour of Bikaner - this desert town in the north
of the state was founded in 1488 by Roa Bikaji, a descendant of the
founder of Jodhpur, Jodhaji. Visit the Junagarh Fort constructed between
1588 and 1593 by Raja Jai Singh, a general in the Moghul Emperor Akbar's
army. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Gajner – Jaisalmer
Morning drive to Jaisalmer (280 km). Upon arrival – check into the hotel.
Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Jaisalmer
Morning visit the city's magnificent havelis or merchant's houses, each
richly decorated and carved from golden yellow sandstone - Patwon-kihaveli (House of the Brocade Merchants) is the largest and most elaborate
of the famous havelis of Jaisalmer. The Nathmalji-ki-haveli (The Mansion
of Nathmalji), the last of the great havelis was built in the late 19th century.
End the morning with a visit to Gadisar Lake - the large natural oasis that
attracted Rawal Jaisal to this site. Late afternoon visit the sand dunes and
a camel ride to view the sunset, as the sky is set on fire and Rajasthani
folk musicians play haunting tunes. It can be an unforgettable experience.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Jaisalmer – Jodhpur
Morning drive to Jodhpur (280 km). Upon arrival – check into the hotel.
Afternoon city tour of Jodhpur – visit the Meherangarh Fort - one of the
most impressive & formidable fort in the whole of fort-studded Rajasthan. It
is situated on a high natural rock bluff from where you can look down on the
wonderful panorama of the bustling city below. Also visit Jaswant Thada the Royal Cenotaphs. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Jodhpur – Udaipur
After breakfast, drive to Udaipur (260 Kms), en-route visit the famous
Ranakpur Jain temples. Ranakpur Temples – the most magnificent 15th
century Jain temples situated in the deep secluded valley of the Aravalli
Hills. Though over 500 years old, the temples here are superbly preserved
in a near-perfect condition. In the centre is the main “Chaumukha temple”
dedicated to Adinath. The most distinctive features are the 29 halls
supported by 1444 pillars, of which no two are exactly alike. Every
conceivable surface is carved and every corner and angle is engraved with
Jain images. Thereafter continue drive to Udaipur and check-in at hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Udaipur
Morning city tour of Udaipur, one of India's most romantic cities and
famed for its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by visiting the City Palace
and wandering through its beautiful rooms and apartments, then continue
on to the Garden of Maidens "Sahelion-ki-bari”. Late afternoon enjoy a
boat ride on the placid waters of Lake Pichola. From the lake you have
a wonderful view of the City Palace stretching along the east bank, while
the south bank has pleasant gardens running down to the waterside. (Boat
ride depending upon the water level of the Lake). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Udaipur – Pushkar
Morning drive to Pushkar (280 km). Upon arrival, check into the hotel.
Pushkar boasts of temples, though few are as ancient as you might expect
at such an important pilgrimage site, since many were deserted by
Aurangzeb and subsequently rebuilt. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Pushkar – Jaipur
Morning visit the famous Brahma Temple, said to be the only one temple
in the world dedicated to this deity. Pushkar is also famous for colourful
camel fair held every year on a full moon day in end October/November.

Thereafter drive to Jaipur (150 km). Upon arrival, check into the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Jaipur
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort situated on a ridge just outside
Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your caparisoned elephant
(subject to availability) for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate,
making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort, completed in
the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and now, although
deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of the Moghul ruling
families. Afternoon city tour of Jaipur - visit the imposing City Palace, still
home to the Maharaja although several of the rooms are now open to the
public. Many antiques and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are
housed here, including a collection of weaponry. You will also visit the
Hawa Mahal "Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar
Observatory to see the vast astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll
through the colourful bazaar before returning to your hotel.
Day 12 Jaipur – Agra
Morning drive to Agra (221 kms), upon arrival check into the hotel.
Afternoon visit the Taj Mahal - This most famous Moghul monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal
"the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the most extravagant
monument ever built for love, for the emperor was heartbroken when
Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the birth of her 14th child.
(Taj Mahal is closed on Fridays). Later visit the Red Fort - lies on the
bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart of the town. It was built by
Akbar as his citadel over the years 1563-73 in the finest architectural style.
It has imposing gates and walls of red sandstone and a moat. Overnight at
the hotel.
Day 13 Agra – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning drive to Delhi (203 Kms). Drive past the stately government
buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate &
the Presidential Palace. Visit former centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi
offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past
the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique
experience from the Red Fort, through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street,
experiencing the sights and sounds of this very busy avenue-heading west
from the Fort. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India
and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and
the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. Later you will be
transferred to the International airport to for your flight to onward
destination.

Exotic Vacations
Day 01
Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by our
representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02
Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow
streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and
board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort,
through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and
sounds of this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit
the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by
Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon you will be taken to visit
New Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era
designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential
Palace. Continue onto the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era
& predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the
towering minaret of Qutub Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03
Delhi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel, drive to Agra (203 Kms). Upon arrival in Agra
– check into the hotel. Rest of the day is at your leisure. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 04
Agra
Visit the famous Taj Mahal – the most famous Mughal monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz
Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the most
extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday). Afternoon visit
the Red Fort – lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart
of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years 1563-73 in
the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and walls of red
sandstone and a moat. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05
Agra – Jaipur
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Jaipur (221 Kms), en route visit
Fatehpur Sikri. 37 Kms south west of Agra this beautiful city with
beautiful palaces, well planned markets and residential areas was
founded by Akbar as his homage to Muslim Sufi Saint Mohammed Salim
Chishti. The construction started in 1571 and took 15 years to complete.
The city was later abandoned due to scarcity of water. Fatehpur Sikri is
now a World Heritage site. The Panch Mahal, or Palace of Five Storeys,
and the Buland Darwaza, are among the finest specimens of Mughal
architecture. It is also arguably the greatest accomplishment of Mughal
architecture, surpassed only in reputation but not in its beauty and the
awe it inspires by the Taj Mahal. Continue your drive to Jaipur; upon
arrival check-in at the hotel. Rest of the day will be free for relaxation and
shopping. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06
Jaipur
After breakfast this morning enjoy a tour of the impressive Amber Fort
situated on a ridge just outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will
mount your caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the
main gate, making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and now,
although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of the
ruling families. Afternoon sightseeing tour of the City - "The Pink City" is
spectacularly set within surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient
ruined fortresses. Your tour will include the imposing City Palace, still
home to the Maharaja although several of the rooms are now open to the
public. Many antiques and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are
housed here, including a collection of weaponry. You will also visit the
Hawa Mahal "Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar
Observatory to see the vast astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll
through the colourful bazaar before returning to your hotel. Overnight at
the hotel.
Day 07
Jaipur – Udaipur
This morning you will be transferred to the airport for flight to Udaipur.
You will be met upon arrival in Udaipur and transfer to your hotel.Late
afternoon enjoy a boat ride on the placid waters of Lake Pichola. From

the lake you have a wonderful view of the City Palace stretching along
the east bank, while the south bank has pleasant gardens running
down to the waterside. (Boat ride depending upon the water level of
the Lake). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08
Udaipur
After breakfast enjoy a city tour of Udaipur, one of India's most
romantic cities and famed for its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by
visiting the City Palace and wandering through its beautiful rooms and
apartments, then continue on to the Garden of Maidens "Sahelion-kibari”. Later enjoy an excursion to Eklingji & Nagda. Eklingji (22 Kms
north-east of Udaipur) – It is a tiny temple complex with 108 shrines
dedicated to Lord Shiva, dating back to 16th century. The main temple
is tallest of them all with black stone idol representing the linga with
four faces, the deity of the rulers of Mewar. Nagda - once a Solanki
stronghold now in ruins is one of the most ancient places in Mewar
dating to the 11th Century. Adbudji Jain Temple at Nagda is famous for
interesting architectural features and a black marble statue of Shanti
Nath. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09
Udaipur – Delhi – Onward detination
Morning is at your leisure. Later in the evening you will be transferred
to the airport for your flight to Delhi. Upon arrival, you would be met
and transferred to the International airport.

Heritage Rajasthan
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive late night at Delhi International airport. Upon arrival in Delhi, you
will be met by our representative and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
This morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former centre of
Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and
bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the
‘cycle rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through
“Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and sounds of
this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit the Jama
Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah
Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon you will be taken to visit
New Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era
designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Continue onto the beautiful Humayuns tomb of the Mughal era &
predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering
minaret of Qutab Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Jaipur
Morning drive to Jaipur (265 kms). Upon arrival in Jaipur – check into the
hotel. Rest of the day is at your leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Jaipur
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just
outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your caparisoned
elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate, making your
entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort, completed in the early
18th century, took over 100 years to build and now, although deserted,
offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of the Moghul ruling families.
Afternoon city tour of Jaipur - "The Pink City" is spectacularly set within
surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses. Your tour
will include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja although
several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques and
artifacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here, including a
collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of the
Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the vast
astronomical instruments. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Jaipur – Jodhpur
Morning drive to Jodhpur (290 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Afternoon tour of Jodhpur - includes Meherangarh Fort - one of the
most impressive and formidable fort in the whole of fort-studded
Rajasthan. It is situated on a high natural rock bluff from where you can
look down on the wonderful panorama of the bustling city below. Also visit
Jaswant Thada - the Royal Cenotaphs. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Jodhpur – Udaipur
Morning drive to Udaipur (280 Kms) enroute visit Ranakpur Temple - the
most magnificent 15th century Jain temples situated in the deep secluded
valley of the Aravalli Hills. Though over 500 years old, the temples here
are superbly preserved in a near-perfect condition. In the centre is the
main “Chaumukha temple” dedicated to Adinath. The most distinctive
features are the 29 halls supported by 1444 pillars, of which no two are
exactly alike. Continue your drive to Udaipur and check-in at hotel. Late
afternoon enjoy a boat cruise on the placid waters of Lake Pichola.
From the lake you have a wonderful view of the City Palace stretching
along the east bank, while the south bank has pleasant gardens running
down to the waterside. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Udaipur
Morning city tour of Udaipur, one of India's most romantic cities and
famed for its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by visiting the City Palace
and wandering through its beautiful rooms and apartments, then continue
on to the Garden of Maidens "Sahelion-ki-bari”. Rest of the day is at your
leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Udaipur – Chittorgarh – Bijaipur
Morning Drive to Bijaipur (160 Kms). Upon arrival check-in to the hotel.
Visit a 300 years old Castle from where one can have a glimpse of village
life style and green fields from the terrace. Set amidst the serene
Vindhyachal ranges, Castle Bijaipur was built in the 16th century by Rao

Shakti Singhji the younger brother of the great patriot Maharana Pratap.
The rulers of this fort were involved in many fierce battles of historical
importance against the Mughals and the Marathas. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Bijaipur – Kota
Morning drive to Kota (235 kms). Upon arrival Kota and check-in at
hotel. Along the eastern bank of the Chambal river lies the city of Kota an amazing mix of the majestic medieval age heritage and
modernization. Afternoon visit City Palace & Fort - located beside the
Kota Barrage, overlooking the Chambal River, the City Palace and Fort
is one of the largest such complexes in Rajasthan. Within the palace
complex there are some striking buildings with delicate ornamental
stonework. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Kota – Ranthambore
Morning proceed for sightseeing tour of Bundi - built of locally quarried
stone presents one of the finest examples of Rajput architecture.
Intricately carved brackets, pillars and balconies and sculpted elephants
are used liberally. The walls and ceilings of this palace are completely
covered with paintings of the Bundi School, hunting and court scenes,
festivals, processions, animal and bird life and scenes from Lord
Krishna's life are still in very good condition. Continue drive to
Ranthambore (220 kms) and check-in at hotel. Ranthambore Wildlife
Sanctuary - Rajasthan's most renowned wildlife sanctuary, it is 400 sq
kms of dry deciduous forest, perfect natural habitat for tigers, and is set
in the Aravalli and Vindhya hills, dotted with pavilions and dominated by
a hilltop fort. Ranthambore was one of the hunting preserves of the
former rulers of Jaipur and because of this the Maharajas ensured the
environment was preserved and the forest and their inhabitants well
protected. It has a good population of tiger and their prey species, and
has been declared a "Project Tiger" reserve. Wildlife includes blue bull,
black buck, spotted deer or cheetal, wild boar, a large variety of bird
species and, if very lucky, the rarely seen leopard. Overnight at hotel.
Day 11 Ranthambore
Early morning and late afternoon enjoy game viewing in the sanctuary by
canter/jeep. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Ranthambore – Agra
Morning transfer to the railway station for your train to Bharatpur. Upon
arrival in Bharatpur, you will be met and drive to Agra (56 kms). Upon
arrival in Agra – check into the hotel. Visit the Taj Mahal - This most
famous Moghul monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in
memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal. It has been described as the most
extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday). Afternoon visit
the Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart
of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years 1563-73 in
the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and walls of red
sandstone and a moat. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Agra – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning is at your leisure. Later drive to Delhi (203 kms) International
airport for your flight to onward destination.

Tiger & Temple Tour
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel, proceed for sightseeing of Old Delhi – the
former centre of Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments,
narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in
1648. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and
completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal. Also
visit the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Afternoon sightseeing tour of New Delhi. Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including
the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the towering
minaret of Qutab Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Varanasi
Morning you will be transferred to airport for flight to Varanasi. On
arrival in Varanasi, you will be met and taken for the sightseeing tour of
Sarnath.
Sarnath – 5 miles out of Varanasi is one of the holiest Buddhist sites in
the world, where Buddha preached his first Sermon in 590 B.C. Here
you will witness the ruins of a once flourishing Buddhist monastery and
then visit a fine Archaeological Museum which houses an excellent
collection of Buddhist art and sculptures found at the site. The main
attraction at this excellent Archaeological Museum is the Ashokan pillar
having four back-to-back lions which has been adopted as the state
symbol of modern India. (The museum is closed on Fridays).
Thereafter transfer to the hotel and check-in. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Varanasi
Early morning take a short trip by country boat on the sacred river
Ganges to see the Ghats and witness the living traditions of one of the
world's oldest and most important religions. Pilgrims flock the Ghats to
have a ritual bath and perform Puja to the rising sun, following centuries
old tradition. On your way back to the hotel visit some of the many
Hindu temples that line the river Ganges and stroll along the narrow
lanes and bazaars full of shops selling, among other things, the world
famous Benaras Silks.
Afternoon visit some of the many Hindu temples that line the river
Ganges and stroll along the narrow lanes and bazaars full of shops
selling, among other things, the world famous Benaras Silks.
Evening proceed to the "ghats", a long stone stepped embankment built
on the riverbank. Here, watch the evening "aarti" ceremony, a deeply
moving spectacle where devotees release leaf borne lamps on to the
water at sunset. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Varanasi – Bandhavgarh
Morning transfer to the railway station to board your train to Umaria.
Upon arrival in Umaria, you will be met and transferred to Bandhavgarh
National Park (35 kms). Check into your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Bandhavgarh
Bandhavgarh National Park is situated in the Vindhya range of hills
which offers a good variety of cover from Bamboo forest to open
grassland and a wide range of animals including sambar, barking deer,
chinkara, chowsingha, gaur (the largest of the world's wild oxen), wild
boar and leopard. Bandhavgarh also holds a good population of tiger
and is particularly noted for daylight sightings.
Overnight at hotel
Early morning and afternoon game viewing in the sanctuary by jeeps.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Bandhavgarh – Khajuraho
Morning drive to Khajuraho (210 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Khajuraho
KHAJURAHO- ancient Centre of the Chandela Dynasty. Khajuraho
flourished from 950 to 1050 AD and is spectacular feat of architecture

carved with the roughest of tools. Each temple has a large number of
spires in ascending order representing man’s aspirations towards
spiritual goals. They are famous tourist draw because they have the
most sublime, sensous and erotic sculptures and are romantically
situated miles from anywhere in the dry and hot plains of Madhya
Pradesh.
Visit the Eastern group of temples which consists of 3 Hindu and 3
Jain temples, their proximity attests to the religious tolerance of the
times in general and of the Chandela rulers in particular.
Visit the most important and fascinating western group of temples.
The temples of Khajuraho have been declared a 'world heritage' site by
UNESCO in order to preserve the rich legacy of architecture,
bequeathed to future generations by the Kings of the Chandela
dynasty. These temples are famous for their intricate sculptures and
erotic carvings that are one of the outstanding achievements of Indian
art. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Khajuraho – Jhansi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel you will be driven to Jhansi (170 Kms)
railway station to board your train to Agra. Upon arrival in Agra, you will
be met by our representative & transferred to hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10 Agra – Delhi
Morning enjoy sightseeing tour of Agra visiting Red Fort and Taj Mahal.
Visit the famous Taj Mahal – the most famous Mughal monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz
Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the most
extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart of
the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years 1563-73 in
the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and walls of red
sandstone and a moat.
Later drive to Delhi (203 Kms). Upon arrival in Delhi, check into your
hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11
Delhi – Onward Destination
Transfer to the International airport to connect your flight back home.

India & Nepal Tour
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be met and transferred
to your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast visit Old Delhi - Former centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi
offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive
past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a
unique experience from the Red Fort, through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver
Street, experiencing the sights and sounds of this very busy avenueheading west from the Fort. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest
mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan, and the Raj
Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon visit New
Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era
designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Continue onto the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era &
predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering
minaret of Qutub Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Kathmandu
Morning you will be transferred to airport for flight to Kathmandu. Upon
arrival at Kathmandu you will be met and transferred to the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel
Day 04 Kathmandu
After breakfast, enjoy sightseeing tour of Kathmandu City visiting
Hanuman Dhoka – the historic seat of Royalty. The Durbar Square with
its old temples & Palaces. It is here that Kings of Nepal are crowned &
there coronations solemnized. Visit Taleju Temple built by King Mahendra
Malla in 1549 AD, Kal Bhairav and the temple of living goddess Kumari. Swayambunath – one of the world's most glorious Buddhist
Chaityas, is said to be 2000 years old. Painted on the four sides of the
spire bases are the all seeing eyes of Lord Buddha. Afternoon visit Patan
City also known as Lalitpur. A city of fine arts, enclosed within 4 stupas
said to be built in 3rd century A.D., by Emperor Ashoka. You will see the
Durbar Square, the Patan Durbar which houses a bronze collection, the
Krishna Temple built by King Siddhi Narsingh Malla, Hiranya Varna
Mahavihar and Mahaboudha Temple. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Kathmandu
After breakfast, you will enjoy a full day excursion to Bhaktapur, Nagarkot
and Pashupatinath. Bhaktapur City (situated at an altitude of 1,401
meters) covers an area of 4 Sq. miles. Bhaktapur has long been called
the City of Devotees, and has recently emerged as Nepal’s Cultural
Capital. Bhaktapur has been designated by UNESCO as a World
Heritage Site. Nagarkot is considered to be the best places for mountain
viewing in the Kathmandu Valley. The views go from Dhaulagir in the west
to Kanchenjunga in the east. On a clear day you can see Mt. Everest.
Pashupatinath Temple is the temple of Lord Shiva, has two tiered
golden roof and silver doors, is famous for its superb architecture.
Day 06 Kathmandu – Varanasi
After breakfast you will be transferred to the airport for flight to Varanasi.
On arrival in Varanasi, you will be met and taken for the sightseeing tour
of Sarnath – which is 5 miles out of Varanasi is one of the holiest
Buddhist sites in the world, where Buddha preached his first Sermon in
590 B.C. Visit a fine Archaeological Museum which houses an excellent
collection of Buddhist art and sculptures found at the site. The main
attraction is the Ashokan pillar having four back-to-back lions which has
been adopted as the state symbol of modern India. (The museum is
closed on Fridays). Thereafter transfer to the hotel and check-in.
Day 07 Varanasi
Early morning take a short trip by country boat on the sacred river
Ganges to see the Ghats and witness the living traditions of one of the
world's oldest and most important religions. Pilgrims flock the Ghats to
have a ritual bath and perform Puja to the rising sun, following centuries
old tradition. On your way back visit some of the many Hindu temples
that line the river Ganges and stroll along the narrow lanes and bazaars
full of shops selling, among other things, the world famous Benaras Silks.
Evening proceed to the "ghats", a long stone stepped embankment built
on the riverbank. Here, watch the evening "aarti" ceremony, a deeply
moving spectacle where devotees release leaf borne lamps on to the
water at sunset

Day 08 Varanasi – Khajuraho
Morning is at your leisure. Later you will be transferred to airport for flight
to Khajuraho. Upon arrival in Khajuraho, you will be met and transferred
to the hotel. Afternoon enjoy a visit to the fascinating temples of
Khajuraho which have been declared a world heritage site by UNESCO
in order to preserve the rich legacy of architecture, bequeathed to future
generations by the Kings of the Chandela dynasty. These temples are
famous for their intricate sculptures and erotic carvings that are one of the
outstanding achievements of Indian art. Overnight at the hotel
Day 09 Khajuraho – Orchha
After breakfast at the hotel you will be driven to Orchha (170 Kms). Upon
arrival, check-in at hotel. Later enjoy sightseeing tour of Orchha - walk
by the century old temples and forts, each with its own poignant history,
rest amidst beauty of the ruins. Amongst the various imposing edifices, of
particular interest are the Jehangiri Mahal, built by Raja Bir Singh Deo to
commemorate the visit of Moghul Emperor Jehangir, The Raj Mahal and
the Laxmi Narain temple, both noted for their fine frescoes and mural
paintings. Overnight at the hotel
Day 10 Orchha – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel drive from Orchha to Agra (220 Kms); upon
arrival check-in at the hotel. Enjoy sightseeing tour of Agra visiting Red
Fort and Taj Mahal. Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna,
almost in the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over
the years 1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates
and walls of red sandstone and a moat. Visit the famous Taj Mahal – the
most famous Mughal monument was constructed by Emperor Shah
Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal. It has been described as the
most extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Day 11 Agra – Jaipur
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Jaipur. Upon arrival check-in at the
hotel. Overnight at the hotel
Day 12 Jaipur
After breakfast this morning enjoy a tour of the impressive Amber Fort
situated on a ridge just outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will
mount your caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the
main gate, making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and now,
although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of the ruling
families. Afternoon enjoy a tour of the City - "The Pink City" is
spectacularly set within surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient
ruined fortresses. Visit the imposing City Palace, still home to the
Maharaja although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many
antiques and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here,
including a collection of weaponry. Also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of
the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the vast
astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll through the colourful bazaar
before returning to your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Jaipur – Delhi – Onward Destination
After breakfast at the hotel, the morning is free for relaxation and
exploring the pink city on your own. Later drive to Delhi International
airport (258 Kms) to connect your flight to onward destination.

Walks of Calcutta
Walking Tours
Walking is the best way to see a city and a walk with us, lasts
anywhere from 2 to 3 hours, is well paced and suitable for all age
groups.
In the footsteps of the Raj - Dalhousie Square
The British had sought to build the second city of the Empire right
here and it is this 'building' that we'll show you in the course of our
walk through the 'European' areas of what was once the capital of the
British Empire in India. There are major plans on to beautify and
restore this heritage site with its rich and varied architectural styles.
The Star still shines – Sovabazar
The ever-vital hub of traditional Bengali culture, 'the natives' area',
Sovabazar is all this and much more. This area contains a
fascinatingly cosmopolitan blend of the seemingly incongruous
architectural forms (from Islamic to Baroque, from Victorian to
Bengali) which made up the old world dwellings of the city's wealthier
Bengalis. No one who wishes to savor the authentic flavor of Bengali
culture and cuisine can afford to miss out on this walk.
Reminiscence and Resurgence - Chowringhee
We will circumnavigate the Grand, an iconic Calcutta landmark which
has weathered changing tastes and turbulent times to retain its status
as one of Calcutta's most beloved luxury hotels. Take in the frenzied
economic activity that occurs all around its periphery, and find out why
savvy shoppers have never given up on New Market, where it was
said one could buy anything – from pins to pachyderms. Ponder the
loss of such great establishments as Whiteway-Laidlaw, Bourne and
Shepherd, and Firpo's and their ironic replacement by the ubiquitous
hawker and his wares.
Confluence of Cultures – Journey from Bow Barracks to Burra
Bazar
Our city has witnessed many more cultures in its past than most
others would even in this globalised present. Here we will trace for
you the origins and remains of the varied communities that hung their
boots and called Calcutta home. Lets check out why Chinese
breakfast still rules Tiretta Bazar, where the Parsis are dwindling in
numbers with each passing day and how the Armenians gave the city
its oldest surviving Christian church while we pass the Anglo-Indians,
the Muslims, the Marwaris, the Biharis and many more that made this
city a great melting pot of diverse cultures.
Bringing the Goddess to Earth – Kumartulli Durga Puja is integral to
the very identity of West Bengal.
These are days of devotion, revelry, and vital cultural and economic
activity. Kumartulli is known for its internationally renowned artisans
who craft the most beautiful idols from straw and clay. How these
images are crafted, the conditions in which the artisans live and work,
where their material is sourced from, and which industries depend on
these creations for their very survival will be observed in life-affirming
action.
Park Street – Now that's Entertainment!
"The City That Never Sleeps" as well as the erstwhile "Burial Ground
Road", welcome to the Park Street. If Calcutta was the capital of the
British Raj, then Park Street was the capital street of the city, where
the rich and the famous lived, dined and made merry. Here, we will
traverse down this hugely famous as well as infamous promenade
and pay homage to the pleasure capital of the British Empire. So,
come with us as we take you from one end of the street to the other
taking in restaurants, watering holes, hotels, churches, colleges,
stately homes and the burial grounds. Whew! Now that's some street!

Flower Market – A riot of colours
Join us on a discovery of a slice of Varanasi in Calcutta. By the river
Ganga and under the Howrah Bridge lies one of the most amazing sights
anywhere in India. The Mullick Ghat Flower Market is not only one of the
oldest but is also one of the most vibrant markets of the city. A walk
through this locality beings us face to face with wrestlers, flower sellers,
sages and many more that depend on the river for sustenance.
Bazaars of Calcutta
One of the villages that made Calcutta was Sutanuti, a bazaar of cotton
thread. A city that has a market at its core of inception can only be
properly understood from its markets. Join us on a discovery of the
various bazaars of the city, some old some not so old, but all extremely
electric with human energy. From vegetable markets to fish markets to
the world's oldest New Market, all in this one fascinating tour.

The Holy Trail – Religious Sites of Calcutta
The city of Calcutta has played host to a lot of communities and religious
groups. Its here that you find an amazing variety in the churches of the
Armenians, the Orthodox Greeks, the Portuguese, the temples of the
Hindus, the Buddhists, the Jains, the Mosques of the Sunni and Shia
Muslims and many many more religious and ethnic groups.
North Calcutta – The Old City...where it all began.
The localities of Sovabazar, Baghbazar, Chor Bagan, Kumartulli, Chitpur
and the like together comprise to be called the Old City. While everything
Southern is newer, everything Northern in Calcutta is the older part of the
city. Here we visit the abode of Tagore, the various palaces of the
Bengali gentry and the frozen-in-time old Bengali localities to know and
understand the way of Bengali life of the city.
European Calcutta - The Europeans sought to build the second city of
the British Empire here and were quite successful at it too. In the course
of the tour you come across the various European communities, led by
the British, that not only stayed in our city but gave us some of the best
landmarks, of time as well as locality. Check out the Taj of the East, the
National Library, the Indian Museum, many more iconic buildings in the
Dalhousie Square and some prominent churches.

Walk in the Nature
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Kathgodam
Morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former centre of Mughal
Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and bustling
bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the ‘rickshaw
ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through “Chandni
Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and sounds of this very
busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit the Jama Masjid,
the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who
also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to
Mahatma Gandhi.
This afternoon you will be taken to visit New Delhi - drive past the
stately government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens,
including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the
beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era & predecessor of the
world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering minaret of Qutub
Minar.
Later in the evening you will be transferred to the railway station for your
overnight train to Kathgodam.
Overnight onboard train
Day 03 Arrive Kathgodam – Almora
Upon arrival in Kathgodam, you will be met and transferred to Almora (1
½ hours). Upon arrival in Kathgodam, check into your hotel.
Later in the afternoon enjoy a walk to Chittai Temple
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 – 06 Almora – Village Walk
The Village Walks: The village walks aims to introduce you to the
cultural and natural richness of the area by enabling you to access and
live briefly among the simple village folks. It is a ring-side view of village
life in comfortable conditions with overnight stays in restored village
homes, appointed with bath and toilet facilities, traditional room heaters
made locally and specially trained helpers from the village who cook and
serve simple, fresh and tasty meals.
The hilly slopes here are covered by terraced fields and tuck in small
sparsely populated villages. The hill folk are called Kumaonis who lead a
simple life dictated by tradition. Some of them still depend on agriculture
while some venture out to nearby cities in search of work. Many have
been inducted into Kumaoni regiment of the Indian Army.
The Katyuri and Chand dynasties who ruled this area during the 8th and
15th centuries left behind a legacy of fine temples, some of the oldest in
the region. Old flour mills still in use, channel irrigation systems, small
schools, temples and terraced fields are a part of the vignettes that one
would catch while walking these hills.
The Village Houses : The homestays in the villages are small twin bed
units leased out from the villagers for the exclusive use of the guests on
the Village treks.
Each of the village homes has two units with bath and toilets adjascent
to the house. The toilets are western and hot water is provided in
buckets for bucket baths inplace of showers. Considering that the
season for the walks are from September to April at altitudes above
4500 ft, the traditional metal room heaters called “Bhukaris“ are a
blessing.
Comfortable mattress, pillows, blankets and linen are the same quality
as used at the resort. To maitain standards the linen is also laundered at
the resort and put in place before the arrival of the guests. Kitchen and
service staff have been trained at Kalmatia and they cook traditional,
local / indian meals using fresh vegetables. Indian breads are made
infront of you and served piping hot straight out off the stove.
The first two village houses at Deora and Palieu have electricity though
prone to frequent power cuts. Electricity has not reached the last village

house in Jawalbhanj yet, which has its own charm. However alternatives
like petromax lanterns and torches are provided after sunset.
Walking on the old village trails you pass through picturesque villages
with slated roofs, where the houses have wonderfully carved doors and
windows, along terraced fields, waterfalls and winding streams, past old
flour mills and pine, cedar, oak and rhododendron forests. The Himalaya
and valley views along the ridges are magnificent. If you can make it
between mid Feb. and Apr. you will be rewarded with the lovely sight of
the rhododendron flowers in bloom. En route Shiva, Vishnu and Shakti
temples (between 1000 to 1200 years old). The walks vary from gentle
to slightly steep and are suitable to every person moderately fit.
Overnight: Village Houses
Day 07 Village Walk – Almora
After breakfast walk down to Jageshwar through terraced fields, villages
and magnificent cedar forests. Visit the temple then drive back to
Kalmatia Sangam.
Rest of the day is at your leisure.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Almora – Kathgodam – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning you will be transferred to the railway station for your train to
Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, you will be met and transferred to your hotel
for wash & change. Later in the evening you will be transferred to the
International airport for flight to onward destination.

Best of Gujarat & Rajasthan
Day 01 Arrive Mumbai
Arrive Mumbai. Upon arrival, the guest will be met by our representative
and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Mumbai – Rajkot – Gondal
Transfer to the airport for flight to Rajkot. Upon arrival you will be met
and drive to Gondal (40 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Overnight
at the hotel.
Day 03 Gondal – Bhavnagar
Morning visit Naulakha Palace, was built by Thakur Saheb
Sangramsinghji in the 17th century. The Palace is an absolute festival of
stone carvings, which can be seen on the facades, pillars, courtyards and
jarokhas balconies, a fabulous pillared courtyard, delicately carved
arches and a unique spiral staircase. Also visit the Vintage car
collection of the Maharaja of Gondal. Afternoon drive to Bhavnagar
(250 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Bhavnagar – Palitana – Ahmedabad
Early morning drive to Ahmedabad (250 kms) via Palitana which lies at
the foot of the Shatrunjaya Hill, with the Shatrunjaya river flowing to its
South. The sacred hill rises in a crescendo of magnificent temple, 863 in
all, that soar in marble splendor of its top. The temples were built over an
impressive span of 900 years, with each generation of pilgrims making its
contribution to the shrines of Shatrunjaya. Drive onto Ahmedabad and
upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Ahmedabad
Morning visit the Jama Masjid, famous for its picturesque porticoes
resting on 250 columns. Visit Sidi Sayyad’s Mosque, which is worldrenowned for it’s intricate latticework of rich and elaborate design.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Ahmedabad – Mount Abu
Early morning drive to Mount Abu (230 kms) enroute visiting Modhera,
Patan and the havelis of Sidhpur. Modhera: The sun Temple of Modhera
is one of the finest examples of Indian temple architecture of its period.
Built in 1026 A.D the temple is dedicated to the Sun God, Surya and
stands high on a plinth overlooking a deep stone tank. Patan: Home of
the famous patola silk saris, is a beautiful old town with Jain temples and
carved wooden houses. Rana ki vav (step well) is another interesting
place to visit. Sidhpur: Situated on the banks of river Saraswati, is
famous for two things - havelis of the Vohra community of Muslims and
as a Hindu pilgrim center. A guided walk to see the havelis along the
narrow streets is rather interesting; wherein marvelous carvings and glass
paintings could be seen. Drive onto Mt. Abu and check-in at hotel.
Evening visit Nakki Lake. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Mount Abu – Dungarpur
Mount Abu, being the only hill station in Rajasthan is situated on the
southern tip of the Aravali range, offers a stunning array of exquisite
Dilwara Jain temples, beautifully carved temples built between 11th and
13th century A.D. are sheer elegance in marble, dedicated to the Jain
Tirthankaras. Later in the morning drive to Dungarpur; Upon arrival,
check-in at hotel. Founded in the early 13th century by Rana Dungar
Singh, Dungarpur lies very close to the Gujarat border and is a little off
the regular tourist circuit. The Juna Palace, Udai Bilas Palace and Udai
Sagar are the main attractions here. The region of Dungarpur is home to
the Bhils, tribal aborigines who have inhabited this region since 2000 B.C.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Dungarpur – Udaipur
Morning visit the surrounding villages. Later drive to Udaipur (115 kms);
upon arrival check-in at the hotel. Late afternoon enjoy a boat cruise on
the placid waters of Lake Pichola. From the lake you have a wonderful
view of the City Palace stretching along the east bank, while the south
bank has pleasant gardens running down to the waterside. (Boat ride
depending upon the water level of the lake). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Udaipur
Morning tour of Udaipur, one of India's most romantic cities and famed for
its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by visiting the City Palace and
wandering through its beautiful rooms and apartments, then continue on

to the Garden of Maidens "Sahelion-ki-bari'. The afternoon will be free
to explore the city of lakes and palaces. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Udaipur – Jaipur
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Jaipur. You will be met
upon arrival in Jaipur and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10 Jaipur
Morning proceed to the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just
outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your
caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the main
gate, making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and
now, although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of
the Moghul ruling families. Afternoon city tour of Jaipur - your tour will
include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja although
several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques and
artefacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here, including a
collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of
the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the
vast astronomical instruments. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Jaipur – Agra
Morning drive to Agra (221 km). Upon arrival, check into the hotel.
Afternoon visit the famous Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul
monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his
wife Mumtaz. It has been described as the most extravagant
monument ever built for love, for the emperor was heartbroken when
Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the birth of her 14th
child. Above the tombs of Mumtaz Mahal and Shah Jahan are false
tombs, a common practice in Indian mausoleums. (Taj Mahal is
closed on Friday). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Agra – Delhi
Morning drive to Delhi (203 kms). Upon arrival in Delhi, check into your
hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Delhi – Onward Destination
This morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi – the former centre of
Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets
and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board
the ‘cycle rickshaw’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort,
through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and
sounds of this very busy avenue heading west from the Fort. Later visit
the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658
by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the
simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. Afternoon sightseeing tour of
New Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the British
Era designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential
Palace. Continue onto the towering minaret of Qutab Minar. Later in
the evening you will be transferred to International airport for flight to
onward destination.

Highlights of Central India
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel, proceed for sightseeing of Old Delhi – the
former centre of Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments,
narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in
1648. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and
completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal. Also visit
the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Afternoon sightseeing tour of New Delhi.
Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including the
India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the towering
minaret of Qutab Minar. vernight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel drive from Delhi to Agra (221 km); upon
arrival, check-in at hotel.
Afternoon visit the Red Fort and Taj Mahal. Visit Red Fort - lies on the
bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart of the town. It was built by
Akbar as his citadel over the years 1563-73 in the finest architectural
style. It has imposing gates and walls of red sandstone and a moat.
Visit the famous Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal
"the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the most extravagant
monument ever built for love, for the emperor was heartbroken when
Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the birth of her 14th child.
Remain at the Taj Mahal till sunset, to view this true Wonder of the
World in gentle late afternoon light. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Agra – Gwalior
After breakfast at the hotel drive from Agra to Gwalior (110 Kms); upon
arrival check-in at the hotel
In the afternoon proceed for sightseeing tour of Gwalior - visit the
enormous 19th century Jai Vilas Palace - this Palace is famous for its
ornate chandeliers & crystal. A few of the rooms have been converted into
a museum filled with the Scindia dynasty memorabilia. Visit the huge
Gwalior Fort - where a sun temple is believed to have been constructed
within the area of the fort. Visit Man Mandir, which is a six-towered
palace and forms the eastern wall of the fort. The fort has monuments
dating back to 8th century AD onwards and is one of the largest forts in
India.
Also visit Gujri Mahal, a turreted palace of stone now houses the
archaeological museum. Gwalior also offers the Tomb of Muhammad
Ghaus, a saint worshipped by the Mughals & the Tomb of the famous
musician Tansen. vernight at the hotel.
Day 05 Gwalior – Khajuraho
After breakfast at the hotel drive from Gwalior to Khajuraho (290 kms) and
upon arrival check-in at hotel
Rest of the day will be free for relaxation at the hotel. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 06 Khajuraho
After breakfast at the hotel proceed to the most important and fascinating
Western group of temples. The temples of Khajuraho have been declared
a 'world heritage' site by UNESCO in order to preserve the rich legacy of
architecture, bequeathed to future generations by the Kings of the
Chandela dynasty. These temples are famous for their intricate sculptures
and erotic carvings that are one of the outstanding achievements of Indian
art.
In the afternoon visit the Eastern group of temples which consists of 3
Hindu and 3 Jain temples, their proximity attests to the religious tolerance
of the times in general and of the Chandela rulers in particular. Overnight
at the hotel.

Day 07 Khajuraho – Orchha
After breakfast at the hotel drive from Khajuraho to Orchha (150 kms) and
upon arrival check-in at hotel
In the afternoon sightseeing tour of Orchha, overlooked by the modern
era, this beautiful medieval town was once the capital of Bundela Kings.
Built along the banks of the river Betwa, flowing through a rugged country
century side, it still retains the captivating air of a bygone era. Amongst
the various imposing edifices, of particular interest are the Jehangiri
Mahal, built by Raja Bir Singh Deo to commemorate the visit of Moghul
Emperor Jehangir, the Raj Mahal and the Laxmi Narain temple, both
noted for their fine Frescoes and Mural paintings. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Orchha – Jhansi – Bhopal
Morning transfer to Jhansi railway station for train to Bhopal. Upon
arrival, the guests will be met and transferred to your hotel.
Bhopal, capital of Madhya Pradesh combines scenic beauty, historicity
and modern urban planning. It is situated on the site of 11th century city,
Bhojapal, founded by Raja Bhoja. Bhopal today presents a multi-faceted
profile; the old city with its teeming market places and fine old mosques
and palaces still bear the aristocratic imprint of its former rulers; among
them the succession of powerful Begums who ruled Bhopal from 1819 to
1926. Equally impressive is the new city with its verdant, exquisitely laid
out parks and gardens, broad avenues and streamlined modern edifices.
Visit the Taj-ul-Masjid, Jama Masjid, Moti Masjid, Lakshmi Narayan
temple, Bharat Bhawan, Sadar Manzil. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Bhopal – Sanchi – Udaigiri – Bhopal
Morning excursion to Sanchi (46 kms) - Crowning the hilltop of Sanchi
nearly 91 metres in height, a group of Buddhist monuments commands a
grand view even from a distance. It is unique not only in its having the
most perfect and well-preserved stupas but also in its offering a wide and
educative field for the study of the genesis, efflorescence and decay of
Buddhist art and architecture for a period of about thirteen hundred years,
from 3rd century B.C. to 12th century A.D., almost covering the whole
range of Indian Buddhism. It was the great Emperor Ashoka who built the
first stupas here in the 3rd century BC and a great number of stupas and
other religious structures were added over the succeeding centuries.
Afternoon proceed to Udaigiri (13 kms from Sanchi) – famous for its Jain
and Hindu caves. The Cave number 20 merits a visit because of its
unique feature – it is entered from ground level. Return to Bhopal.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Bhopal – Ujjain – Indore
Morning drive to Indore (197 kms) enroute visit Ujjain.
Ujjain is one of the seven sacred cities of the Hindus. The
Mahakaleshwar Temple is a recent reconstruction in the traditional central
Indian style. The curved superstructure, adorned with tower like motifs on
all sides, rise above projecting colonnaded porches. Mughal screens and

Highlights of Central India
pavilions are combined with marbled colonnades that lead to the
sanctuary. Visit the Jai Singh Observatory which was the place where
scientific mathematical astronomy was first evolved, and the meridian was
fixed here for the purpose of astronomical calculations. Also visit Chowis
Khamba Darwaza (11th century), a massive ancient gateway with pillars
of carved black stone.
Thereafter continue drive to Indore and check-in at hotel. Oernight at the
hotel.
Day 10 Indore – Mandu
Indore – is the fourth largest textile center. This city was given to the
Holkar dynasty in 1733 by the Maratha Peshwar for whom they fought,
Indore has an outstanding temple which is called the Glass temple and
was built from 1882 to 1922. Every inch of its surface is inlaid with mother
of Pearl and Italien cut-glass. Nearby is the Lal Bagh Palace constructed
by the Holkar dynasty and it is a wonderful architectural blend of East &
West. Its exterior resembles an Italian villa and most of the interior
resembles Versaille.
Thereafter drive to Mandu (100 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Mandu is one of the most interesting sites of Central India. Perched along
the Vindhya ranges at an altitude of 2,000 feet, Mandu, with its natural
defenses, was originally the fort capital of the Parmar rulers of Malwa.
Towards the end of the 13th century, it came under the sway of the
Sultans of Malwa, the first of whom named it Shadiabad - 'city of joy'. And
indeed the pervading spirit of Mandu was of gaiety; and its rulers built
exquisite palaces, ornamental canals, baths and pavilions, as graceful
and refined as those times of peace and plenty.
Spend rest of the day exploring this isolated town, dotted with elegant
mosques and palaces and made famous by the romance between Baz
Bahadur and Rupmati. vernight at the hotel.
Day 11 Mandu – Aurangabad
Morning drive to Aurangabad (340 kms). Upon arrival in Aurangabad,
check-in at hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Aurangabad
Full day excursion to Ajanta caves (100 kms.). Nestled in an inner fold of
the Sahyadri hills, 100 kms away from Aurangabad are the 30 rock-cut
caves of Ajanta, famous for its cave painting or frescoes of many colors.
These magnificent rock-cut caves, date from 2nd BC to 7th Century AD.
They are exclusively Buddhist; unique in the way they combine three
forms of art - architecture, sculpture and painting. The superb frescoes
and paintings depict episodes from the Jataka stories and the life of Lord
Buddha. Caves 1,2,16 and 17 have the best-preserved paintings. The
magnificent depictions of the bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and
Padmapanin are particularly well known. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Aurangabad – Mumbai
Morning visit the Ellora Caves (30 kms) from Aurangabad lie the finest
rock cut cave temples of Ellora - 10th & 11th century, which encompasses
the three religion - Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. Of the 34 caves that
are both monasteries and temples, the most remarkable is the
magnificent Kailasa temple. The entire structure was carved out of a
monolith and took over 100 years to complete. The temple itself is
decorated with themes and incidents from the ancient legends and
puranas in a manner that leaves one in rapturous delight.
Afternoon transfer to the airport for flight to Mumbai. Upon arrival – the
guests will be met and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 14 Mumbai – Onward Destination
Morning, one hour boat ride across Mumbai Harbour brings you to the
lush green Elephanta Island. Here, visit some of the huge and intricately
carved Elephanta Caves that date back to the 8th century. For rows of
massive columns cut into solid rock from three magnificent avenues, lead
to the outstanding three-headed sculpture representing Brahma the
Creator, Vishnu the Preserver and Shiva the Destroyer. Dedicated to
Shiva, the beauty and power of these phenomenal sculptures depicting
the various manifestations of Shiva is overpowering

Afternoon city tour of Mumbai - the great port city with its Victorian
Gothic buildings from the British Raj Era mingling with the modern. The
tour includes Gateway of India overlooking the Harbour, the Towers of
Silence, Marine Drive and the Dhobi Ghat, the unique and colourful
outdoor 'laundry'. Also visit Mani Bhawan, a small museum dedicated to
the life and works of Mahatma Gandhi.
Later in the evening you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to
onward destination.

Goa Extension
Day 14 Mumbai – Goa
Transfer to the airport for your flight to Goa. Upon arrival in Goa, you will
be met and transferred to your hotel.
Goa's 450 years under Portuguese domination produced a unique,
syncretic blend of East and West. The stretches of silver sand wetted by a
rush of blue waters, the sky mirroring the sea below, the strumming of
guitars from distant taverns, white churches resting against green paddy
fields and coconut groves, long nights spent over brewed feni, longer
days of sun, sand and sea.
Rest of the day is at your leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 15 Goa
Day is at your leisure. Overnight at hotel.
Day 16 Goa
Day is at your leisure. Overnight at hotel.
Day 17 Goa – Mumbai – Onward destination
Day is at your leisure. Later you will be transferred to the airport for your
flight to Mumbai. Upon arrival in Mumbai, you will be met and transferred
to the International airport for your flight to onward destination.

Enchanting Ladakh Tour
Day 01 Arrive Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by our
representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow
streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and
board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort,
through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and
sounds of this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit
the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658
by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the
simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon you will be taken to
visit New Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the
British Era designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the
Presidential Palace. Continue onto the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of
the Mughal era & predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the
tour at the towering minaret of Qutub Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Shimla
Early morning drive for Shimla (343 km). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Shimla situated in the foothills of the Himalayas about 2214m above sea
level was once the summer capital of British Raj and is now the capital of
Himachal Pradesh. The British empire may have ceased to exist, but its
echoes linger on in Shimla. Within the town are a host of splendid
colonial edifices, quaint cottages and charming walks. Rest of the day at
leisure to enjoy a stroll on The Mall - a busy shopping with old colonial
buildings, souvenir shops and restaurants. Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Shimla – Manali
Morning drive to Manali (270 km). On arrival, check-in at hotel. Manali is situated near the end of the valley on the National Highway leading to
Leh. The landscape here is breath taking. One sees well-defined snow
capped peaks, deodar and pine trees, tiny fields, fruit orchards and the
Beas River with its clear water meanders through the town. Excursion to
Vashist hot water springs and temple (3 kms): Vashist, a small village
located on the left bank of river Beas towards Rohtang pass. It is
renowned for its hot springs and temples. Nearby is the pyramidal stone
temple dedicated to Vashist Muni. Turkish style showers fitted baths
have also been built nearby which provide Hot water from the nearby
spring for bathing. Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Manali – Jispa
Morning drive to Jispa (145 kms). This high altitude road beyond the
great Himalayan range, connects the densely fertile and green Kullu
valley to the stark barren region of Ladakh. The drive starts at Manali
slowly winding up mountain roads till Rohtang Pass at 3,950 Mts. which
connects the Kullu to the Lahaul valley. On entering the Lahaul valley we
see a distinct change with the Hindu influence being replaced with the
Buddhist religion. Overnight in deluxe tents.
Day 06 Jispa – Sarchu
Leisurely start to drive over the scenic Baralacha Pass (4880 Mts.).
Plenty of stops to capture the scenic grandeur of this majestic landscape
dotted with snow capped peaks and high altitude lakes. After crossing
the pass drop down to the vast Sarchu plains at an altitude of 4200 Mts.
(80 kms). Overnight in deluxe tents.
Day 07 Sarchu – Leh
After early breakfast, start drive to Leh (170 Km). The route takes you
through the Lachlang La Pass. Further drive over the Keyang Shu
Plains, it is a great drive of 40 kms flat along the Tibetan Plateau.
Average altitude over 4000 mts is truly unbelievable. At the top of the
Pass, there is a temple and friendly Indian Army post, which offers free
tea & coffee. Thereafter we drive along the Indus valley up to Leh. Upon
arrival in Leh - check in at hotel. Leh is the administrative capital of
Ladakh which is an autonomous region of the state of Jammu &
Kashmir. Strategically this region is very important as it is bordered by
Pakistan, Sinkiang province of China and Chinese occupied Tibet.
Overnight at hotel

Day 08 Leh – Sankar – Leh city
Morning visit the Leh Palace: built in the 17th century by Sengge
Namgyal, the greatest of the Ladakhi kings. This nine-storied palace was
modelled after the Potala Palace of Lhasa, Tibet, the official residence of
the Dalai Lamas. Perched high on Tsemo hill, it gives a panoramic view
of Leh town which lies cluttered at its feet. Thereafter proceed to Sankar
Gompa: 3 kms from Leh, harbours accomplished modern tantric murals
and a thousand-headed Avalokitesvara deity. It has innumerable
collections of small statues of pure gold and a number of interesting
paintings. A relatively modern monastery, it is closely associated with the
Spituk monastery and serves as the residence of the head priest.
Afternoon stroll along the main bazaar. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Leh – Thikse – Hemis – Leh
Full day sightseeing tour. Thiksey Gompa: This monastery is located
17km on the main highway from Leh in the direction of Manali. The
present day monastery founded by Paldan Sherab, overlooking the
village below, was not the original location. It was originally built at
Stakmo. This monastery hosts the festival of Thiksey Gustor. Hemis
Gompa: is the most important & the richest Gompa in the whole of
Ladakh and is dedicated to Guru Padama Sahmbha the great Indian
teacher & philosopher. This monastery located among the beautiful
landscape of the Hemis National Park was founded in 1630 AD. It is
located at a distance of 45km from Leh and is one of the most popular
monasteries visited by travellers. It is also famous across the world for
the Hemis Festival hosted by it. Return back to Leh. Overnight at Hotel.
Day 10 Leh – Shey – Matho – Stakna – Stok – Leh
Full day sightseeing tour. Shey Palace - 15km to the south on the main
highway heading in the Manali direction was built in early 17th century
AD by Deldan Namgyal as a memorial for his father, Singay Namgyal.
The palace houses a 3 storey copper statue of Buddha Shakyamuni.
Overlooking the Shey palace are the ruins of the fort built by the first king
of Ladakh, Lhachen Spalgigon. Shey also has a very large scattering of
stupas all across it's landscape. Stakna (Tiger nose) monastery: 25km
south of Leh, is a small monastery comprising of few Dukhangs, which
was founded during the reign of king Jamyang Namgyal, in 1580, by
saint Chosje Jamyang Palkhar. The most important statue in the
monastery is said to be of Arya Avaloketesvara. Stok Palace Museum:
17 km from Leh. The Palace of the banished royal family, Stok has a
museum which displays fabulous period costumes and Jewellery of the
royalty along with exquisite Thankas representing the life style of Sakya
Muni. Interesting historical objects like coins, armour, weapons, precious
jade and porcelain too can be seen here. Return to Leh. Overnight at
hotel
Day 11 Leh – Delhi – Agra
Morning transfer to the airport for flight to Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi –
the guests will be met and drive to Agra (203 kms). Visit the famous Taj
Mahal -This most famous Moghul monument was constructed by
Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal. It has been
described as the most extravagant monument ever built for love, for the
emperor was heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage,
during the birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Afternoon visit Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in
the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years
1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and walls
of red sandstone and a moat. Overnight at hotel.
Day 12 Agra – Delhi – Onward journey
Morning drive to Delhi international airport for your onward journey.

Himalayan Fantasy
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel, proceed for sightseeing of Old Delhi – the
former centre of Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments,
narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in
1648. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and
completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal. Also visit
the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Afternoon sightseeing tour of New Delhi.
Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including the
India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the towering
minaret of Qutab Minar.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Shimla
Early morning drive for Shimla (343 km). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
The British empire may have ceased to exist, but its echoes linger on in
Shimla. Placed in the lower ranges of the Himalaya mountains, it is
surrounded by pine, deodar, oak and rhododendron forests. Towards the
north lie the snow-covered high ranges. Within the town are a host of
splendid colonial edifices, quaint cottages and charming walks.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Shimla
Morning sightseeing tour of Shimla visiting, Tara Devi Temple- situated
8 kms from Shimla are two temples dedicated to Mata Tara Devi and lord
Shiva.
Rest of the day at leisure for own activities.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Shimla – Manali
Morning drive to Manali (270 km). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Manali - is situated near the end of the valley on the National Highway
leading to Leh. The landscape here is breath taking. One sees welldefined snow capped peaks, deodar and pine trees, tiny fields, fruit
orchards and the Beas River with its clear water meanders through the
town.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Manali
Morning excursion to Vashist hot water springs and temple (3 kms):
Vashist, a small village located on the left bank of river Beas towards
Rohtang pass. It is renowned for its hot springs and temples. Nearby is
the pyramidal stone temple dedicated to Vashist Muni. Natural hot sulphur
springs with two separate bathing tanks for gents and ladies are always
full of tourists. Turkish style showers fitted baths have also been built
nearby which provide Hot water from the nearby spring for bathing.
Afternoon at leisure for own activities.
Overnight at hotel
Day 07 Manali – Dharamshala
Morning drive to Dharamshala (240 km). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Dharamshala - the hill resort, once very popular with the British, is today
the residence and headquaters of His Holiness the 'Dalai Lama' who set
up his government in exile at Mcleodgunj. The town rises in levels up the
hill from 1250m to 2000m with the dramatic peaks of the Dauladhar rising
above. In the colourful Tibetan township are the newly-built Gelugpa
monastery and a school for Tibetan culture with a excellent library. The
little shops sell Tibetan crafts and there are several restaurants that serve
Tibetan food. A little higher up the ridge is the pretty Church of St. John
with beautiful stained glass windows and the grave of a former Viceroy
Lord Elgin in its churchyard. Visit the Tashijong monastery - with a
commanding view of the Kangra valley, this monastery is one of the
several built after the Dalai Lama settled here. Tashijong also promotes
arts like carpet weaving, tankha painting & block printing, and runs a
school for young Tibetan children. The young guru of the monastery is

recognized as the reincarnation of his predecessor and is very popular
with his visitors.
Overnight at hotel
Day 08 Dharamshala – Amritsar
Morning drive to Amritsar (199 km). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Thereafter, sightseeing tour of Amritsar:
Golden Temple: During Maharaja Ranjit Singh's reign the lower half of
the temple was decorated with marble while the entire upper half was
inlaid with copper covered over by gold plate : hence its new name, the
Golden Temple. Free kitchen and recitation of the divine word never
cease here. Its four gates invite everyone from all directions.
Jallianwala Bagh: Martyrs' Memorial built in the shape of eternal flame
of liberty is situated on the outskirts of Golden Temple. Here, about 1500
to 2000 persons who were attending a peaceful meeting during the
freedom movement fell under the bullets of the British General Dyer, on
April 13, 1919. The British Queen Elizabeth II and her husband laid a
wreath at the Memorial on 14 Oct.' 1997.
If the time permits, you can visit Indian-Pakistan Border famously known
as Wagah Border (28 km from Amritsar) to experience the “beating the
retreat” ceremony when border is closed for the day after sunset.
Overnight at hotel
Day 09 Amritsar – Delhi – Onward destination
Morning is at your leisure. Later transfer to the railway station for your
train to Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, you will be met and transferred to
International airport for your flight to onward destination.

Fascinating Himalayas
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel, proceed for sightseeing of Old Delhi – the
former centre of Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments,
narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in
1648. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and
completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal. Also
visit the Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Afternoon sightseeing tour of New Delhi. Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including
the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the towering
minaret of Qutab Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Bagdogra – Darjeeling
This morning you will be transferred to the airport in time to connect your
flight to Bagdogra. Upon arrival at Bagdogra, the guests will be met and
proceed straight to Darjeeling (80 kms). Check into hotel.
Darjeeling - At an altitude of 2134m facing the Himalayas dominated by
Mt. Kanchenjunga, Darjeeling was the summer resort of the British after
they acquired it in 1835. Manor houses, bungalows & cottages sprung
up and English-style gardens flowered everywhere. The first tea
plantations appeared in 1840 & they thrived in the perfect climate. By
1881, when a narrow - gauge "Toy Train" was commissioned, the hill
station of Darjeeling was completely anglicized.
Afternoon enjoy a leisurely walk on the principal boulevard - "The Mall"
in the center of town lined by small souvenir shops, cafes and tea stalls.
The mall leads to the square called "Chaurastha" where there is a music
and bookshop selling antique books & magazines on India & Tibet.
Overnight at hotel
Day 04 Darjeeling
Excursion to Tiger Hill (10 kms south of Darjeeling) for a sunrise view
of Mt. Kanchenjunga. On a clear day the entire chain is visible, with the
'Kanchenjunga' in the center and the 'Kabru' and the 'Pandim' peaks on
either side. To the right are the "3 sisters" - Everest, Makalu and Lhotse.
To the east, in the distance are the Tibetan peaks.
Morning transfer to the Railway Station for Toy Train ride. The
landscape can only be described as spectacular and the views of the
Himalayan peaks breathtaking.
Afternoon at leisure for own activities. Overnight at hotel
Day 05 Darjeeling – Gangtok
Morning drive to Gangtok (180 kms). The route passes through beautiful
hills covered with tea plantations around Darjeeling, before plunging
towards the Tista river and then up along the river to Gangtok. Spread
over one side of a hill, Gangtok, the capital of Sikkim, directly faces the
Kanchenjunga mountain range.
Rest of the day at leisure for own activities.
Overnight at hotel
Day 06 Gangtok
Morning drive out to Rumtek Monastery the seat of the gyalway
Karmapa, head of the Kagyapa seat of Buddhism and built by him when
he took refuge in Sikkim. It houses some of the world's most unique
artefacts, ancient manuscripts and icons.
Visit the Institute of Tibetology with its superb "Thankas" and also the
"Orchid Sanctuary" which is a botanical garden offering 500 varieties of
Orchids. Overnight at hotel
Day 07 Gangtok – Kalimpong
Morning drive to Kalimpong (86 kms). Upon arrival – check into hotel.
Kalimpong- is a tiny hill station. Walks offer views of the Deola Hills to
the north; the Durbindara Hills to the south; and, on a clear day, the

plains of Nepal's terai and the lofty summits of Kanchenjunga. Overnight
at the hotel.
Day 08 Kalimpong
Visit the two Buddhist Monasteries - Tirpai Choling at Tirpai belonging
to the Yellow (Gelug) Hat Sect and the Zang dog Palrifo Brang on
Dubindera Hill at the other end of Kalimpong which is a replica of a
celestial borten that was destroyed by the chinese in Lhasa and took the
Lamas two years to construct.
Overnight at hotel
Day 09 Kalimpong – Bagdogra – Delhi
Drive to Bagdogra airport (79 kms) to connect flight to Delhi. Upon
arrival in Delhi – the guests will be met and transferred to the hotel.
Rest of the day at leisure for own activities. Overnight at hotel
Day 10 Delhi – Agra – Delhi – Onward journey
Morning drive to Agra (203 km).
Visit the Taj Mahal at sunrise - This most famous Moghul monument
was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz
Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the most
extravagant monument ever built for love. (Taj Mahal is closed on
Fridays).
Thereafter visit the Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna,
almost in the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over
the years 1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates
and walls of red sandstone and a moat.
Later drive to Delhi international airport for your onward journey.

Eastern India
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive late night at Delhi International airport. Upon arrival in Delhi, you
will be met by our representative and transferred to hotel
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
This morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former centre of
Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and
bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the
‘cycle rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through
“Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and sounds of
this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit the Jama
Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah
Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
This afternoon you will be taken to visit New Delhi - drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including the
India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the beautiful
Humayuns tomb of the Mughal era & predecessor of the world famous
Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering minaret of Qutab Minar.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Bhubaneshwar
Transfer to airport in time to connect flight for Bhubaneshwar. Upom
arrival arrival in Bhubaneshwar, you will be met and transferred to your
hotel.
Afternoon city tour – Bhubaneshwar is Orissa's capital, and home to
many important Hindu and Jain pilgrimage sites. Visit the most important
temples – Lingaraj, Mukteswar, Parasurameswar and Rajarani. Overnight
at the Hotel.
Day 04 Bhubaneshwar
Full day visit to Ratnagiri Lalitagiri Udayagiri Buddhist complex.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Bhubaneshwar – Konark – Puri
Drive to Puri enroute visiting the colourful Pipli village famous for
applieque works and Konarak Sun Temple. Arrive Puri and check into
hotel.
Afternoon visit Puri one of the holiest places in the country-visit Puri
Jagannath Temple from Raghunathan Library and also visit the local
bazaar.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Puri
Full day visit of Puri visiting the stone carving and pattachitra paintings
villages.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Puri – Gopalpur on Sea
Drive to Gopalpur on sea (235 kms) en route visiting the largest brackish
water lake in the country spreading over 1200 sq kms.It is winter that
Chilka really comes to life,the great lake then become the largest bird
sanctuary in India as migratory birds from distant lands as Siberia make it
to the lake-short cruise. Arrive Gopalpur on sea and check into hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Gopalpur on Sea – Rayagada
Drive to Rayagada (215 kms) en route visiting Taptapani sulphuric spring,
local villages, Saora tribes. Arive Rayagada and check into hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Rayagada – Jeypore
Drive to Chatikona (40 kms one way) to visit the colourful weekly tribal
market of Dhongria Kondhs. The Kondhs were famous in history for their
Meriah Sacrifice-Human sacrifice.The Kondhs are of Dravidian origin.
They speak Kui language. They practice elaborate birth, marriage and
death rituals. Later drive to Jeypore (135 kms) en route

visiting the Desia Kondhs tribes and villages. Arrive in the evening and
check into hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Jeypore
Drive to Onukudelli (90 kms one way) to visit the famous Bonda tribe and
their weekly tribal market. Bondas are one of the most primitive tribes and
they are termed as the wildest, rudest and possibly the most interesting
tribe of Orissa. They call themselves Remo and speak a very difficult
Asutro-Asiatic language.They are expert cultivators. Later visit the
colourlful Gadaba tribes. The Gadaba are animist, worshipping many
Gods and Goddesses.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Jeypore
Drive to Kunduli to visit the weekly tribal market of the Paraja tribes and
Sono Gadaba tribes.This is one of the largest weekly market of the area.
The language of Paraja tribe is Parji. Later visit of the Jagannath Temple
and tribal museum.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Jeypore – Vishakhapatnam
Drive to Visakhapatham (240 kms) via Araku Valley and en route visiting
the Gupteswar and Bora Caves.
Upon arrival, check into hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Vishakhapatnam
Drive to Simachalam (40 kms) to visit the famous Vishnu Temple.
Evening is at your leisure.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 14 Vishakhapatnam – Delhi – Onward Destination
Today you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Delhi. Upon
arrival in Delhi, you will be met and transferred to international airport to
connect your flight to onward destination.

Buddhist Sector
Day 01 Abroad – Kolkata
Arrive: Kolkata. Upon arrival in Kolkata, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at hotel
Day 02 Kolkata - Varanasi
Morning visit Victoria Memorial - sits opposite the Maidan in Central
Calcutta. Resembling a cross between the Taj Mahal and St. Paul’s
Cathedral, London, it is Calcutta’s most impressive landmark. Shortly after
her death, Lord Curzon proposed a memorial be dedicated to Queen
Victoria both as a tribute and a triumphant depiction of her reign in India.
The monument was called Victoria Memorial Hall. Then visit St. Paul’s
Cathedral - One of the most important churches in India, the Cathedral,
stands just to the east of the Victoria Memorial. It is notable for its striking
murals and frescoes, impressive stained-glass windows, and coloured
alter redoes including the great west window by Burne Jones. Also visit
the Kali temple - the temple is about 2 kilometers directly south of St.
Paul’s Cathedral. Rebuilt in 1809 on the site of a much older temple, it is
an important site. Kali is a form of Durga and the image is seen astride a
tiger.
Afternoon visit Indian Museum - built in the Italian style of architecture
(1875), this is the largest museum in India with one of the finest
collections in Asia. There are rare collections of pottery from
Mohenjodaro, art from the Gandhara School and coins from the Mughal
period. There is a lot to see such as the immense ‘Bharhut Stupa’
depicting the 500 incarnations of Buddha prior to his enlightenment, the
two giant pre-historic skeletons and a double coconut tree which
blossoms once in a century. There is a special textile gallery and even a
partially exposed mummy from Egypt. Then visit Mother Teresa’s home Sisters of charity. Over 50 years ago since the Bengal famine the
redoubtable sister left the comfort and security of her teaching position in
Calcutta to tend for the poor, the sick and the dying in the poverty-stricken
area of the city. From these very modest beginnings she had through
love, work and will-power, created an organization within the glowing
confines of her own personality that commands respect everywhere in the
world. She received universal recognition for her work and the Nobel
Peace prize. Later in late evening transfer to railway station for train to
Varanasi. Overnight on train.
Day 03 Kolkata – Varanasi
On arrival in Varanasi, you will be met by our representative and
transferred to the hotel.
Afternoon visit Sarnath – 8 kms from Varanasi
one of the holiest
Buddhist sites in the world, where Buddha preached his first Sermon in
590 B.C. Here you will witness the ruins of a once flourishing Buddhist
monastery and then visit a fine Archaeological Museum which houses an
excellent collection of Buddhist art and sculptures found at the site. The
main attraction at this excellent Archaeological Museum is the superb
capital from the Ashokan pillar. It has the Ashokan symbol of four back-toback lions which has been adopted as the state symbol of modern India.
Other finds from the site include many figures and sculptures from the
various periods of Saranath - Mauryan, Kushana, Gupta and later. (The
museum is closed on Fridays). Overnight at hotel
Day 04 Varanasi – Bodhgaya
Morning drive to Bodhgaya (243 km). Upon arrival in Bodhgaya – check
into the hotel.
Bodhgaya -The Buddha attained enlightenment in Bodhgaya, under the
Bodhi tree, 10 km from Gaya, the ancient Hindu pilgrimage centre. The
tree from the original sapling still stands in the temple premises. It is the
most important Buddhist pilgrimage centre as Buddha was born here. The
magnificent Mahabodhi temple in Bodhgaya is an architectural
amalgamation of many centuries, cultures and many heritages’ that came
to pay their homage here. The temple definitely has architecture of the
Gupta period and later ages, inscriptions describing visits of pilgrims from
Sri Lanka, Myanmar and China between 7th and 10th century AD. It is
perhaps still the same temple Hieun Tsang visited in the 7th century.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Bodhgaya – Gaya – Rajgir – Nalanda – Patna
Morning excursion to Gaya (11 kms) - is one of the most important
pilgrimage centre for the Hindus. It is believed that a Hindu will reach

heaven if his last rites are offered under the celebrated ‘Akshayabat ’ or
immortal banyan tree, standing in the yard of Vishnupad temple. Believed
to be built on the footsteps of Vishnu, the grand temple was renovated by
Ahalyabai, queen of Indore. Continue drive to Patna (181 kms) enroute
visit Rajgir & Nalanda.
Rajgir, known earlier as 'Rajagriha' or Girivaraja, nestles in the rocky hills
that witnessed the teachings of both Buddha and Mahavira. It lies 15 km
south of Nalanda, and was the ancient capital of the Magadha kings. The
Buddha frequented Rajagriha, seeking the solitude and tranquility of the
Jivkamaravana monastery, preaching and meditating at the Griddhakuta
hill (Hill of vultures). It was at this hill, that he converted one of his
celebrated followers, the Mauryan king Bimbisara, to Buddhism. After the
Buddha reached 'parinirvana', his followers held the first Buddhist council
at the Saptaparni cave. It was here, that His teachings were penned down
for the very first time. An important pilgrimage centre for Hindus and
Jains, Rajgir is also known as Panchpahari with shrines on five hills.
Today, Rajgir is a picturesque and serene place, visited by pilgrims from
all over the globe. It has also gained recognition as a health resort, thanks
to the famous hot springs. There after visit Hot Spring, King Bumbisara
Jail and the Cave.
The site of Nalanda was one of the greatest monastic universities of the
ancient world. Established in the 5th century B.C. it remained a live center
of learning till the 12th century A.D. when it was destroyed by the invader
Bakhtiar Khilji. Lord Mahavira and the Buddha both taught here for years.
Hsuan Tsang. the Chinese traveler studied here in the 7th century A.D.
and there is a monument in his memory. He was one amongst many of
those from East and Southeast Asia who came here to study logic, metaphysics, medicine, prose composition and rhetoric. Excavations have
revealed nine levels of occupation. Spread over 15 hectares stand the
ruins of six temples, eleven monasteries, the Sariputra Stupa built by
Asoka to honor the Buddha's first disciple, Ananda, and scattered
chaityas or prayer halls.
Upon arrival in Patna – check into the hotel. Overnight at hotel
Day 06 Patna – Kolkata
Morning transfer to airport for flight to Kolkata. Upon arrival meet &
transfer to the international airport for onward flight.

Indian Highlights
Day 01
Arrive Mumbai
Rooms booked to facilitate immediate occupancy.
Day 02
Mumbai – Aurangabad
Arrive Mumbai at 0135 hrs. Upon arrival, you would be met by our
representative and transferred to the hotel. Morning city tour of Mumbai –
including the visit to Gateway of India overlooking the Harbour, Marine
Drive and the Dhobi Ghat, the unique and colourful outdoor 'laundry'. Later
transfer to the airport for flight to Aurangabad. Upon arrival, you would be
met and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 03
Aurangabad
Morning enjoy an excursion to Ajanta caves (100 kms.). Nestled in an inner
fold of the Sahyadri hills, 100 kms away from Aurangabad are the 30 rockcut caves of Ajanta, famous for its cave painting or frescoes of many
colours. These magnificent rock-cut caves, date from 2nd BC to 7th Century
AD. They are exclusively Buddhist; unique in the way they combine three
forms of art - architecture, sculpture and painting. The superb frescoes and
paintings depict episodes from the Jataka stories and the life of Lord
Buddha. Caves 1,2,16 and 17 have the best-preserved paintings (Caves
are closed for tourist on Monday). Visit the Ellora Caves (30 kms) - the
finest rock cut cave temples of Ellora - 10th & 11th century, which
encompasses the three religion - Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. Of the
34 caves that are both monasteries and temples, the most remarkable is the
magnificent Kailasa temple. The entire structure was carved out of a
monolith and took over 100 years to complete. (Caves are closed for
tourist on Tuesday). Overnight at hotel
Day 04
Aurangabad – Delhi
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Delhi. Enjoy a visit Old Delhi
– offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past
the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique
experience from the Red Fort, through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street.
Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in
1658 by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the
simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon visit New Delhi - drive
past the stately government buildings of the British Era designed by
Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto
the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era & predecessor of the world
famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering minaret of Qutub Minar.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05
Delhi – Jaipur
Morning drive to Jaipur (254 kms). Upon arrival in Jaipur, check into your
hotel. Rest of the day is at your leisure. Overnight at hotel
Day 06
Jaipur
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just outside
Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your caparisoned elephant
for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate, making your entrance in
the time honoured fashion. The Fort, completed in the early 18th century,
took over 100 years to build and now, although deserted, offers a fascinating
insight into the lifestyle of the Moghul ruling families. Afternoon visit the
imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja although several of the
rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques and artifacts belonging to
the ruling family are housed here, including a collection of weaponry. Visit
the Hawa Mahal "Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar
Observatory to see the vast astronomical instruments. Overnight at hotel.
Day 07
Jaipur – Agra
Morning drive to Agra (245 kms Upon arrival in Agra – check into the hotel.
Visit the famous Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul monument was
constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal.
The central structure has four small domes surrounding the huge, central
dome. Above the tombs of Mumtaz Mahal and Shah Jahan are false tombs,
a common practice in Indian mausoleums. (Taj Mahal is closed on
Friday). Afternoon visit Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna,
almost in the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the
years 1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and
walls of red sandstone and a moat. Overnight at hotel.
Day 08
Agra – Jhansi – Orchha
Morning transfer to the railway station for train to Jhansi. Upon arrival in
Jhansi, you will be met and transferred to your hotel in Orchha. Check into

your hotel. Walk by the century old temples and forts, each with its own
poignant history, rest amidst beauty of the ruins. Amongst the various
imposing edifices, of particular interest are the Jehangiri Mahal, built by
Raja Bir Singh Deo to commemorate the visit of Moghul Emperor
Jehangir, The Raj Mahal and the Laxmi Narain temple, both noted for
their fine frescoes and mural paintings. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09
Orchha – Khajuraho
After breakfast at the hotel you will be driven to Khajuraho (170 Kms).
Upon arrival, check into your hotel. Visit the Eastern & Western
group of temples. The temples of Khajuraho have been declared a
'world heritage' site by UNESCO in order to preserve the rich legacy of
architecture, bequeathed to future generations by the Kings of the
Chandela dynasty. These temples are famous for their intricate
sculptures and erotic carvings that are one of the outstanding
achievements of Indian art. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10
Khajuraho – Varanasi
Morning is at your leisure. Later you will be transferred to airport to
connect your flight to Varanasi. On arrival in Varanasi, you will be met
and taken for the sightseeing tour of Sarnath – 5 miles out of Varanasi
is one of the holiest Buddhist sites in the world, where Buddha
preached his first Sermon in 590 B.C. Here you will witness the ruins of
a once flourishing Buddhist monastery and then visit a fine
Archaeological Museum which houses an excellent collection of
Buddhist art and sculptures found at the site. The main attraction at this
excellent Archaeological Museum is the Ashokan pillar having four
back-to-back lions which has been adopted as the state symbol of
modern India. (The museum is closed on Fridays). Thereafter
transfer to the hotel and check-in. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11
Varanasi
Early morning take a short trip by country boat on the sacred river
Ganges to see the Ghats and witness the living traditions of one of the
world's oldest and most important religions. Pilgrims flock the Ghats to
have a ritual bath and perform Puja to the rising sun, following centuries
old tradition. On your way back to the hotel visit some of the many
Hindu temples that line the river Ganges and stroll along the narrow
lanes and bazaars full of shops selling, among other things, the world
famous Benaras Silks. Evening proceed to the "ghats", a long stone
stepped embankment built on the riverbank. Here, watch the evening
"aarti" ceremony, a deeply moving spectacle where devotees release
leaf borne lamps on to the water at sunset. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12
Varanasi – Delhi – Onward destination
After a leisurely breakfast at the hotel you will be transferred to the
airport to connect flight to Delhi.Upon arrival in Delhi, you will be met
and transferred to the international airport for flight back to onward
destination.

Southern Sojourn
Day 01 Arrive Bangalore
Arrive Bangalore Upon arrival our representative will meet you in the
airport and transfer to Hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Bangalore – Sravanabelgola – Hassan
Morning drive to Sravanabelgola (185 kms) - is one of the one of the
oldest and most important Jain pilgrimage centres in India and the huge
17m-high naked statue of Bahubali (Gomateshwara) is said to be the
world's tallest monolithic statue. It overlooks the sedate country town of
Sravanabelagola from the top of the rocky hill known as Indragiri. The
beautifully sculpted face of Bahubali at Sravanabelagola reveals
determination and total control. This colossal statue is the main attraction
at Sravanabelagola and draws tourists and pilgrims from all over the
world.
Continue drive to Hassan (52 kms). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Hassan – Belur – Halebid – Mysore
Morning drive through lush tropical landscapes to Halebid and Belur Built in the 12th and 13th century in the superb baroque style, these
temples are carved of stone and are truly magnificent. As one architect
and critic said "These friezes carved with a minute elaboration of detail
are one of the most marvelous exhibitions of human labor to be found
even in the patient East". The temple at Belur is famed for its profusely
ornamented exterior, and the one at Halebid for its sculptured figures and
open-air museum. Also visit the colossal monolithic Jain statue, 57-ft high,
which stands on top of a steep bare hill.
Thereafter proceed to Mysore. On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Mysore – Ooty
Morning sightseeing of Mysore - Visit the Maharaja's Palace, which is
lavishly decorated in a mixture of styles. Also visit the Zoological Garden,
Mysore Arts & Crafts centre and then proceed to the Chamundi Temple
on a hill above the city.

Afternoon boatcruise on Lake Periyar - an artificial lake which is the heart
of the famous Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary where animals such as wild
Elephants, Asiatic deer, Black buck, wild boars and others from the
surrounding sanctuary come to the shores of the lake to drink water.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Periyar – Kumarakom
Afternoon drive to Kumarakom (170 kms). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Kumarakom-is a beautiful backwater village on the shores of the
enchanting Vembanad Lake, criss-crossed with meandering waterways
and ancient cottages.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Kumarakom – Houseboat
Morning at leisure.
Afternoon, board the traditional rice boats - "Ketuvallam" for a fascinating
cruise through the backwaters of Kerala (own arrangement).
Overnight on board.

After that proceed to Ooty (158 kms). On arrival, check-in at hotel.
Ootacamund (Ooty) - it is known as the Queen of Hill stations. It nestles in
the Nilgiri Hills at an altitude of 2300 m. Ooty still maintains its definite air
of elegance and there are British Raj reminders everywhere-notably in the
stone cottages with flower gardens, the beautiful Botanical gardens
(1840), the Churches, tea gardens and eucalyptus plantations.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Ooty
Full day at leisure.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Ooty – Cochin
Morning drive to Cochin (281 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Cochin
Morning sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala, which has one of the finest natural harbours
& is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time immemorial,
Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers followed the sea
route to Kochi & left their impression on the town. Visit the Dutch Palace,
the Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis, the Bolghatty Palace &
the famousChinese fishing nets.
Evening witness the Kathakali dance performance - Kathakali is a unique
dance which has a 2000 year old history with more than 100 different
'mudras' or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes, heroines and
kings.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Cochin – Periyar
Morning drive to Periyar (140 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.

Day 11 Houseboat – Kovalam
Breakfast on board. Thereafter disembark at Alleppey & proceed directly
to Kovalam(210 kms).
Rest of the day free for own activities.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Kovalam
Day is at your leisure.
Day 13 Kovalam
Day is at your leisure.
Day 14 Kovalam – Trivandrum
Transfer to the Trivandrum airport for your flight to onward destination.

Temples & Spices
Day 01 Arrive Chennai
Arrive: Chennai. Upon arrival, the guest will be met and transferred to
hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Chennai – Kanchipuram – Mahabalipuram
Morning city tour of Chennai - the sprawling and gracious city on the
‘Bay of Bengal’ is the fourth largest city in India. Visit the Fort St. George
- declared a national monument in 1948 and most of its buildings have
been converted into government offices, notably the Legislature and
Secretariat. Visit the San Thome Cathedral, a Gothic-style Catholic
church said to house the remains of St. Thomas, the ‘Apostle of India’,
who died at nearby St Thomas Mount in 72 A.D. Thereafter drive to
Mahabalipuram (40 kms) en route visit Kanchipuram - known as the
Golden City of a Thousand Temples, is one of the oldest towns in India. It
is famous for both its temples, many of them remarkably well preserved
and for its hand-woven silks. Kanchipuram is one of the seven sacred
cities of India and the only one associated with both Shiva and Vishnu.
Continue drive to Mahabalipuram and upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 03 Mahabalipuram
Morning sightseeing tour of Mahabalipuram - is famous for its unique
7th-century Shore Temple, lovely beach and some of the most beautiful
rock-cut temples in the world. Situated on the shore of the Bay of Bengal,
Mahabalipuram was already a famous seaport in the 1st century AD. Visit
the seven pagoda-style shore temples, lashed by the waves of the sea
and the seven rathas or temple chariots, a group of monolithic
monuments & animal figures carved out of solid rock, the earliest known
examples of Dravidian architecture. Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Mahabalipuram – Pondicherry
Morning drive to Pondicherry (180 kms) en route visit Tiruvannamalai &
Fort at Gingee. Pondicherry - This charming and well-restored former
French colony displays a Mediterranean aura, with its beautiful streets
and whitewashed houses. Visit the famous Sri Aurobindo Ashram
whose founder Sri Aurobindo emerged as a new type of thinker, one who
combined in his vision - alacrity of the West with illumination of the East.
Visit Auroville or the ‘City of Dawn’ - Designed by a French architect
Roger Arger, it is a universal city-in-the-making whose purpose is human
unity in the broadest sense of the word. Also visit the Eglise De Sacre
Coeur De Jesus dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, this church is
noted for its gothic architecture and stained glass panels which depict the
entire life of Jesus Christ. Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Pondicherry – Tanjore
Morning drive to Tanjore (190 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Later
visit Tanjore – Once the capital of the Chola Empire from the 10th to the
14th centuries. A Chola king, Raja Chola, who held the throne from 985 to
1016, built the greatest of the empire's 74 temples, the Brihadeshwara
temple is an outstanding example of the Chola architecture. Guarding the
inner shrine of the temple is the gigantic statue of Nandi, the Bull. The Art
gallery in Thanjavur has a superb collection of bronze statues from the 9th
to 12th centuries. Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Tanjore – Trichy – Madurai
Morning drive to Madurai (190 kms) en route visit Trichy. Visit the ‘Rock
Fort Temple’ which rises abruptly to a height of 273 ft. A steep staircase
cut into the rock leads upto the Fort. At the first level are the remnants of
a huge hall blasted into ruins in 1772. The next storey is the
Mathrubhuteshwarer Shrine dedicated to Shiva. Finally at the top of the
hill, the 'Uchhi Pillayar Koil' - a Ganesh Temple offering a commanding
view of the city. Sri Rangam is the largest Vaishnavite temple in Tamil
Nadu, dedicated to Sri Ranganatha Perumal. It has seven prakaras or
enclosures formed by thick and huge rampart walls, which run round the
sanctum. There are 21 magnificent towers in all prakaras providing a
unique sight to any visitor. Continue drive to Madurai and upon arrival
check-in at hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Madurai
Morning, visit the Meenakshi temple one of the biggest temple complex
in India – it is 46 ft. long by 790ft broad and was built in the 17th Century.
It is a rectangular twin shrine: the southern temple dedicated to
Meenakshi (the consort of Shiva) and the other to Shiva. The high point of
the Meenakshi temple is Hall of a "Thousand Pillars", built in the 16th C

which is as great a work of structural engineering as it is of art. Also visit
the palace of Tirumala Nayak which is an example of the architectural
mastery of the Nayaks - a blend of Hindu and Saracen architecture.
Evening visit the Meenakshi temple for "aarti". This is a ceremony,
which takes places every evening when the temple bronze of Lord Shiva
is carried to the bedchambers of Parvati to the accompaniment or
religious prayers and music. Overnight at hotel.
Day 08 Madurai – Periyar
Morning drive to Periyar (180 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Periyar - Sprawling across 777 sq. kms. of the Cardamom Hills of the
Western Ghats, Thekkady is the home to one of the largest wildlife
reserves in India. Alive with exotic flora and vibrant wildlife, it is the perfect
getaway tucked away among hills. Afternoon boatcruise on the Lake of
the famous Periyar wildlife sanctuary to see wild life. Periyar - an artificial
lake or reservoir created by a dam on Periyar River where wild elephants,
Asiatic Deer, Black Buck and even Tigers come to shores of the lake to
drink water. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Periyar – Alleppey (Backwaters)
Morning drive to Alleppey (155 kms). Board the traditional rice boats “Kettuvallam” and begin your journey through the picturesque
backwaters and small lakes relaxing in the tranquillity of Kerala's beautiful
scenery. Experience the way of life and activity of the local people, the
one bedroom house with a lounge is exclusively for you, meals will be
served with freshly bought produce from the local markets and cooked on
board. You can relax on the sundeck and watch the way of life and activity
of the local people, sipping from a tender coconut and enjoying the sheer
peace of the surroundings. Overnight on board.
Day 10 Backwaters – Mararikulam
After breakfast dis-embark the houseboat for transfer to Mararikulam.
This is one of the picturesque fishing villages that dot the lovely coastline
of Kerala. The afternoon will be free to relax at the beach.
Day 11 & 12 Mararikulam
Full days free to relax. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Mararikulam – Cochin
This morning proceed to Cochin (60 km) and check-in at hotel. Morning
sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green, commercial
capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural harbours & is known
as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time immemorial, Arabs,
Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers followed the sea route to
Kochi & left their impression on the town. Modern Kochi is thus a splendid
mosaic of these myriad influences. Visit the Dutch Palace, the Jewish
Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis and the famous Chinese fishing
nets. In the evening witness the Kathakali dance performance Kathakali is a unique dance which has a 2000 year old history with more
than 100 different ‘mudras’ or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes,
heroines and kings - each based on episodes from the Mahabharata and
Ramayana, the two epic Indian myths. Overnight at hotel.
Day 14 Cochin – Onward destination
Transfer to the International airport for your flight to onward destination.

Northern Kerala
Day 01 Arrive Cochin
Arrive Cochin. Upon arrival, the guest will be met by our representative
and transferred to hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Cochin
Morning sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural harbours
& is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time immemorial,
Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers followed the sea
route to Kochi & left their impression on the town. Modern Kochi is thus a
splendid mosaic of these myriad influences. Visit the Dutch Palace, the
Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis and the famous Chinese
fishing nets.
In the evening witness the Kathakali dance performance - Kathakali is a
unique dance which has a 2000 year old history with more than 100
different ‘mudras’ or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes, heroines
and kings - each based on episodes from the Mahabharata and
Ramayana, the two epic Indian myths.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Cochin – Athirapally
Morning drive to Athirapally near the entrance to the Sholayar forest
range. A shimmering expanse of tranquil beauty, the highlight is a
breathtaking 80 ft high waterfall. Check into the Rainforest resort which
offers stunning views of the waterfall. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight
at the Rainforest.
Day 04 Athirapally
Today enjoy trekking in the jungles or go for nature walks in the Sholayar
forest range upto the actual waterfall. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight
at the Rainforest.
Day 03 Athirapally – Calicut
Morning drive to Calicut (170kms), the traditional capital of North Kerala a
leading trading centre for spices on the west coast. Enroute visit
'Kalamandalam' dance and arts centre where you can also spend a day
with the masters and witness artists and teachers in action. Proceed to
Calicut and check into your resort. Rest of the day at leisure. In the
evening go for a relaxing cruise in your private houseboat through the
stunning backwaters of Calicut. Overnight at the Kadavu Resort.
Day 04 Calicut
Visit the fish markets or venture into town and see the Sweet Meat Street
and the many colourful shops. Visit the boat yards in Beypore which have
been building vessels since early centuries for legendary seamen. Later in
the evening witness a Kalarippayatu (Martial arts) demonstration
Overnight at the Kadavu Resort.
Day 05 Calicut – Vythiri
Morning drive to Wayanad (80kms) set in the picturesque Western Ghats
and mountains. Littered with tropical rain forests, dense hills, rolling paddy
fields, spice plantations and valleys, Wayanad is a hitherto undiscovered
location offering breathtaking views. Check into your resort. Discover the
many enchanting highlights of the rainforest. Day at leisure. Overnight at
the Vythiri Resort.
Day 06 Vythiri
Wake up in the rainforest amidst the sound of chirping birds and tingling
streams around your cottage. Visit the pre historic Edakkal Caves today.
Overnight at the Vythiri Resort.
Day 07 Vythiri – Sulthan Bathery
Morning drive to Sulthan Bathery (45 kms) and check into a plantation
hideaway. Later visit the Thirunelli Temple set in a serene location amidst
the Brahmagiri hills. With its lush vegetation and gurgling clear streams,
the place presents a breathtaking spectacle. The shrine is shielded with
30 granite columns and the ground is paved with huge square pieces of
granite. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight at the Tranquil Plantation
Hideaway.

Day 08 Sulthan Bathery
Today visit the Wayanad sanctuary where one can find animals like sloth
bears, sambhar (wild deer), elephants, monkeys, tigers, reptiles,deer,
panthers, and many species of rare birds. Overnight at the Tranquil
Plantation Hideaway.
Day 09 Sulthan Bathery – Kannur
Morning drive to Kannur (75 kms), a land with a resonant past where
myths and legends abound. The ships of Solomon are believed to have
anchored here at one time. Check into your resort. In the evening visit the
colourful Theyyam dance in a nearby temple. Overnight at the Kairali
Heritage.
Day 10 Kannur
Today go on a day excursion of Kannur and visit the famous
Parassinikkadavu temple and the Kannur fort. You could also drive to the
Muzhipilangad beach, Kerala's only drivein beach. Overnight at the Kairali
Heritage.
Day 11 Kannur – Tellicherry
Drive a short distance to Tellicherry to spend two nights at Ayesha
Manzil, a beautiful, old colonial mansion overlooking the blue Arabian
Sea. Your host is a famous cook, so enjoy the best gourmet cuisine
served here. Overnight at Ayesha Manzil.
Day 12 Tellicherry
Morning at leisure with afternoon sightseeing of the city and Tellicherry
Fort. This evening witness Kerala’s martial art Kalaripayattu - the oldest
existing martial art form, dating back more than 2000 years and said to be
the forerunner of popularly known Chinese martial arts. Overnight at
Ayesha Manzil.
Day 13 Tellicherry – Calicut – Onward Destination
Drive to Calicut Airport (100 kms) for your flight to onward destination.

Fascinating Kerala
Day 01
Abroad – Cochin
Arrive Cochin. Upon arrival in Cochin, you will be met and transferred to the
hotel. The afternoon will be free for relaxation at the hotel. In the evening
you will be taken for a show of Kathakali Dances. Kathakali is the most
famous dance form of Kerala. Artists with colourful make up (that looks less
like make up, but more like mask) perform the dance drama depicting
stories from famous Indian Epics like Mahabharata etc.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02
Cochin
After breakfast at the hotel enjoy a sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"
– the palm green, commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest
natural harbours and is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From
time immemorial, Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers
followed the sea route to Kochi & left their impression on the town. Modern
Kochi is thus a splendid mosaic of these myriad influences. Visit the Dutch
Palace, the Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis & the famous
Chinese fishing nets. Rest of the day will be free to explore the charming
alleys of Cochin or to relax at the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03
Cochin – Periyar
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Periyar; upon arrival check-in at the
hotel. Periyar - Sprawling across 777 sq. Kms of the Cardamom Hills of the
Western Ghats, Thekkady is the home to one of the largest wildlife reserves
in India. Alive with exotic flora and vibrant wildlife, it is the perfect getaway
tucked away among hills. Rest of the day will be free for relaxation and
independent activities.
Overnight at the hotel
Day 04
Periyar
After breakfast enjoy a visit to the interesting spice market that offers you an
opportunity to explore the world of exotic spices and at the same time see
the daily lives of locals from close quarters.
In the afternoon enjoy a boat cruise to Lake Periyar Wild life sanctuary
trying to spot herds of elephants, bison, deer and spectacular bird life. The
area is also home to 140 species of orchid that thrive here.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05
Periyar – Kumarakom
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Kumarakom; upon arrival check-in at
hotel. When nature is all you need to recuperate, Kumarakom is
undoubtedly the most invigorating, fascinating paradise in Kerala, God's
own country. The slender coconut palms, never ending paddy fields,
meandering lagoons and backwaters, mangroves nesting birds of a hundred
varieties can peacefully calm and invigorate your mind with renewed
inspiration for your vocation and life. That is the pristine beauty of
Kumarakom.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06
Kumarakom – Backwaters
After breakfast proceed to boat jetty to board the traditional rice boats “Kettuvallam” for a fascinating cruise through the backwaters of Kerala
which offer one of the world’s truly unforgettable experiences. These
traditional houseboats of Kerala are one of the most enduring images of the
backwaters, its natural, cocoon-like profile complementing the surrounding
countryside. You can relax on the sundeck and watch the way of life and
activity of the local people, sipping from a tender coconut and enjoying the
sheer peace of the surroundings.
Overnight on board.
Day 07
Backwaters – Mararikulam
Enjoy a lazy morning cruise into the backwaters. After breakfast dis-embark
the houseboat for transfer to Mararikulam. This is one of the picturesque
fishing villages that dot the lovely coastline of Kerala. This private, shallow
beach is fringed with unending lines of coconut palms. The afternoon will be
free to relax at the beach.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08
Mararikulam
Full day free to relax by the beach or to enjoy Ayurvedic message or
treatment.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 09
Mararikulam – Cochin – Onward
After breakfast the morning will be free. Later you will be transferred to
Cochin (60 Kms) airport in time to connect flight to onward destination.

Incredible Design
Incentive Idea
Visionary conceptualisation
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AGRA
There are very few cities in the world that can match the history and heritage of Agra - the city of Taj Mahal.
Situated on the West Bank of River Yamuna, Agra is a part of the great Northern Indian plains. The
architectural splendor of the city is reflected in the glorious monuments of medieval India built by great Mughals
who ruled India for more than 300 years.
Agra, the ancient city of Mughals is internationally renowned for its World Heritage sites of Taj Mahal, Agra Fort
and the nearby Fatehpur Sikri. The unique charm of Taj Mahal, and the bustling nature of the city, together
makes it an ideal destination for tourists across the globe. The imposing Mughal-era buildings, spread across
the city are the reminders of Mughal splendour. Once the capital of Lodi kingdom, the city also served as the
capital of the Mughals in the 16th and 17th centuries.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 82 sq kms
Population: 1.5 mn
Altitude: 169 m above sea level
Language: Hindi, Urdu, English
Average Rainfall: 24 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in Agra in Celsius
Summer:
May-Jun: hottest (45°C)
July: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Mar: pleasant (35°C)

Agra is well connected by Road from Delhi,
Jhansi, Gwalior, Jaipur and you can catch
train from all metropolitan cities.
Approximate road distance:
Delhi to Agra is 203 kms
Jaipur to Agra is 265 kms

Themed Events
« Wonder of the World »
Proceed to the Taj Mahal in decorated Tonga (Horse-pulled cart). Taj Mahal is undoubtedly one of the most
spectacular buildings of the world renowned for its architectural magnificence and aesthetic beauty. Constructed by
Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal, it has been described as the most extravagant monument
ever built for love. A Group Photograph to cherish the special moments spent at the most perfect jewel of Muslim art
in India.

« Sunset Evening at Taj Khema »
Treat yourself to a magnificent sunset view of the Taj Mahal, as you picnic like Mughal royalty relaxing in colourful
‘Khemas’ (decorated tents). Savour Mughal delicacies as you sink into the comfort of satin mattresses and are
enthralled by music and dance performance.

« Mughal Theme Evening »
An evening of royal splendour that transports you to the golden era of the Mughal Dynasty. It is a recreation of an evening as experienced by the Mughal Emperors
half a millennia ago. As you approach, colourfully attired dancers will entice you to join them in a whirling melee. Experience the hospitality of the legendary Mughal
dynasty. The lavish dresses that adorned both men and women are symbolic of those times and you will receive one of these princely costumes in your room to wear
in the evening preceding the dinner. Elegant Kathak dancers perform whilst a mouth watering array of Mughlai delicacies are served.

« Witness the local craftsman’s at work »
Visit the gold thread embroidery workshop -’zari’ work is a form of weave where the gold thread is woven into the fabric to
produce borders and motifs on the fabric used for saris, stoles, scarves, dress material and wall tableaus. Or visit a marble-in-lay
factory to see the “Pietra Dura” work made famous by the Taj Mahal. This art is passed down from father to son.

« An evening to remember »
The restaurant is redolent of old-world charm interwoven with an essence of royalty that is reflected in cuisine as well. Round
tables are decorated with candles, local flowers, specially designed menu on parchment paper. Entertainment – all throughout
dinner, your guests will be enriched with unforgettable Indian music and classical dance performed by renowned Indian artists.
Followed by a Magic show - there is nothing that captures the magical spirit of the lad as much as the conjuror who enthralls his
audience with sleight-of-hand and a range of tricks.

« Spices of India - Great Gourmet Party »
The perfect combination of gourmet food, inspired drinks and superb music. A private area set with bars serving exotic cocktails,
food stations scattered all around with Mughlai cuisine, a combination of special lighting effects and great music (live or DJ) will
put the final touch to this special gourmet event.

« Indian Experience »
How better to greet the guests than with flavors of India, elegant diyas, ethnic Indian flowers, traditional lamp, floating diyas in huge brass urlis, service staff dressed
in high necked bandhgalas adding to the elegance of the evening, the buffet be served in copper vessels and of course finger licking delicately spiced cuisine.

DELHI
New Delhi, the capital and the third largest city of India is a fusion of the ancient and the modern. Standing
along the West End of Gangetic Plain, the capital city, Delhi, unwinds a picture rich with culture, architecture
and human diversity, deep in history, monuments, museums, galleries and gardens. Comprising of two
contrasting yet harmonious parts, the Old Delhi and New Delhi, the city is a travel hub of Northern India.
Narrating the city's Mughal past, Old Delhi, takes you through the labyrinthine streets passing through
formidable mosques, monuments and forts. You will also discover lively and colorful bazaars that boast to
cater all sorts of good and items at mind-blowing prices amidst a barely controlled chaotic ambience. The
imperial city of New Delhi displays the finely curved architecture of British Raj.
It generates a mesmerizing charm reflecting well-composed and spacious streets under the shade of
beautifully lined avenues of trees and tall and imposing government buildings.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 1483 sq kms
Population: 18 mn
Altitude: 239 m above sea level
Language: Hindi, Urdu, English, Punjabi
Average Rainfall: 50 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in New Delhi in Celsius
Summer:
May-Jun: hottest (40°C)
July: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Feb: pleasant, low humidity (15°C)
Jan-Dec: (5°C)

Delhi has an International Airport. All major
foreign carriers have regular services to Delhi.
Approximate flight times:
London to Delhi is 8 hours
New York to Delhi is 18 hours (non-stop)
Paris to Delhi is 7 hours 30 minutes

Themed Events
« Delhi in 1950’s »
The decoration is based on Delhi around the 1950’s, where old ancient building of Delhi props will be erected accompanied by street
hawker’s bazaar. Old Indian background music will be played in this theme to further create the atmosphere of this old city. Other
optional choices are fortunetellers, acrobatic performance, trishaw pullers and other related activities.

« Glamorous Indian Fashion Pageant »
A spectacular pageant of Indian Fashion in the illuminated gardens followed by western dance orchestra. The area will be fully
decorated with fairy lights and flowers. A sumptuous meal brings an end to this colourful evening.

« Adventurous Car Rally »
Amidst the broad, tree-lined boulevards of New Delhi designed by Edwin Lutyens and Hebert Baker in 1931. Board the “Indian
Ambassador cars” for an experience of the Indian-made “Old Morris” which is still used for transportation in India. Each car will be
provided a map and set of clues which will guide the guests to their goal destination.

« Silver Evening of Royal India »
The venue will be dressed up to resemble the grandeur of Royal India. The guests will be welcomed warmly, in true Indian Style, with a
‘tikka’ (an auspicious dot of colour), aarti and a shower of marigolds. Attendants dressed in traditional attire will usher the guests to low
dining tables for a sumptuous buffet from various Indian provinces, served in Silver Platter while enjoying a classical dance performance.

« Colours of India »
Traverse the corners of this colourful subcontinent in one splendid unforgettable evening. Witness the rich cultural heritage and diversity of India at its best. After
you attend traditional welcome ceremonies, tap your feet to the pulsating ‘Bhangra’ from the North or silently admire the graceful ‘Bharatnatyam’ from the South. Be
hypnotized by the swan-like ‘Manipuri’ dance from the East or passion-stirring ‘Rajasthani’ dances from the West. All the while savouring India’s myriad delicacies.

« Global Village »
International Theme night offering live cooking stations and buffet will offer authentic cuisine representing various countries and decorated accordingly. The
perfect atmosphere created as engaging bartenders jostle cocktails and live jazz music fills the air.

« Ethnic Craft Village »
A village setting is created with Bamboo huts, benches and stalls. Villagers mingle with the guests and display their
traditional skills such as Doll-making, Puppet making, Pottery, “Pichwai” painting and other crafts. Entertainment
includes a “Bandarwala” staging a monkey show, a Palmist, a Snake Charmer, Bangle seller, etc.

« Punjabi Theme Evening »
The guests will be welcomed by decorated Punjabi ladies dressed in traditional attire showering petals against the
backdrop of the illuminated garden. Punjab is known for its intense people, gaiety, colour and vigorous folk dances and
music. A group of Bhangra dancers with drummers will perform after which the guests would be requested to join in and
dance along with them. Flamboyant folk dances herald a sumptuous spread of North Frontier delicacies, which is
enjoyed world over.

« Congress & Exhibition Center »
One of the largest congress and exhibition centers of India, spread over 149 acres of prime land in the heart of India's capital, offers about 61,290 sq. mtrs. of
covered exhibition space, besides 10,000 sq. mtrs. of open display area. Multiple conference rooms, exhibition halls, restaurants, open-air theatre and auditorium.

GOA
Goa is a tiny emerald land on the west coast of India, which is diverse, relaxing, green and exotic. A smooth
mix of Portuguese, Mediterranean and Goan culture leads from the north, teeming with spice shops, bars,
popular beaches and brilliantly colourful local markets. Whilst to the south of Goa there are scattered fishing
villages and lots more of the wonderful isolated tranquillity and long white sandy beaches. Elsewhere in the
Goan countryside, there are white washed churches, paddy fields and tropical plantations scattered all over
the picturesque land.
Goa’s claim to fame is her unbeatable repertoire of world class beaches that dot her coastline. From the
queen of beaches Calangute, to the quiet sands of Palolem there is a wide range of locations to choose from.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 3702 sq kms
Population: 1.4 mns
Altitude: 1022 m above sea level
Language: Konkani,Hindi,English, Marathi
Average Rainfall: 320 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in Goa in Celsius
Summer:
May: hottest (35°C)
June-Sep: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Mar: pleasant (25°C)

Goa has an international airport. There are
daily flights available from all major cities like
New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore. It is also well
connected by Trains and Roads.
Approximate road distance:
Mumbai to Goa is 280 kms

Themed Events
« Kunbi Fishing Village »
Fishing villages are part of Goa’s rich cultural heritage. The right ambience is created to discover the charms of rustic Goa. Local artisans sell you trinkets, curios and
coconut palm crafts amid rows of painted fishing boats and billowing fishing nets. And while you relish freshly prepared lobster and jumbo prawns, artistes put up a
fishermen’s dance for you, a gesture of the warmth and cheerful hospitality that is Goa.

« Pirate Theme »
Ahoy me hearties, stand and deliver! Corporate movers and shakers will feel right at home aboard the good ship “Jolly Rogers”. Raid the Quartermaster’s store for
good quality swig. Carry off plate-loads of tantalising seafood. Wild is the night, and the singing is loud and hearty. Make a rebel walk the plank and remember - take
no prisoners.

« Beach Cricket Match »
Enjoy a friendly game of Cricket, a team sport which is very popular in India. Each team tries to scores
optimal number of 'runs' (points) within the limited overs. Once the process is complete the roles are
reversed, i.e. the team which was batting now bowls and the bowling team will bat. The winning team is
awarded a prize.

« Beach Wedding »
There is nothing more romantic than a Sun Set Wedding on one of the beaches of Goa... We gauge the
style and mood you want for your wedding day. Are you casual, sophisticated or romantic? You want a
traditional evening wedding ceremony with lots of candles and flowers, or you want a contemporary setting
with silver and white balloons and an ice sculpture; we derive all these information before finalizing a
proper decoration plan for you. The ceremony is discussed with the couple in advance and you can tailor
make what you would like to be included in your ceremony.

« Grand Cruise Dinner »
Glide through the dark waters of the Mandovi River on a star-lit night. On a voyage blessed with divine food, soulful music and dotted with the sights and sounds of a
local Goan Evening.

« Masquerade Ball »
Just like the Oscars Award, the venue will be dressed up to resemble a Black Tie event. Red carpeting will be placed at the point of entry with corresponding velvet
ropes. The venue’s predominant colours will be black, white and gold. Decorations will be very elegant and distinct. Guests will be in their fabulous evening gowns
and tuxedos. As soon as the guests enter, a special ballet performance will be seen at the center of the room. For the entertainment, a big jazz band will be playing
the whole night.

« Goan Carnival Evening »
Mardi Gras, sea and sunshine. Get into the swing of things with dancers in frills, feathers and exotic masks. Sway
merrily to a ‘Mando’ (Goan song) singing trio. Raise a toast to good time with a glass of ‘Feni’ (potent Goan drink) as
you wolf down plates full of tasty prawns, ‘Vindaloo’ (local spicy pork dish) and fish so delicious you’ll talk about it at
dinners back home.

« Seafood Barbeque on the Beach »
Sip a local feni or mint infused Mojito or a glass of wine. Toast the rushing waves, the envious star. Then sink your
teeth into succulent lobsters, jumbo prawns and other local seafood delicacies which form part of a delightful bar-becue set up on a lovely stretch of the Goan beach. Then, gloriously satisfied, shut your eyes and lie back as a Goan
musician serenades you with his tales of love and passion. Savour the moment.

JAIPUR
Jaipur was founded by Maharaja Jai Singh II (1693-1743), is the capital of Rajasthan. It is a major
attraction for most of the visitors to India. Jaipur is surrounded on all sides by rugged hills, crowned
with forts & enclosed by embattled walls. Houses with latticed windows line the streets with their
rose pink colour, lending enchantment to the scene, which is almost magical at sunset.
The Old City (Known as the Pink City) is a great place to wander around. The whole city was
painted in Pink colour by Maharaja Man Singh II when Prince of Wales, later Edward VII, visited
Jaipur in 1876.
Jaipur & its surroundings are rather like an endless museum. The city also offers an endless
variety of crafts. Jewellers here still fashion the beautiful enamel-on-gold pendants, studded on the
reverse with precious stones or pearls & turquoise that one sees in miniature paintings. Jaipur's
lacquer bangles are famous all over the world.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 65 sq kms
Population: 8 mn
Altitude: 431 m above sea level
Language: Hindi, English, Rajasthani
Average Rainfall: 64 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in Jaipur in Celsius
Summer:
May-June: hottest (45°C)
July-Sep: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Mar: pleasant (24°C)

Jaipur, being the capital of Rajasthan, is easily
accessible by all means. Daily Flights are
available from all major cities like New Delhi,
Mumbai, Udaipur, Jodhpur. It is well
connected by Roads & Trains.
Approximate road distance:
Delhi to Jaipur is 260 kms
Agra to Jaipur is 235 kms

Themed Events
« Maharaja Welcome »
As was in the past, when Maharajas used to return after state visit or had Royalty visiting them, a stunning tableau of decorated camels, horses, elephants used to
unfold into a ceremonial welcome. Your arrival at the hotel will be like an historical event full of pomp and grandeur. Ladies in Rajasthani costume perform the
traditional garlanding ‘aarti’ and ‘tikka’ ceremonies while the music of the ‘Shenai’ welcomes you.

« Royal Indian Wedding Theme »
The group member participate as the “Baraat” (bridegroom's friends form the wedding party) and the bride's party.
The Baraat arrives with much fanfare and a local band! The bride's party receives the Baraat and the wedding
ceremony is performed under a decorated "mandap" (pavilion). An elaborate and festive buffet meal, laid out in the
illuminated palace, is accompanied by Shenai music and folk dances.

« Elephant Polo »
Get astride an elephant like a Maharaja and play a game so royal, the start is celebrated by a royal military brass
band. While the pounding of "nagadas' (huge Indian drums) heralds your arrival, you are welcomed warmly by a
tableau of camels, elephants and ladies in traditional attire. After the final chukkar, folk artists regale you with music
as a lavish spread of food brings down the curtains on this royal event.

« Baradari Dinner »
Sink into the comfort of satin mattresses, cushions and bolsters like a true maharaja as you dine under the stars. But, only after the gentlemen have been gifted
‘safas’ (turbans) and the ladies, ‘chunnis’ (veils). And welcomed in a shower of rose petals and ‘attar’ (perfume). Then sit down to a delicious Rajasthani ‘Thali’ (a
traditional platter laden with several delicacies). Served in silver thalis on ‘bajots’ (low tables) by traditionally attired attendants.

« Gala Soiree at Samode Palace »
From the village gate proceed to the palace on camels and camel carts in a royal procession. As the guests enter the gates of the palace flower petals are
showered on them and girls in Rajasthani costumes garland everyone as they enter. A lavish buffet dinner is laid out on the illuminated terrace to the accompaniment
of folk dances and music. The evening ends with a resplendent fire works display.

« Sand Dunes Experience »
An evening of splendour, on carpets with low tables, under the stars and in the romantic silence of the great
desert dunes. The evening starts with cocktails around the camp fire while gypsy dancers of the desert serenade
you with Rajasthani dance and music. End the evening with a BBQ dinner and fireworks.

« Maharaja’s Hunting Camp »
Participate in the royal celebrations that mark a successful royal hunt. As you sit entranced, a camp full of
colourful tents comes alive with resounding music and dances around the campfire. ’Mashaals’ (flaming torches)
glow in the night as the food is barbecued on spits right in front of you and served piping hot by foot soldiers.
Making it an unforgettable evening of royal repast.

« Cavalry Splendour »
The right ambience is created with Cavalry décor consisting of Lancers on horseback and a full regalia of uniformed horse. The evening commences with cocktail,
music and a 20 minute horse show comprising of acrobatic performance on horse-back, tent pegging and other exciting activities. The horse show ends with the
‘dancing horse’ sequence. Thereafter an elaborate BBQ dinner is served around the bon-fire and the western dance orchestra will play light music for the rest of the
evening.

UDAIPUR
The city of Lakes, Udaipur is a lovely blend of water, lush green hills that set fire and passion in poet. Its
palaces are straight out of a fairy-tale book, lakes, forts, palaces, temples, gardens, mountains and narrow
lanes lines withdrawn with stalls, relives the reminisces of a heroic past, valor and chivalry. Their reflection in
the placid waters of the Lake Pichola is excitement that defines imagination.
Udaipur is the citadel of Mewar - a kingdom ruled by the Sisodia dynasty for 1200 years whose sagas of great
valour and stories of high romance add colour and character to a history as proud and unrelenting as it is long.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 37 sq kms
Population: 3 mn
Altitude: 577 m above sea level
Language: Hindi, English, Mewari
Average Rainfall: 68 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in Udaipur in Celsius
Summer:
May-June: hottest (40°C)
July-Sep: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Mar: pleasant (15°C)

Udaipur has its own airport and daily flights
are available from all major cities like New
Delhi, Mumbai, Jaipur. It is also well
connected by Roads.
Approximate road distance:
Jodhpur to Udaipur is 280 kms

Themed Events
« Lake Palace Extravaganza »
Experience the luxurious lifesyle of royalty. Walk into a majestic welcome and then board the Gangaur boat
(Royal barge of the House of Mewar) and enjoy a relaxing cruise on the lake while sipping cocktails. Proceed to
the picturesque Lily Pond at the Lake Palace. The entire area is lit up with coloured fairy lights and the evening
air is full of rose petal fragrance in the fountain waters. An elaborate buffet consisting of Indian specialities is
laid out while the soft strains of Indian classical music and folk dance performance add to the romance of the
evening.

« An Evening on the banks of Lake Pichola »
Dine to the lapping of waves on the banks of Lake Pichola. As you settle into ‘gaddi mudhu’ (thick bolsters) at
Mayur Mahal – formerly known as ‘Naach Ghar’ (the dance house) – and eat off ‘bajots’ (low tables), let the
serene instrumental music only whet your appetite for more of the delicious Rajasthani cuisine.

« Cocktails with the Royal Family »
Enjoy cocktails in the private quarters of the Maharaja’s residence in the City Palace and an opportunity to interact with the member of the Royal Family. Thereafter
proceed to Durbar Hall. Steeped in history, its size and splendour are breathtaking, and its capacity makes the Durbar Hall an ideal venue for state banquets and
royal parties. Its walls are covered with the portraits of the Maharanas of Mewar and the famous Crystal Gallery overlooks the Durbar Hall. An elaborate and festive
meal is served with accompanying folk dances and shenai music.

« Grand Rajasthani Soiree »
Maharaja Welcome with a stunning tableau of decorated camels and elephants. Rajasthani ladies dressed in traditional attire will perform the aarti tikka againgst the
backdrop of the illuminated palace façade. A selection of dishes of Rajasthan which were influenced by the various
communities who ventured into this desert to explore its riches, bringing out the blend in the tastes as well as lifestyles of
the Mewari princes, the British monarchs and the Mughal emperors. A rendition of dance performance with traditional folk
dances, rope dancers and fire eaters while the guests are enjoying their dinner.

« Jag Mandir Island – An inspiration »
The guests are ferried in decorated boats across the lake in form of a procession to the Jagmandir Island in the middle of
Lake Pichola, decorated with lights for the special occasion. The whole island has an encompassing view of the City
Palace, Lake Palace, the Lake and the Aravali ranges of hills. It was in this pleasure Palace where, Prince Khurram, later
to become the Emperor Shahjahan of Mughal dynasty, took refuge in this island in 1623. It is claimed that he derived his
inspiration to build Taj Mahal from this island. This claim makes the whole event even more romantic.

« Dinner on the ramparts of Devi Garh Fort »
The 18th century restored Devi Garh Fort Palace is tucked away in the age-old Aravali hills of Rajasthan. Sajja Singh,
who hailed from the neighbouring state of Gujarat, was awarded this strategically significant principality, in recognition of
his bravery and loyalty to Maharana Pratap against the Mughal. The grand banquet at the Fort is much more than the
finest dining experience in Rajasthan. Enjoy Langa musicians and a group of dancers in colourful flowing skirts dance &
sing in the traditional style to delight the guests. A delicious Rajasthani meal brings an end to this magical night.

« Royal Mewar Court Dinner at Promenade »
A grand set up in rich colours, textures and artifacts will enhance the royal ambience. The tables are adorned with gold
organza, crystal candle stand s and ornate flower decorations. Throughout the course of the meal, a group consisting of
‘langa’ singers (style of singing) will play in the musician’s pavilion, highlighting the folklore of Mewar. Dance performance
of Kaalbelia, Bhawai and Ghoomar.

KERALA
Kerala, India’s only tropical paradise. Popularly known and believed as God’s Own Country - is today of
the most sought after tourist destinations in Asia. Located at the southern most tip of India, Kerala is a 560
km long, narrow stretch of land. Kerala, a destination blessed by the God, myriad feature of this tropical
land: dense tropical forests, fertile plain, beautiful beaches, cliffs, rocky coasts, an intricate maze of
backwaters, still bays and astounding 44 glimmering rivers.
The palm-fringed, tranquil backwaters were once just the state's trade highways. They have dictated her
history, shaped her present and promise a future by virtue of offering incomparable beauty and unique
experiences.

General Information

Climate

Connectivity

Area: 33363 sq kms
Population: 31mns
Language: English, Malayalam
Average Rainfall: 320 cm
Season: September to April

Average temperature in Kerala in Celsius
Summer:
May: hottest (35°C)
June-Sep: high humidity and rain
Winter:
Oct-Mar: pleasant (25°C)

Cochin & Trivandrum have an international
airport. There are daily flights available from
all major cities like New Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai. It is also well connected by Trains
and Roads.

Themed Events
« Sunset cruise with cocktails on the Backwaters »
Moonlight boat cruise on the Backwater of Kerala. Guests will be ferried aboard a spacious, specially decorated boat for a delightful Moonlight boat cruise on the
Backwater of Kerala. Cocktails will be served on board.

« Kathakali dance performance & make -up demonstration »
Gala evening consisting of seafood dinner on the illuminated water front gardens of the hotel with well-known
classical Kathakali dance of South India that exudes enchantment, grace and passion. Kathakali is a unique dance
which has a 2000 year old history with more than 100 different ‘mudras’ or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes,
heroines and kings - each based on episodes from the Mahabharata and Ramayana, the two epic Indian myths.

« Martial Arts Show »
The traditional martial art form of Kerala, evolved in the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. Watch two of the oldest and well
known martial art forms: ‘Kalariyupayatu’ (armed and unarmed combat) and ‘Silambam’ (staff fencing). Stand quiet
to a jaw-dropping display of self-defence, physical exercises and combat tactics. See opponents execute swift,
powerful cat-like moves that could break a body in the flicker of an eye.

« Village Theme »
A fishing village ambience will be created, complete with fishing boats, nets, fisher-folk, folk music, local toddy shop, vegetable vendors and local artisans all mingle
together to bring you a slice of native Kerala. A sumptuous bar-be-cue spread, served under a starry night, with waiters dressed as fisher folks, will make the evening
an unforgettable experience.

« Special Moonlit Kerala Experience »
Discover why Kerala is called a “God’s own country”. The gardens overlooking the Backwaters will be decorated to create a typical Kerala ambience with coconut
and banana palms and an exotic " Mohiniyattam" Dance performance, accompanied by traditional live Indian music. A wonderful setting that will be long
remembered.

« Forest Treks »
It can be arranged for you to venture deep into the tropical forests. Accompanied by a tribal guide, you will be dropped off by boat at the far end of the lake, from
where you proceed on foot, quickly leaving behind the crowds. It is only safe to travel at certain times of the day, but your guide will know more about the jungle than
the wild animals that roam the savannah grasslands and woods.

« Traditional rice houseboats - Kettuvallam »
Board the Houseboat for a fascinating cruise through the backwaters of Kerala which offer one of the world’s
truly unforgettable experiences. These palm covered country boats are designed to navigate the narrowest
canals. Almost 50 feet long, the “Kettuvallam” is propelled from the bow and stern by two boatmen using
punting poles. It has comfortable bedroom with ensuite facilities. There is also a large open-side sitting area
where meals are served. This also doubles up an ideal living deck. Each houseboat is fully staffed, which
includes a captain, his mate and a butler. The food served are freshly bought produce from the local markets
and cooked on board. The atmosphere on a “Kettuvallam” is exceptionally relaxing and romantic.

« Typical Kerala dinner with Cookery Demonstration »
A typical Kerala dinner in the illuminated gardens preceded by a cooking demonstration by a specialist
Kerala chef who will impart the technique of Kerala cooking combined with the secrets of the right use of
Indian spices, utensils & cooking methods. You could also try your hand with the earthenware pots and pans
and make your own variation of the Kerala savouries. (A souvenir gift pack of the various spices & some Indian recipes specially printed for the group with company
logo will be presented).

Incredible Bollywood Unplugged
Cinema for all walks
Heartbeat of all Indian homes

EMOTIONAL DRAMA
ACTION, LOVE & REVENGE
SUCCESS & VILLIANS
MUSIC & DANCE
SENSUAL & GLAMOUR

A day out in Bollywood
Bollywood has come a long way since 1913 when soundless movies made its
advent into India till date by producing more than 67,000 films in 30
languages. "Raja Harishchandra" in 1913 made by the legendary Dadasaheb
Phalke heralded the birth of the Indian film industry. India is the largest film
producer in the world by producing an average of 1000 films a year.
Bollywood has created its own niche internationally.
Bollywood is the world of cameras, lights, action, drama, romance, songs,
music, dreams and glamour…the tinsel town. Now is your chance to enter the
pearly gates of the dream factory and lose yourself in a world that’s so surreal
– or is it real? Interact with performers, directors and technicians from
Bollywood. Take this opportunity to experience behind the scene activities of a
real movie.
Unlike the regular Bollywood tours to the Bollywood Drome, this is a unique
personalized tour at a real Bollywood film studio in Mumbai, to watch a real
film shooting. The following is a guide to how your day will plan out:
Witness a Dance sequence, Action Sequence or a Movie scene – not to forget
the retakes.
Get involved in a meeting with the technicians.
Have an interactive session with the Assistant Director.
Learn dance moves with the Choreographers, who will definitely teach you how to move to Bollywood tunes (Hindi Movie songs).
Bollywood Evening
A Bollywood theme will be created in the evening, where you will witness different performances from movies. The scenes will be recreated from a movie
like an emotional scene, action scene followed by dance performances on Bollywood foot tapping music. Some of the Bollywood personalities
(depending on availability) will also be a part of the evening. Entire setup / theme of the evening will co-relate with a Bollywood set. Songs from the
movies will be played in the background. You would have a chance to practise your Bollywood dance steps which you learnt during the day.
Evening will conclude with cocktails and dinner.

Incredible Opulence
Signature Holidays
Discover the Original in lap of Luxury

EXCLUSIVITY
EXQUISITE VACATION
PERSONAL CONCIERGE
SPA & RETREATS
ROMANTIC VOYAGE
EXTRA ORDINARY EXPERIENCES

Signature Holiday – Luxury Redefined
Day 01 Arrive Delhi
Arrive: Delhi. Upon arrival, you will be met by our representative and
transferred to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
Morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi – the former centre of
Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and
bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the
‘cycle rickshaw’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through
Chandni Chowk or Silver Street. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the
greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan.
Later this afternoon sightseeing tour of New Delhi
drive past the
stately government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens,
including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the
beautiful Humayun tomb of the Mughal era & predecessor of the world
famous Taj Mahal. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Udaipur
Morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight Udaipur. On
arrival in Udaipur, you will be met by our representative and transferred
to the hotel.
Thereafter, city tour of Udaipur, one of India's most romantic cities and
famed for its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by visiting the City Palace
and wandering through its beautiful rooms and apartments, then
continue on to the Garden of Maidens “Sahelion-ki-bari”. Overnight at
the hotel.
Day 04 Udaipur
Morning at leisure for own activities.
Late afternoon enjoy a boat cruise on the placid waters of Lake Pichola.
From the lake you have a wonderful view of the City Palace stretching
along the east bank, while the south bank has pleasant gardens
running down to the waterside. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Udaipur – Jaipur
Morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight Jaipur. On
arrival in Jaipur, the guests will be met by our representative and
transferred to the hotel.
Afternoon city tour of Jaipur - "The Pink City" is spectacularly set within
surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses. Your
tour will include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja
although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many
antiques and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here,
including a collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal
"Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to
see the vast astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll through the
colourful bazaar before returning to your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

Day 10
Agra – Ajabgarh (Amanbagh)
Morning visit the famous Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul
monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his
wife Mumtaz Mahal "the lady of the Taj". (Taj Mahal is closed on
Friday).
Later drive to Ajabgarh (200 Kms). Upon arrival in Ajabgarh, check into
your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 & 12
Ajabgarh (Amanbagh)
Days are at your leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13
Ajabgarh – Delhi
In the afternoon drive from Ajabgarh to Delhi International airport (200
Kms) to connect your flight back home.
Day 14

Delhi – Onward Destination

Day 06 Jaipur
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just
outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your
caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate,
making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and
now, although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of
the Moghul ruling families. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Jaipur – Ranthambore
Morning drive to Ranthambore (156 kms). Upon arrival in Ranthambore
– check into the hotel.
Ranthambore Wildlife Sanctuary Rajasthan's most renowned wildlife
sanctuary, it is 400 sq kms of dry deciduous forest, perfect natural
habitat for tigers, and is set in the Aravalli and Vindhya hills. Overnight
at the hotel.
Day 08 Ranthambore
Morning and afternoon game viewing in the sanctuary by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09
Ranthambore – Bharatpur – Agra
Morning transfer to Sawai Madhopur railway station in time to board
your train to Bharatpur. Upon arrival in Bharatpur continue drive to Agra
(50 kms) en route visiting Fatehpur Sikri. Upon arrival in Agra – check
into the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

From the Experts corner
A land of history, fantasy and mystique.
Our promise is to leave you truly spoilt
with no choice…

Incredible Sailing
Cruises
No need to unpack

VIVADA CRUISES
ASSAM BENGAL NAVIGATION
LOIUS CRUISES
MV VRINDA (OBEROI)

Cruises
One of the best ways to travel is by cruise. Cruise through history and
stunning natural beauty as you experience the past and present woven
seamlessly into one brilliant tapestry. Discovering India on a cruise
becomes all the more exciting because of the number of pulsating ports
and backwater & river cruises it has to offer. In India, we have certain
cruising options to choose from.
Vivada Cruises – Ganges Cruise
Vivada cruises will take you on a heritage and entertainment tour through
the river Ganges. The sail in this inland luxury cruiser is all about
grandeur, comfort and imbibing the flavour of one of the greatest rivers of
the world – the Ganges.
The vessel that will be taking you on a sail is the M.V. Paramhamsa,
which is 53 meters long and 32 meters broad. The ship flaunts four decks
– under deck, main deck, first deck, and sun deck. There are 20 deluxe
rooms on the main deck and 12 luxury rooms on the first deck.
A 03 nights / 04 days cruise takes you along the heritage and historical
trail of Ganges from Kolkata to Murshidabad – a stretch of 260 KM
studded with monumental history, spiritual aura and abundance of green
eco-friendly habitations.
Vivada Cruises – Sunderban Cruise
Vivada Inland Waterways Limited owns a fleet of vessels and is the
largest inland waterways company in India. The company presents
M.V.Paramhamsa, an advanced luxury cruiser which will take you on a
memorable sail into the Sunderbans.
A 03 nights / 04 days cruises takes you through the meandering rivers
and the eerie creeks of Sunderbans to make your trip a thrilling one. This
will give you the chance to be at one with nature and at the same time
enjoy the luxuries provided by the cruise. The international standard
facilities and the complete onboard service that the cruiser offers are
exquisite.

Assam Bengal Navigation – Bengal Cruises
Ganges, Hugli and Sunderbans cruises can be taken separately or
together to offer a choice of durations from 3 to 22 nights. Ganges and
Hugli cruises upstream from Kolkata are all about visits to villages, towns,
temples and monuments in a little-known but fascinating and culturally
rich part of India, on foot, by cycle rickshaw or minibus. Downstream from
Kolkata, the Sunderbans cruises take you into one of the world’s last
great wilderness areas, a vast tract of tribal creeks and mangrove
swamps, which we explore in small country boats from our mother ship.
The Sonepur Cattle Fair, on the banks of the Ganges in rural Bihar, is one
of India’s great undiscovered spectacles, and we are able to anchor
offshore to visit it in comfort.

Cruise has the facility of gym, Ayurvedic massage parlours, library, bar,
art gallery and onboard entertainment programs.

Cruises on the Hugli operate all year round, while the Ganges and
Sunderbans cruises operate in the winter months only.

Vivada Cruises – Bengal on Hugli
This is a sail through Rivers of Bengal from Gour dynasty, to the Ganga
Sagar and through the creeks of Sunderbans, a distance of more than
1000 km covered in 06 nights.

Louis Cruises – Aquamarine
Cruise on one of the luxury cruises which has the facilities of Dining room,
Buffet, Entertainment Lounge, Bars and Disco, Pub, Children Club,
Casino, Beauty Salon, Fitness Centre, Basketball & Volley Court, Sauna /
Massage, Swimming pool, Internet Corner, Fully air-conditioned,
Telephone Fax, Satellite, Telephone, Doctor on board, Duty Free & Travel
Value Shop

In this we cover Kolkata, Belur math, Chandannagar, Bandel, Chinsura,
Serampore, Mayapur, Nawadwip, Palassy, Murshidabad, Kalna,
Dakshineswar, Botanical gardens, Ganga sagar, Namkhana,
Bhagavatpur, Lothian island, Nethidopani, Dobanke, Sudhayanakhali Bali
village
Vivada Cruises – Festival / Special theme Cruise
Besides the above Vivada also has the cruise for special occasions like
prayer festivals to special themes or dinners. Duration for these cruises
vary from 03 hours to 03 days. One has the option of chartering the cruise
for special occasions or events.
Assam Bengal Navigation – Assam Cruises
Wildlife and wilderness are the main features of a cruise in Assam on the
vast Brahmaputra River – the river bed is often 20 or 30 kms across, an
empty world of sand spits and water with marvellous bird life and the
occasional Gangetic Dolphin. The cruises here also give access to a
number of India’s National Parks, including Kaziranga, perhaps the finest
of all, and Manas, a Project Tiger reserve on the Bhutan border.
Between October and April Assam Cruises offer a combination of 04
nights, 07 nights and 10 nights cruises, named for the Assam Despatch
service, the daily mail-cum-passenger service that once plied from
Calcutta up the Brahmaputra to Dibrugarh. Cruises can be combined to
give durations up to 14 nights.

Cruise operate from 01 night to 03 nights - just around Cochin, from
Cochin to Colombo and back and from Cochin to Male and back.
Oberoi Group – Vrinda
The picturesque backwaters of Kerala are one of India’s most enchanting
holiday destinations – and The Oberoi Motor Vessel Vrinda, Backwater
Cruiser is the perfect way to experience it. The Oberoi Motor Vessel
Vrinda takes guests on 03 night and 04 day journey through the tranquil
waterways of ‘God’s own country’ - Kerala. Discover its rich heritage
fascinating backwaters.
The upper deck houses a lounge and bar with panoramic views of the
backwaters. The breakfast is served on the sun deck at sunrise creates a
magical ambience of peace and serenity.

Incredible Swing
Golf in India
Golfing Escapades

SPLENDID KARNATAKA WITH GOLF
GOLFING & HISTORICAL JOURNEY
REGAL KOLKATA GOLF EXPERIENCE
GOLDEN BEACHES WITH GOLF

Splendid Karnataka with golf
Day 01
Arrive Mumbai
Upon arrival in Delhi you would be met and transferred to the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02
Mumbai
Morning play golf at Bombay Presidency Golf Club: The eighteen-hole,
par 70 course yardge 6223/5463, spread over an expanse of 90-acre,
was founded in 1927 and was redesigned to international standards by
the legendary five-time British Open champion Peter Thompson.
Presidency’s fairways are narrow and tight, but its greens are
undoubtedly the best in the country.
Thereafter, city tour of Mumbai - the great port city with its Victorian
Gothic buildings from the British Raj Era mingling with the modern. The
tour includes Gateway of India overlooking the Harbour, the Towers
of Silence, Marine Drive and the Dhobi Ghat, the unique and
colourful outdoor 'laundry'. Also visit Mani Bhawan, a small museum
dedicated to the life and works of Mahatma Gandhi.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 03
Mumbai – Bangalore
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Bangalore (0905/1035
hrs), upon arrival in Bangalore you would be met and transferred to the
hotel.

festival. The palace, illuminated on Sundays and public holidays,
presents a spectacle of breathtaking beauty.

Afternoon sightseeing tour of Bangalore - city with its centuries - old
trees, sub-tropical herbs and well laid out gardens. Drive past the
impressive building of the ‘Vidhana Souda’ (Secretariat). Continue
onwards to the ‘Palace of Tipu Sultan’. It was started by Hyder Ali and
completed by Tipu Sultan. Within are gloriously painted walls, ceilings,
and balconies in red, black and gold. Visit the ‘Nandi Bull Temple’.
Bangalore has rapidly become an important industrial center and has
been nicknamed the 'Silicon Valley' of India.
Overnight at the hotel.

Later drive to Ooty (158 kms). On arrival, check-in at hotel.

Day 04
Bangalore
Morning round of golf at KGA (Karnataka Golf Association) The key to
conquering the par-72, 6,945 yards Karnataka Golf Association ( KGA )
Golf Course is to possess a hot Putter. The course has been redesigned by the legendary Peter Thomson, also the man behind the
New Course at St. Andrews. It is one of the few in India where you can
watch the proceedings on the 1st and the 10th tee, as well as the 9th
and 18th greens, from the magnificent clubhouse - an aspect
considered to be classic in golf course designing.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 07
Ooty
Morning play golf at Ooty Golf Club Par 70, 6074/5125 yards, is a
challenging course and is the only one to possess the imported Scottish
grass called gorse. It is a thickly wooded course and has several
eucalyptus, oak, rhododendron and fir trees. The course, built at an
altitude of 7,600 feet, has several blind holes, where you cannot see
the greens. Guide posts fixed on the intervening ridges give the player
the necessary directions. The most grueling hole on this course is the
fifth, all uphill and a good 200 feet higher. But the green is rewarding,
with a breathtaking view across the hill ranges. The Ooty Golf Club
fairways are lush but tight, and the greens are large and well
maintained. Remainder day free at the hotel for own activities.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 05
Bangalore – Mysore
Morning leave by surface for Mysore (155 kms) enroute playing a
game of golf at Eagleton Golf Resort The Pacific Coast Designs Group
from Australia has designed the Eagleton Golf Village. It is a few
kilometres away from the city, but once you are there, it is a selfsufficient golfing oasis. From the championship tees, it measures 6,632
yards and is a par-72 course. The Eagleton was inaugurated in 1999.
The fairways are undulating and the greens are large. The course has
an excellent irrigation and drainage system.
Continue towards Mysore enroute visiting Srirangapatnam. This fort
was the stronghold of Tippu Sultan, son of Hyder Ali. Tippu made a last
minute ditch Against the British in 1799 before surrendering his
kingdom. Among the many fort buildings still intact, are Tippu’s Airy
summer palace and his tomb at the Darya Daulat Bagh (garden). Here
is also the celerated Sri Ranganatha Temple.
Upon arrival in Mysore check-in at the hotel. Later in the evening visit
Brindavan Gardens one of the best and most beautiful garden in India.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06
Mysore – Ooty
Morning visit the Mysore Palace. Built in Indo-Saracenic style with
domes, turrets, arches and colonnades, it is a treasure house of
exquisite carvings and works of art from all over the world. Intricately
carved doors open onto luxuriously furnished rooms. The majestic
Durbar Hall has an ornate ceiling and many sculpted pillars. The
Marriage Pavilion is adorned with glazed tiled flooring, stained glass
and domed ceilings. The walled palace complex houses the Residential
Museum, temples and shrines, including the Shwetha Varahswamy
Temple. The magnificently jewel-studded golden throne, the pride of
the ruling Wodeyar family, is displayed here during the Dussehra

Ootacamund (Ooty) - it is known as the Queen of Hill stations. It
nestles in the Nilgiri Hills at an altitude of 2300 m. Ooty still maintains
its definite air of elegance and there are British Raj reminders
everywhere-notably in the stone cottages with flower gardens, the
beautiful Botanical gardens (1840), the Churches, tea gardens and
eucalyptus plantations.
Overnight at hotel.

Day 08
Ooty – Coimbatore – Chennai
Morning transfer to Coimbatore airport (90 kms) for flight to Chennai
(1305 / 1415 hrs). Upon arrival in Chennai, you will be met and
transferred to the hotel.
Afternoon city tour of Chennai - is the fourth largest city in India. The
sprawling city which is divided in two by the cooum River, has few tall
buildings to mark the impression of an easygoing market town. The
gracefulness is present in Madras in such liberal quantities is propriate.
Visit the Fort St. George - Still surrounded by cannon-proof walls the
fort was rebuilt several times between 1642 when its original bastions
were completed and 1749 when the French left, it remains - moats and
all - pretty much today as when first made the seat of empire. Declared
a national monument in 1948, most of its buildings have been
converted into government offices, notably the Legislature and
Secretariat. At various times the fort was home of Robert Clive, Elihu
Yale and Sir Arthur Wellesley. Within the fort, visit the little St Mary's
Church the oldest Protestant church east of the Suez and the first
Anglican one in India.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 09
Chennai – Onward Destination
Early morning transfer to the International airport for your flight to
onward destination.

Golfing & Historical Journey
Day 01 Arrive Delhi
Upon arrival in Delhi you would be met and transferred to the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
Early this morning Golf at Delhi Golf Club.
DELHI GOLF CLUB is perhaps the only Golf club in the world, dotted
with the monuments of great historic and archeological value. This
course was originally called the 'Lodhi golf course.' in the 1930's the
British ordered their chief of the horticulture department to design a
course amongst the picturesque surroundings of the tombs of the Lodhi
dynasty of Delhi, which date back to the 15th century. The character of
the course lies in the rich fauna and flora that it has on either side of the
fairways thereby giving prime importance to accuracy in the game. The
Delhi Golf club is also home to many professional tournaments
including the Indian open, part of the prestigious Asian PGA circuit.
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow
streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and
board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort,
through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and
sounds of this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit
the Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658
by Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the
simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era designed
by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Jaypee Greens – Agra
Morning drive to Agra (200 kms) enroute stop at the Jaypee Greens
Resort for a game of Golf. Jaypee Greens is a Greg Norman designed
18-Hole Golf Resort. It has as many as 88 bunkers and 14 water bodies
pose a welcome challenge to golfers and the lush rolling greens delight
them on 7343 yards that make it the longest course in India.
Later continue to Agra, upon arrival in Agra check-in at hotel.
Afternoon visit famous Taj Mahal.
Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul monument was constructed by
Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal "the lady of
the Taj". It has been described as the most extravagant monument ever
built for love, for the emperor was heartbroken when Mumtaz died after
17 years of marriage, during the birth of her 14th child.The central
structure has four small domes surrounding the huge, central dome.
Above the tombs of Mumtaz Mahal and Shah Jahan are false tombs, a
common practice in Indian mausoleums. (Taj Mahal is closed on
Friday).
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Agra – Jaipur
Morning visit the Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna,
almost in the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over
the years 1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates
and walls of red sandstone and a moat.
Later drive to Jaipur (245 kms), upon arrival check in at hotel.
Remainder day free at the hotel for own activities.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Jaipur
Early morning round of Golf at Rambagh Palace Polo & Golf Club. An
eighteen hole course with nine greens and nine browns overlooks the
picturesque Moti Doongri Palace and the historical Nahargarh Fort. The
fairway passes through the Rambagh polo grounds which have seen
some of the finest polo matches in the time of the late Sawai Man
Singh. These days there are more golfers to be seen on the ground
where the royals once moved on their chargers. The upper course has
nine greens around the polo ground. A drain separates the lower
course which has nine browns spread over a rough undulating terrain.
Afternoon tour of the City - "The Pink City" is spectacularly set within
surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses. Your
tour will include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja
although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many
antiques and artifacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here,

including a collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal
"Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to
see the vast astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll through the
colourful bazaar before returning to your hotel.
Overnight at hotel
Day 06 Jaipur – Delhi
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just
outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your
caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate,
making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and
now, although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of
the Moghul ruling families.
Later drive to Delhi (265 kms). Upon arrival in Delhi straight proceed to
airport for flight back home.
Day 07 Delhi – Abroad
Depart Delhi

Regal Kolkata Golf Experience
Day 06 Jaipur – Delhi – Kolkatta
Drive from Jaipur to Delhi domestic airport to connect for flight to Kolkatta
(1755/2000). Upon arrival in Kolkata, you will be met buy our
representative and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Kolkatta
Enjoy your golfing session at Tollygunge Club.
Tollygunge Club: Just across the road from the Royal Calcutta is the
Tollygunge Club. The extensive grounds of the club were originally an
indigo plantation, laid out in 1781. In 1895, Sir William Cruikshank, a
banker of repute and a keen sportsman, acquired the estate from Prince
Ghulam Mohammad, the son of Tipu Sultan, and founded the Tollygunge.
Besides maintaining an 18 hole golf course, the Tollygunge Club also
pioneered equestrian sports, and steeple chasing and show jumping and
still held annually at the Club.
The 100 acre club grounds boast an enviable collection of flowering trees
and tropical plants which have been brought from as far as a field as
Australia and South America. The foliage provides a home for a number
of species of exotic birds.
The 6520 yards, Par 71 course at Tollygunge is fairly easy to tackle but
for the large number of water hazards. The fairways are lush green and
wide, and the greens well maintained and easy to read. A particularly
difficult hole is the 321 yards, par four fourteenth, also known as
‘Hydrophobia’. The player has to cross over a large water tank, built by
Prince Ghulam Mohammad and filled with water lilies, to approach the
green on the other side. A miscalculated or over swung drive could easily
land the ball in the tank or the out-of-bounds area.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 08 Kolkatta
Enjoy your golfing session at Royal Calcutta Golf Club.
The Royal Calcutta Golf Club, established in 1829, is not only the oldest
golf club in India but the oldest in the world outside Great Britain.
Originally located near the Calcutta airport, the club moved to the Maidan
and finally to its present location at Tollygunqe in 1910. Meant exclusively
for the use of gentlemen, ladies were very reluctantly admitted to the club
in 1886. In 1911 the club was honoured by King George V and Queen
Mary, who conferred on it the title of 'Royal' to commemorate their visit to
Calcutta. Much of the memorabilia connected with the history of the club
is still preserved in the club house. The country over which the Royal
Calcutta course is laid was originally paddy fields, and the course is
consequently very flat. Successive committees have built mounds and
planted thousands of trees and shrubs. But the Royal's conspicuous
features are its strategically located water tanks and natural water
hazards.
The out-of-bounds boundary wall dangerously hugs the entire left flank of
this hole. Greens at Royal are small by modern standards, but
undulations make them tricky, and there is a little nap. From the tee the
course looks deceptively easy, but its strength lies in its par fours, and to
score requires good long and medium irons. The most significant are the
two large tanks across the tenth fairway, the 457 yards par-4 jinx hole.
From the tee, the tiger line is over the first tank and must carry all of 230
yards. The after route to the right leaves a very long second shot over the
second tank, a good 100 yards wide, to a small undulating green wickedly
trapped all around.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Kolkatta
Morning visit Victoria Memorial - is Calcutta’s most impressive landmark.
Shortly after her death, Lord Curzon proposed a memorial be dedicated to
Queen Victoria both as a tribute and a triumphant depiction of her reign in
India. The monument was called Victoria Memorial Hall. Then visit St.
Paul’s Cathedral - One of the most important churches in India, the
Cathedral, stands just to the east of the Victoria Memorial. It is notable for
its striking murals and frescoes, impressive stained-glass windows, and
coloured alter redoes including the great west window by Burne Jones.
Also visit the Kali temple - the temple is about 2 kilometers directly south
of St. Paul’s Cathedral. Rebuilt in 1809 on the site of a much older
temple, it is an important site. Kali is a form of Goddess Durga.

Afternoon visit Mother Teresa’s home - Sisters of charity. Over 50 years
ago since the Bengal famine the redoubtable sister left the comfort and
security of her teaching position in Calcutta to tend for the poor, the sick
and the dying in the poverty-stricken area of the city. From these very
modest beginnings she had through love, work and will-power, created an
organization within the glowing confines of her own personality that
commands respect everywhere in the world. She received universal
recognition for her work and the Nobel Peace prize.
Overnight at hotel
Day 10
Kolkatta – Onward Destination
Today you will be transferred to the international airport to connect your
flight to onward destination.

Golden Beaches with Golf
Day 06
Jaipur – Delhi – Goa
Transfer to Delhi airport for your flight to Goa.
On arrival in Goa, the guests will be met by our representative and
transferred to the hotel
Goa's 450 years under Portuguese domination produced a unique,
syncretic blend of East and West. The stretches of silver sand wetted by a
rush of blue waters, the sky mirroring the sea below, the strumming of
guitars from distant taverns, white churches resting against green paddy
fields and coconut groves, long nights spent over brewed feni, longer
days of sun, sand and sea. Overnight at hotel.
Day 07
Goa
Day to enjoy Golfing in Goa.
With time India has emerged as a golf destination for golf lover around the
globe. Upcoming resorts with latest facilities have been able to attract
keen golfers. Resorts in Goa provide a perfect blend of natural beauty and
technology. Goa is a major place in India and a hot spot for tourist. With
its best natural harbours and rich biodiversity is the holiday paradise in
India. Most of the hotels / resorts in Goa offer fantastic ambience and
magnificent experience for a game of golf. The golf courses takes care of
the beginners and the expert golfers with excellent golfing facility.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 08
Goa
Enjoy your golfing session in Goa.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 09
Goa – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning at leisure for own activities. Afternoon transfer to airport for flight
to Delhi. On arrival in Delhi, you will be met by our representative and
transferred to the International airport for flight to onward destination.
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Tiger Trails
Day 01 Arrive Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by
our representative for transfer to hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Umaria (overnight train)
Morning you will be transferred to the railway station in time to board
your overnight train to Umaria.
Onboard overnight train.
Day 03 Umaria - Bandhavgarh
Arrive Umaria. You will be met upon arrival in Umaria and transferred
to Bandhavgarh (1 hour). Upon arrival in Bandhavgarh, check into
your hotel. Bandhavgarh National Park is situated in the Vindhya
range of hills which offers a good variety of cover from Bamboo forest
to open grassland and a wide range of animals including sambar,
barking deer, chinkara, chowsingha, gaur (the largest of the world's
wild oxen), wild boar and leopard. Bandhavgarh also holds a good
population of tiger and is particularly noted for daylight sightings.
Afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Bandhavgarh
Early morning and afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Bandhavgarh – Kanha
Morning drive to Kanha (240 kms). Upon arrival in Kanha – check
into the hotel. Kanha National Park - ideally situated in the sylvan
surroundings of Satpura Hill ranges, Kanha National Park has a core
area of 940 sq km tropical semi-evergreen forests of this tract are
quite rich in wild fauna which provide plentiful food for carnivore as
well as herbivore. Gaur are also common at Kanha, they inhabit the
dense under growth at higher elevation. Other mammals are the sloth
bear, wild boar, musk shrew, blue bull, sambar deer, palm squirrel
and more than 150 species of birds.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Kanha
Early morning and afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Kanha – Pench
Early morning enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep. Later drive to
Pench (185 kms). Upon arrival in Pench, check into your hotel.
Pench has been included under the umbrella of "Project Tiger" as the
19th Project Tiger Reserve very recently in 1992. A total of 758 Sq.
kms of this Southern Indian tropical moist deciduous forest has its
extent mingling with the tropical dry deciduous teak. The area is
crisscrossed by a number of streams and 'nallahs' most of which are
seasonal. Though the Pench River dries up in April end, a number of
water pools locally known as 'dohs' are found which serve as water
holes for the wild animals. The Pench Reservoir at the center of the
park is the only major water source during the pinch period. In Pench,
Cheetal, Sambar, nilgai are commonly seen grazing on the open
sites on roadsides and banks of river & reservoir. Jackals can be
seen in search of food anywhere in the Park. Packs up to 15 of wild
dog can be seen near Chhedia, Jamtara, Bodanala and Pyorthadi
areas of the Reserve. Herds of gaur can be spotted near streams
and bamboo patches commonly in summer months. Sloth beer
occupy hilly, rocky out crops and favour mahul bel infested forest.
Chinkara is present in very small numbers and is found in open areas
around Turia, Telia and Dudhgaon villages.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Pench
Early morning and afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Pench – Nagpur – Mumbai
Early morning enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep. Later in the
evening you will be transferred to Nagpur airport (90 kms) in time to
connect your flight to Mumbai. Upon arrival you will be met by our
representative and transferred to the international airport for your
flight to onward destination.
Day 10 Mumbai – Onward Destination
Depart Mumbai

Wildlife & Heritage
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by our
representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
This morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi Former centre of
Moghul Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and
bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the
‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort, through
“Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and sounds
of this very busy avenue heading west from the Fort. Later visit the
Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by
Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Afternoon you will be taken to visit New Delhi drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including
the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Continue onto the beautiful
Humayuns tomb of the Mughal era & predecessor of the world famous
Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering minaret of Qutab Minar.
Overnight at hotel
Day 03 Delhi – Jaipur
Morning drive to Jaipur (258 Kms). Upon arrival in Jaipur check into
hotel.
Afternoon city tour of Jaipur - the "Pink City" is spectacularly set within
surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses. Your
tour will include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja
although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many
antiques and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here,
including a collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal
"Palace of the Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory
to see the vast astronomical instruments. Enjoy a stroll through the
colourful bazaar before returning to your hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Jaipur – Ranthambore
After breakfast, tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge
just outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your
caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate,
making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and
now, although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of
the Moghul ruling families
Later drive to Ranthambore wildlife sanctuary (156 Kms). Upon arrival
check into hotel.
Ranthambore Wildlife Sanctuary - Rajasthan's most renowned
wildlife sanctuary, it is 400 sq kms of dry deciduous forest, perfect
natural habitat for tigers, and is set in the Aravalli and Vindhya hills,
dotted with pavillions and dominated by a hilltop fort. Ranthambore was
one of the hunting preserves of the former rulers of Jaipur and because
of this the Maharajas ensured the environment was preserved and the
forest and their inhabitants well protected. It has a good population of
tiger and their prey species, and has been declared a "Project Tiger"
reserve. Wildlife includes blue bull, black buck, spotted deer or cheetal,
wild boar, a large variety of bird species and, if very lucky, the rarely
seen leopard.
Afternoon game viewing in the sanctuary by jeep. Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Ranthambore
Early morning and late afternoon, game viewing in the sanctuary by
jeep. Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Ranthambore – Jabalpur
Early morning game viewing in the sanctuary by jeep. Later in the
evening you will be transferred to the railway station for your overnight
train to Jabalpur. Overnight onboard.
Day 07 Jabalpur – Kanha
Morning arrive Jabalpur. Upon arrival, you will be met and drive to
Kanha (170 kms). Kanha National Park - ideally situated in the sylvan
surroundings of Satpura Hill ranges, Kanha National Park has a core
area of 940 sq km tropical semi-evergreen forests of this tract are quite
rich in wild fauna which provide plentiful food for carnivore as well as
herbivore. Gaur are also common at Kanha, they inhabit the dense

under growth at higher elevation. Other mammals are the sloth bear,
wild boar, musk shrew, blue bull, sambar deer, palm squirrel and more
than 150 species of birds. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Kanha
Early morning and afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Kanha – Bandhavgarh
Morning drive to Bandhavgarh (240 kms). Bandhavgarh National Park
is situated in the Vindhya range of hills which offers a good variety of
cover from Bamboo forest to open grassland and a wide range of
animals including sambar, barking deer, chinkara, chowsingha, gaur
(the largest of the world's wild oxen), wild boar and leopard.
Bandhavgarh also holds a good population of tiger and is particularly
noted for daylight sightings. Afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions
by jeep. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Bandhavgarh
Early morning and afternoon enjoy game viewing excursions by jeep.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Bandhavgarh – Umaria – Agra
Morning enjoy game viewing excursion by jeep. Later in the evening
you will be transferred to Umaria railway station in time to board your
overnight train to Agra. Overnight onboard.
Day 12 Arrive Agra
Upon arrival in Agra, you will be met by our representative & transferred
to hotel.
Later visit the famous Taj Mahal – This most famous Moghul
monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his
wife Mumtaz Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the
most extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Also visit the Red Fort built by three generations of Mughal Emperors
starting from Akbar the Great in 1565 AD, which is a masterpiece of
design and construction. It housed both the residential Palaces of the
Royal family, and the military quarters.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Agra–Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning drive to Delhi (203 kms). Upon arrival in Delhi, you will be met
and enjoy an orientation tour of Delhi. Drive past the stately
government buildings of the British Era designed by Lutyens, including
the India Gate & the Presidential Palace. Later in the evening you will
be transferred to International airport for your flight to onward
destination.

Indian Mammals Journey
Day 01 Arrive Mumbai
Arrive Mumbai late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by
our representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Mumbai – Diu – Sasangir National Park
This morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to
Diu. You will be met upon arrival in Diu and drive to Sasangir (100
kms). Upon arrival in Sasangir, check into your hotel. Sansangir
(widely known simply as Gir) is a large park and the area is
characterised by an arid rugged terrain with low hills and mixed
vegetation with beautiful stands of teak, acacia and dhak trees
interspersed with grassy plains. The park's main aim is to preserve
the last healthy population of the critically endangered Asiatic Lion.
As well as approximately 300 Lions, other smaller members of the
cat family are well represented, namely the Jungle Cat, Desert Cat
and the Rusty Spotted Cat, and there is also a healthy population of
Leopard. Also to be found here are Sambar, Nilgai, Chinkara,
Sambar, Black Buck, Four-Horned Antelope, Wild Boar, Indian Flying
Fox, Indian Pangolin and Indian Porcupine. For birders an estimated
300 species are found in Gir, with notable species including Paradise
Flycatcher, Black-Headed Cuckoo Shrike, Pied Woodpecker and
Bonelli's Eagle. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 & 04 Sasangir National Park
Enjoy wildwatching. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Sasangir National Park – Diu – Mumbai
Morning enjoy wildwatching. Later you will be transferred to Diu
airport to connect your flight to Mumbai. You will be met upon arrival
in Mumbai and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Mumbai – Nagpur – Kanha National Park
Morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Nagpur.
Upon arrival in Nagpur, you will be met and drive to Kanha National
Park (295 kms). Upon arrival in Kanha, check into your hotel. Kanha
National Park - ideally situated in the sylvan surroundings of Satpura
Hill ranges, Kanha National Park has a core area of 940 sq km
tropical semi-evergreen forests of this tract are quite rich in wild
fauna which provide plentiful food for carnivore as well as herbivore.
Gaur are also common at Kanha, they inhabit the dense under
growth at higher elevation. Other mammals are the sloth bear, wild
boar, musk shrew, blue bull, sambar deer, palm squirrel and more
than 150 species of birds. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Kanha National Park
Wildwatching in Kanha National Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Kanha National Park
Wildwatching in Kanha National Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Kanha National Park – Nagpur – Delhi
Morning enjoy wildwatching. Later drive to Nagpur airport for your
flight to Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, check into your hotel. Overnight
at the hotel.
Day 10 Delhi – Guwahati – Kaziranga National Park
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Guwahati. Upon
arrival in Guwahat, you will be met and drive to Kaziranga National
Park (250 kms). Upon arrival in Kaziranga, check into your hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Kaziranga National Park
Kaziranga located in north-east India in Assam set on the banks of
the mighty Brahamaputra River, is the finest place to view Indian
Greater One-horned Rhinoceros in the whole of the subcontinent.
With nearly 80% of the world's population resident, the park has been
recognised as a World Heritage site. In addition to wonderful rhinoviewing, the park is also home to large herds of Elephant (sometimes
up to 200) and Wild Buffalo. Tigers can also be found, however they
are rarely seen in the long grass. The park also shelters other
species such as Sloth Bear, Leopard, Swamp, Hog, and Barking
Deer, Sambar, Pygmy Hog, Jungle Cat, Hog Badger and Capped
Langur. The open country makes wildlife viewing at Kaziranga fairly
easy with most major species seen during a day or two's safari. It
may also be possible to arrange a visit to the nearby Panabari Forest
Reserve to look for the elusive Hoolock Gibbon, India's only ape.
Kaziranga is also a birder's paradise with large numbers of resident
species boosted considerably by visiting winter migrants. Regularly
seen species include Oriental Honey Buzzard, Black-Shouldered Kite

and Himalayan Griffon. Game-viewing here is conducted both by jeep
and on Elephant-back safaris. Wildwatching in Kaziranga National Park.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Kaziranga National Park
Wildwatching in Kaziranga National Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Kaziranga National Park – Guwahati – Delhi – Onward
After morning wild watching, drive to Guwahati airport for your flight to
Delhi. Upon arrival in Delhi, you will be met and transferred to the
International airport for your flight to onward destination.

Date with Mighty Bengal Tiger
Day 01 Arrive Delhi
Arrive: Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by
our representative for transfer to hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Nagpur – Kanha National Park
Morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Nagpur.
Upon arrival in Nagpur, you will be met and drive to Kanha National
Park (295 kms). Upon arrival in Kanha, check into your hotel. Kanha
National Park - ideally situated in the sylvan surroundings of Satpura
Hill ranges, Kanha National Park has a core area of 940 sq km
tropical semi-evergreen forests of this tract are quite rich in wild
fauna which provide plentiful food for carnivore as well as herbivore.
Gaur are also common at Kanha, they inhabit the dense under
growth at higher elevation. Other mammals are the sloth bear, wild
boar, musk shrew, blue bull, sambar deer, palm squirrel and more
than 150 species of birds.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Kanha National Park
Wildwatching in Kanha National Park.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Kanha National Park
Wildwatching in Kanha National Park.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Kanha National Park
Wildwatching in Kanha National Park.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Kanha National Park – Nagpur – Kolkatta
Morning enjoy wildwatching. Later drive to Nagpur airport for your
flight to Kolkatta. Upon arrival in Kolkatta, check into your hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Kolkatta – Sunderbans
Morning drive to Sunderbans (135 kms). Upon arrival in Sunderbans,
check into your hotel. The Sundarbans covers some 10,000 square
kilometers of land and water (more than half of it in India, the rest in
Bangladesh) in the Ganges Delta - it is the world's largest area of
mangrove forest. The national park in India which was declared a
Biosphere Reserve in 1989 covers an area of around 2,500 square
kilometres. The region is intersected by a complex network of tidal
waterways and mudflats. There are numerous bird species which
reside here, as well as crocodiles, turtles, snakes and deer. Its most
famous resident however is the Tiger (of which there are thought to
be some 400 or so) but in reality there is little chance of seeing them
due to the nature of the terrain. Wildlife-viewing is mainly conducted
by boat although there are some excellent hides that can be made
use of too. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Sunderbans
Wildwatchig in Sunderbans. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Sunderbans
Wildwatchig in Sunderbans. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Sunderbans
Wildwatchig in Sunderbans. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Sunderbans – Kolkatta
After morning Wildwatchig, you will drive back to Kolkatta. Upon
arrival in Kolkatta, check into your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Kolkatta – Onward Destination
Transfer to the International airport for your flight to onward
destination.

From the Experts corner
The best time to visit Sunderbans is
April & May due to the climatic
conditions mighty Royal Bengal Tiger
frequents river banks.

Ornithological Journey
Day 01 Arrive Kolkatta
Arrive Kolkatta. On arrival you will be received by our representative
for transfer to hotel. Afternoon visit Victoria Memorial - sits opposite
the Maidan in Central Calcutta. Resembling a cross between the Taj
Mahal and St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, it is Calcutta’s most
impressive landmark. Shortly after her death, Lord Curzon proposed
a memorial be dedicated to Queen Victoria both as a tribute and a
triumphant depiction of her reign in India. The monument was called
Victoria Memorial Hall. Then visit St. Paul’s Cathedral - One of the
most important churches in India, the Cathedral, stands just to the
east of the Victoria Memorial. It is notable for its striking murals and
frescoes, impressive stained-glass windows, and coloured alter
redoes including the great west window by Burne Jones. Also visit
the Kali temple - the temple is about 2 kilometers directly south of
St. Paul’s Cathedral. Rebuilt in 1809 on the site of a much older
temple, it is an important site. Kali is a form of Durga and the image
is seen astride a tiger. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Kolkatta – Dibrugarh
Morning you will be transferred to the airport for flight to Dibrugarh
which situated on the banks of the mighty Brahamaputra River. Upon
arrival in Dibrugarh, you will be met and transferred to your hotel.
Dibrugarh is the gateway to three major tea-producing districts and
enjoys a very pleasant and moderate climate. In the afternoon, visit
Jakai Reserve Forest – this small reserve will provide us with an
excellent introduction and overview to the diversity of bird species in
north-east India, and also the area’s flora. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Dibrugarh – Namdapha National Park
Morning drive to Namdapha National Park (160 kms). Upon arrival in
Namdapha National Park, check into your hotel. Namdapha is the
largest national park in India which declared a Tiger Reserve as part
of Project Tiger in 1983 and is situated on the banks of the
Brahmaputra River, close to Miao. The Noa Dihing River flows
through the Park, spanning it from east to west is fed by numerous
tributaries that tumble from the more mountainous regions of the park
and form the catchment area of the great Brahmaputra River. We will
aim to do a gentle, 1-day trek to the beautiful forest campsite, where
we will stay for three nights, following a trail that passes through
pristine lowland rainforest. If the sun is out this rates as one of the
best birding walks in Asia! Namdapha National Park lies on the
Burmese border, in the very easternmost part of Arunachal Pradesh,
and offers an extraordinary variety of habitats within one protected
area. Its 1,985 sq kms range in altitude from just 200 meters above
sea level right up to the summit of Mount Daphabum at an altitude of
4,500 meters. The snow-covered Himalayan peaks look down upon a
great range of habitats from alpine to temperate, to subtropical and
tropical rainforests, and the opportunities for pioneering birdwatching
here are truly mouthwatering. Both Rufous-necked and Brown
Hornbills occur here, together with a fabulous list of pheasants,
babblers and laughing thrushes, including an endemic to Arunachal
Pradesh – Austen’s Spotted Babbler. This is also the only sanctuary
in the world that offers protection to Asia’s four great cats: Tiger,
Leopard, Clouded Leopard and Snow Leopard, not to mention most
of the other classic Indian mammals, such as Asiatic Elephant, Gaur
(the magnificent Asian bison), Himalayan Black Bear, Sun Bear,
Dhole (Indian wild dog), Wolf, Wild Boar, and an excellent variety of
deer and smaller mammals. Naturally, many of these forest-dwelling
animals are hard to see, but we will hope to see some of them at
least. The Park is also home to the Hoolock Gibbon, Asia’s only
species of ape.
The Park is known for its incredible plant life and over 150 species of
tree are found in Namdapha, including such tropical giants as
Hollock, Mekai, Hollong, Jutuli, Dhuna, Mechelia champaka – a type
of alder – among others. In the temperate and subtropical zones a
wide variety of rhododendrons and oaks, birch and magnolias are
found. Species of particular note are Pinus merkusi and Abies
dalavavi, which are not found elsewhere in India. The Park is also
home to one of the rarest and most endangered orchids, the Blue
Vanda, together with the Mishmi Teeta, a well-known local medicinal
plant used by endemic tribal people to treat a host of illnesses.
Namdapha holds at least 300 bird species, among them rare
specialities such as Ibisbills, Great White-bellied Heron, Grey
Peacock Pheasant, Pied Falconet, Wreathed, Rufous-necked, Brown
and Great Hornbills, Paleheaded Woodpecker, Collared Tree-pie,
Eye-browed Wren-babbler, Spotted Wren-babbler, Wedge-billed
Wrenbabbler, Austen’s Spotted Babbler, both Greater and Lesser
Rufous-headed Parrotbills, White-crested Laughingthrush, Rufous-

vented Laughingthrush, Red-faced Liocichla, Rusty-fronted Barwing,
Striated Yuhina, White-naped Yuhina, Yellow-throated Fulvetta, Rufousthroated Fulvetta, Long-tailed Sibia, Grey-cheeked Warbler, Broadbilled Warbler, Lesser Shortwing, Rusty-bellied Shortwing, and Beautiful
Nuthatch. While such truly rare and elusive species occur, you should
treat a sighting of any of them as a real bonus. Overnight in the Lodge /
tented accommodation.
Day 04 – 08 Namdapha National Park
Wildwatching/Trekking. Overnight in the Lodge / tented accommodation.
Day 09 Namdapha National Park–Dibru Saikhowa Wildlife Park
Morning drive to Dibru Saikhowa Wildlife Sanctuary (131 kms). Upon
arrival in Dibru Saikhowa Wildlife Sanctuary, check into your hotel.
Dibru Saikhowa Wildlife Sanctuary is one of the least known, but
potentially most rewarding of Assam’s national parks, albeit with very
basic accommodation, and it protects 640 square kilometres of
grasslands, marshes and riverine forest. One of the few remaining
protected sites in the Endemic Bird Area of the Assamese Plains, the
sanctuary is home to globally threatened species such as White-winged
Wood Duck, White-bellied Heron, Lesser Adjutant, Pallas’s Fish Eagle,
Swamp Partridge, Jerdon’s Babbler, Black-breasted Parrotbill and
Striated Grassbird. It is also home to some restricted-range species,
such as the Marsh Babbler, Swamp Prinia and Yellow Weaver.
Overnight in the Lodge.
Day 10 Dibru Saikhowa Wildlife Park – Kaziranga National Park
Morning drive to Kaziranga National Park (280 kms). Upon arrival in
Kaziranga National Park, check into your hotel. Kaziranga located in
north-east India in Assam set on the banks of the mighty Brahamaputra
River, is the finest place to view Indian Greater One-horned Rhinoceros
in the whole of the subcontinent. With nearly 80% of the world's
population resident, the park has been recognised as a World Heritage
site. In addition to wonderful rhino-viewing, the park is also home to
large herds of Elephant (sometimes up to 200) and Wild Buffalo. Tigers
can also be found, however they are rarely seen in the long grass. The
park also shelters other species such as Sloth Bear, Leopard, Swamp,
Hog, and Barking Deer, Sambar, Pygmy Hog, Jungle Cat, Hog Badger
and Capped Langur. The open country makes wildlife viewing at
Kaziranga fairly easy with most major species seen during a day or
two's safari. It may also be possible to arrange a visit to the nearby
Panabari Forest Reserve to look for the elusive Hoolock Gibbon, India's
only ape. Kaziranga is also a birder's paradise with large numbers of
resident species boosted considerably by visiting winter migrants.
Regularly seen species include Oriental Honey Buzzard, BlackShouldered Kite and Himalayan Griffon. Game-viewing here is
conducted both by jeep and on Elephant-back safaris.
Wildwatching in Kaziranga National Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 & 12 Kaziranga National Park
Enjoy wildwatching. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Kaziranga National Park – Guwahati – Kolkatta
After morning wildwatching, drive to Guwahati airport for your flight to
Kolkatta. Upon arrival in Kolkatta, check into your hotel. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 14 Kolkatta – Onward Destination
Transfer to the International airport for your flight to onward destination.

Jungles & Culture
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be received by
our representative for transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Varanasi
Morning you will be transferred to airport for flight to Varanasi. On
arrival in Varanasi, you will be met and taken for the sightseeing tour
of Sarnath.
Sarnath – 5 miles out of Varanasi is one of the holiest Buddhist sites
in the world, where Buddha preached his first Sermon in 590 B.C.
Here you will witness the ruins of a once flourishing Buddhist
monastery and then visit a fine Archaeological Museum which
houses an excellent collection of Buddhist art and sculptures found at
the site. The main attraction at this excellent Archaeological Museum
is the Ashokan pillar having four back-to-back lions which has been
adopted as the state symbol of modern India. (The museum is
closed on Fridays).
Thereafter transfer to the hotel and check-in. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Varanasi
Early morning take a short trip by country boat on the sacred river
Ganges to see the Ghats and witness the living traditions of one of
the world's oldest and most important religions. Pilgrims flock the
Ghats to have a ritual bath and perform Puja to the rising sun,
following centuries old tradition. On your way back to the hotel visit
some of the many Hindu temples that line the river Ganges and
stroll along the narrow lanes and bazaars full of shops selling, among
other things, the world famous Benaras Silks.
Afternoon visit some of the many Hindu temples that line the river
Ganges and stroll along the narrow lanes and bazaars full of shops
selling, among other things, the world famous Benaras Silks.
Evening proceed to the "ghats", a long stone stepped embankment
built on the riverbank. Here, watch the evening "aarti" ceremony, a
deeply moving spectacle where devotees release leaf borne lamps
on to the water at sunset. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Varanasi – Bandhavgarh
Morning transfer to the railway station to board your train to Umaria.
Upon arrival in Umaria, you will be met and transferred to
Bandhavgarh National Park (35 kms). Check into your hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Bandhavgarh
Bandhavgarh National Park is situated in the Vindhya range of hills
which offers a good variety of cover from Bamboo forest to open
grassland and a wide range of animals including sambar, barking
deer, chinkara, chowsingha, gaur (the largest of the world's wild
oxen), wild boar and leopard. Bandhavgarh also holds a good
population of tiger and is particularly noted for daylight sightings.
Early morning and afternoon game viewing in the sanctuary by jeeps.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Bandhavgarh – Khajuraho
Morning drive to Khajuraho (210 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at
hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Khajuraho
KHAJURAHO- ancient Centre of the Chandela Dynasty. Khajuraho
flourished from 950 to 1050 AD and is spectacular feat of architecture
carved with the roughest of tools. Each temple has a large number of
spires in ascending order representing man’s aspirations towards
spiritual goals. They are famous tourist draw because they have the
most sublime, sensous and erotic sculptures and are romantically
situated miles from anywhere in the dry and hot plains of Madhya
Pradesh.
Visit the Eastern group of temples which consists of 3 Hindu and 3
Jain temples, their proximity attests to the religious tolerance of the
times in general and of the Chandela rulers in particular.
Visit the most important and fascinating western group of temples.
The temples of Khajuraho have been declared a 'world heritage' site
by UNESCO in order to preserve the rich legacy of architecture,
bequeathed to future generations by the Kings of the Chandela
dynasty. These temples are famous for their intricate sculptures and

erotic carvings that are one of the outstanding achievements of Indian
art. Overnight at hotel.
Day 08 Khajuraho – Jhansi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel you will be driven to Jhansi (170 Kms)
railway station to board your train to Agra. Upon arrival in Agra, you will
be met by our representative & transferred to hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Agra
Morning visit the famous Taj Mahal – This most famous Moghul
monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his
wife Mumtaz Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been described as the
most extravagant monument ever built for love, for the emperor was
heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage, during the
birth of her 14th child. (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday).
Also visit the Red Fort built by three generations of Mughal Emperors
starting from Akbar the Great in 1565 AD, which is a masterpiece of
design and construction. It housed both the residential Palaces of the
Royal family, and the military quarters
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 10 Agra – Bharatpur – Ranthambore
Morning transfer to the Bharatpur station (56 kms) in time to connect
your train Sawai Madhopur. Upon arrival, you will be met and
transferred to Ranthambore. Check into your hotel.
Ranthambore Wildlife Sanctuary - Rajasthan's most renowned wildlife
sanctuary, it is 400 sq kms of dry deciduous forest, perfect natural
habitat for tigers, and is set in the Aravalli and Vindhya hills, dotted with
pavillions and dominated by a hilltop fort. Ranthambore was one of the
hunting preserves of the former rulers of Jaipur and because of this the
Maharajas ensured the environment was preserved and the forest and
their inhabitants well protected. It has a good population of tiger and
their prey species, and has been declared a "Project Tiger" reserve.
Wildlife includes blue bull, black buck, spotted deer or cheetal, wild
boar, a large variety of bird species and, if very lucky, the rarely seen
leopard.
Afternoon game viewing in the sanctuary by jeep. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 11 Ranthambore
Early morning and late afternoon, game viewing in the sanctuary by
jeep. Overnight at hotel.
Day 12 Ranthambore – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning transfer to the railway station to board your train to Delhi. Upon
arrival in Delhi, you will be met and enjoy an orientation tour of Delhi.
Drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era designed
by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Later in the evening you will be transferred to International airport for
your flight to onward destination.

Southern Culture & Wildlife
Day 01 Arrive Bangalore
Arrive Bangalore. On arrival you will be received by our
representative for transfer to hotel. Afternoon sightseeing tour of
Bangalore - city with its centuries - old trees, sub-tropical herbs and
well laid out gardens. Visit the beautiful botanical gardens of ‘Lal
Bagh’, the ‘Nandi Bull Temple’, the impressive building of the
‘Vidhana Souda’ (Secretariat). Continue onwards to the ‘Palace of
Tipu Sultan’. It was started by Hyder Ali and completed by Tipu
Sultan. One of the three summer palaces built by the two Mysore
rulers, it is made entirely of wood, except for the internal pillar
supports. Within are gloriously painted walls, ceilings, and balconies
in red, black and gold. Bangalore has rapidly become an important
industrial center and, has been nicknamed the 'Silicon Valley' of
India. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Bangalore – Mysore
Morning drive to Mysore (140 kms). On arrival check-in at the hotel.
In the late afternoon visit the Mysore Palace. Built in Indo-Saracenic
style with domes, turrets, arches and colonnades, it is a treasure
house of exquisite carvings and works of art from all over the world.
Intricately carved doors open onto luxuriously furnished rooms. The
majestic Durbar Hall has an ornate ceiling and many sculpted pillars.
The Marriage Pavilion is adorned with glazed tiled flooring, stained
glass and domed ceilings. The walled palace complex houses the
Residential Museum, temples and shrines, including the Shwetha
Varahswamy Temple. The magnificently jewel-studded golden
throne, the pride of the ruling Wodeyar family, is displayed here
during the Dussehra festival. The palace, illuminated on Sundays and
public holidays, presents a spectacle of breathtaking beauty. (Once a
week on every Sunday the palace is lit up in the evening).
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Mysore – Nagarhole
Morning drive to Nagarhole (96 kms). On arrival check-in at the hotel
for 03 nights. Nagarhole Wildlife Sanctuary, situated in the Western
Ghats, is a mixture of rich green tropical and deciduous forests with
rolling hills criss-crossed by streams, swamps, rivers and waterfalls.
Nagarhole, a former Maharajas hunting area, is dedicated to saving
the wildlife and is considered one of the best places in India to
observe Elephants in the wild. About a thousand Elephants are
thought to populate the park, and in the hot summer months they
congregate in large herds along the banks of the River Kabini. Other
animals include Four-Horned Antelope, Spotted Deer, Mouse Deer,
Gaur, Indian Wild Dog, Sloth Bear, and the elusive Leopard and
Tiger. Over 200 species of birds have been recorded here, and as
well as large numbers of game and water birds the park is noted for
its Ospreys. Due to the large number of Elephants in the park,
gameviewing and birdwatching are by jeep or early morning coracle
rides (small light-weight boats). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 & 05 Nagarhole
Morning & Evening game viewing. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06 Nagarhole – Ooty
Morning drive to Ooty (64 kms). Upon arrival in Ooty, check into your
hotel. Ooty - the summer capital of the Madras Presidency (now
Tamil Nadu), it is known as the Queen of Hill stations. It nestles in the
Nilgiri Hills at an altitude of 2300 m. Ooty still maintains its definite air
of elegance and there are British Raj reminders everywhere-notably
in the stone cottages with flower gardens, the beautiful Botanical
gardens (1840), the Churches, tea gardens and eucalyptus
plantations. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Ooty
Day is at your leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Ooty – Annamalai (Indira Gandhi National Park)
Morning drive to Annamalai (260 kms) and the 958 square kilometre
Indira Gandhi National Park. Upon arrival, check into your hotel.
Indira Gandhi National Park is situated in the Annamalai Hills of the
Western Ghats, and is considered to be one of the most beautiful
nature preserves in Tamil Nadu. The park rises steeply through
deciduous jungle and bamboo thickets and sightings of Gaur,
Elephant and Leopard are not uncommon during the early or late
hours of the day. Within the park is a hamlet known as Top Slip,
named for the teak logs which were 'slipped' to the plains below
down a narrow canal. The park is home to Elephant, Gaur, Water
Buffalo, Sloth Bear, Tiger, Civets and an array of colourful birds.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 09 & 10 Annamalai (Indira Gandhi National Park)
Enjoy wild watching. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 11 Annamalai (Indira Gandhi National Park) – Munnar
Morning drive to Munnar (120 kms). Upon arrival in Munnar, check into
your hotel. Munnar - is the beautiful hillstation housing world’s highest
tea-growing estates. Beyond these estates are rich tropical forests, that
houses an assortment of wildlife such as Nilgiri Langur, Sambhar, Gaur,
Elephant and Lion-tailed Macaques. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Munnar – Eravikulam National Park – Munnar
Visit Eravikulam National Park, which is situated in the higher altitudes
of the Western Ghats. It was established to protect the Nilgiri Tahr, an
endangered species of wild goat and the only one to be found south of
the Himalayas. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 13 Munnar – Alleppey
Morning drive to Alleppey (150 kms) to board the traditional rice boats
- “Kettuvallam” for a fascinating cruise through the backwaters of
Kerala which offer one of the world’s truly unforgettable experiences.
These traditional houseboats of Kerala are one of the most enduring
images of the backwaters, its natural, cocoon-like profile complementing
the surrounding countryside. You can relax on the sundeck and watch
the way of life and activity of the local people, sipping from a tender
coconut and enjoying the sheer peace of the surroundings. Overnight
on board
Day 14 Alleppey – Cochin
Dis-embark the houseboat after breakfast and drive to Cochin (60 kms).
Upon arrival in Cochin, you will be met and transferred to the hotel.
Morning sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural
harbours & is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time
immemorial, Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers
followed the sea route to Kochi & left their impression on the town.
Modern Kochi is thus a splendid mosaic of these myriad influences.
Visit the Dutch Palace, the Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St.
Francis and the famous Chinese fishing nets.
Late afternoon witness the Kathakali dance performance - Kathakali
is a unique dance which has a 2000 year old history with more than 100
different ‘mudras’ or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes,
heroines and kings - each based on episodes from the Mahabharata
and Ramayana, the two epic Indian myths. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 15 Cochin – Onward Destination
Today you will be transferred to the International airport for your flight
onward destination.

From the Experts corner
Eravikulam Park remains closed
from February 1 for 45 days during
the Calving season.

Incredible Healing
Ayurveda & Spa
Pamper yourself in Paradise

EXOTIC VACATION
EXCLUSIVE SPA HOLIDAY
AYURVEDA & BACKWATERS
WILDLIFE, BEACHES & AYURVEDA

Spa Holiday
Day 01
Abroad – Delhi
On arrival in Delhi, transfer to hotel, where a special welcome by
traditionally clad ladies with fresh flower garlands, Aarti & Tika in the
spirit of “Atithi Devo Bhav” whereby host elevates the guest to pedestal of
the GOD.
Overnight at hotel
Day 02
Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power including a ‘rickshaw ride’ through “Chandni
Chowk” or Silver Street. In the afternoon you visit the New Delhi – driving
past the stately government buildings like the India Gate & the
Presidential Palace. Continue to visit Humayun’s tomb (predecessor to
the Taj Mahal); end the tour at the Qutub Minar.
Afternoon SPA booked of your choice at the hotel/Spa centre.
Overnight at the hotel
Day 03
Delhi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Agra (203 kms); upon arrival in Agra –
check into the hotel.
In the afternoon visit the majestic Red Fort with its massive ramparts,
beautiful palaces imposing gates and walls of red sandstone and a moat.
Rest of the day free for relaxation at the class spa
Overnight at the hotel
Day 04
Agra
Early morning visit the Taj Mahal by sunrise.
Rest of the day will be free to relax at the spa
Overnight at hotel
Day 05
Agra – Jaipur
Morning drive to from Agra to Jaipur (240 km), en route visit the ghost city
of Fatehpur Sikri
Continue drive to Jaipur and upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Rest of the day
free to relax at the Spa. Overnight at hotel
Day 06
Jaipur
After breakfast proceed for morning excursion to Amber Fort. Enjoy
leisurely ride on Elephant back upto the fort
In the afternoon enjoy sightseeing tour of "The Pink City" spectacularly
set within surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses.
Visit the City Palace, home to the Maharaja littered with antiques &
artefacts and a collection of weaponry. Also visit Hawa Mahal (Palace of
Winds), & Jantar Mantar Observatory.
Overnight at hotel
Day 07
Jaipur – Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel, the morning will be free for relaxation at the
Spa.
In the afternoon drive from Jaipur to Delhi; on arrival check-in at the hotel
Overnight at the hotel
Day 08
Departure Delhi
After buffet breakfast at the hotel the morning will be free for relaxation at
the Spa.
In time transfer to airport to connect your flight back home.

Exclusive Spa Journey
Day 01
Abroad – Delhi
Arrive at Delhi International airport.
On arrival in Delhi, you will be met by our representative and transferred to
hotel.
On arrival at the hotel, you will be accorded a special Welcome by
traditionally clad ladies, with fresh flower garlands, followed by a Aarti &
Tika in the true spirit of “Atithi Devo Bhav” whereby the host elevates the
guest to the pedestal of the GOD. Overnight at the hotel
Day 02
Delhi
After breakfast at the hotel you will be taken to visit Old Delhi - Former
centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi offers ancient monuments, narrow
streets and bustling bazaars. Drive past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and
board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a unique experience from the Red Fort,
through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver Street, experiencing the sights and
sounds of this very busy avenue-heading west from the Fort. Later visit the
Jama Masjid, the greatest mosque in India and completed in 1658 by
Shah Jahan who also built the Taj Mahal, and the Raj Ghat, the simple
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
In the afternoon you will be taken for a sightseeing tour of New Delhi drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era designed by
Sir Edwin Lutyens, driving past the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Continue onto the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era &
predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering
minaret of Qutub Minar. Overnight at the hotel
Day 03
Delhi – Agra
After breakfast at the hotel drive to Agra (203 kms); upon arrival in Agra –
check into the hotel.
Afternoon visit Red Fort - lies on the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in
the heart of the town. It was built by Akbar as his citadel over the years
1563-73 in the finest architectural style. It has imposing gates and walls of
red sandstone and a moat.
Rest of the day free for relaxation and independent activities. Overnight at
the hotel
Day 04
Agra
After breakfast at the hotel proceed for a visit to the Taj Mahal. This most
famous Mughal monument was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in
memory of his wife Mumtaz Mahal "the lady of the Taj". It has been
described as the most extravagant monument ever built for love, for the
emperor was heartbroken when Mumtaz died after 17 years of marriage,
during the birth of her 14th child. The central structure has four small
domes surrounding the huge, central dome. (Taj Mahal is closed on
Friday).
Rest of the day free to enjoy spa treatment at your hotel or simply to gaze
at the Taj Mahal while enjoy a refreshing drink, from the comfort of your
room or balcony. Overnight at hotel

Day 06
Jaipur
After breakfast proceed for morning excursion to Amber Fort.
Amber Fort situated on a ridge just outside Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill
you will mount your caparisoned elephant for the slow but steady climb up to
the main gate, making your entrance in the time honoured fashion. The Fort,
completed in the early 18th century, took over 100 years to build and now,
although deserted, offers a fascinating insight into the lifestyle of the Mughal
ruling families.
After visiting this grand fort, we will take you to visit the relatively new abode
of the Kachwaha Rajput rulers, founded by Raja Jaisingh in 1727. By the
Rajasthan standards 1727 is not really very old.
Enjoy the afternoon city tour of Jaipur - "The Pink City" is spectacularly set
within surrounding rugged hills, dotted with ancient ruined fortresses. Your
tour will include the imposing City Palace, still home to the Maharaja
although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques
and artefacts belonging to the ruling family are housed here, including a
collection of weaponry. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of the
Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the vast
astronomical instruments. Enjoy a rickshaw ride through the colourful
bazaar before returning to your hotel.
Overnight at hotel
Day 07
Jaipur – Udaipur
Early this morning you will be transferred to airport to connect flight drive to
Udaipur. On arrival you will be received by our representative for transfer to
the hotel. Continue drive to Udaipur and check into the hotel.
After breakfast at the hotel, proceed for a sightseeing tour of Udaipur City

Day 05
Agra – Jaipur
Morning drive to from Agra to Jaipur (240 km), en route visit Fatehpur
Sikri
37 kms from Agra you stop at deserted a city predominantly in Red
Sandstone. This ghost city is called Fatehpur Sikri. This town was built
by the Mughal Emperor, Akbar during 1571 and 1585. He had planned this
city as his capital but shortage of water compelled him to abandon the city.
After this within 20 years, the capital of Mughals was shifted to Lahore.
This deserted city has retained many of the old structures, because of the
efforts of the Archaeological department. Fatehpur Sikri is one of the
finest examples of Mughal splendour at its height and manifests
culmination of Hindu and Muslim architecture. Fatehpur Sikri Mosque is
said to be a copy of the mosque in Mecca and has designs, derived from
the Persian & Hindu architecture.
Continue drive to Jaipur and upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Overnight at
hotel.

Morning city tour of Udaipur, one of India's most romantic cities and famed
for its lovely palaces and lakes. Begin by visiting the City Palace and
wandering through its beautiful rooms and apartments, then continue on to
the Garden of Maidens "Sahelion-ki-bari”.
In the evening enjoy a boat ride on the placid waters of Lake Pichola. From
the lake you have a wonderful view of the City Palace stretching along the
east bank, while the south bank has pleasant gardens running down to the
waterside.
Overnight at hotel Overnight at the hotel
Day 08
Udaipur – Mumbai
After breakfast the day will be free for relaxation and independent activities.
In the evening you will be transferred to airport to connect flight to Mumbai.
Upon arrival, you would be met by our representative and transferred to
international airport to connect your flight to international airport.

Ayurveda & Backwaters
Day 01

Arrive – Cochin

Arrive: Cochin
Upon arrival in Cochin, you will be met and transferred to the hotel.
In the evening you will be taken for a show of Kathakali Dances. Kathakali is the
most famous dance form of Kerala. Artists with colourful make up (that looks
less like make up, but more like masks) perform the dance drama depicting
stories from famous Indian Epics like Mahabharata etc. Overnight at hotel

Day 02

Cochin

In the morning enjoy sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural harbours & is
known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time immemorial, Arabs,
Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers followed the sea route to Kochi &
left their impression on the town. Modern Kochi is thus a splendid mosaic of
these myriad influences. Visit the Dutch Palace, the Jewish Synagogue, the
Church of St. Francis & the famous Chinese fishing nets.
Rest of the day will be free to explore the charming alleys of Cochin or enjoy an
Ayurvedic message at the hotel. Overnight at hotel

Day 03

Cochin – M. V. Vrinda

In the morning drive from Cochin to Vembanad Boat Jetty to board The Oberoi
M. V. Vrinda. On arrival check-in at the luxury vessel
The Oberoi M V Vrinda is a luxurious cruise that takes you through the
picturesque and lush backwaters of Kerala. Imagine a relaxing sunset viewed
from a roof top deck amidst gentle lapping of water and a balmy breeze. Elegant
cabins with serene views of rice boats, village life and tropical greens. As the
cruise meanders through canals and lakes, it offers you and opportunity to
unwind and rejuvenate in the peace and tranquillity of God’s Own country.
Experience a way of life unique to this region. Absorb the rich tradition of Kerala
while classical dancers in beautiful costumes provide enchanting performances
on board. Prepare your palette for a range of exotic international and south
Indian delicacies.
In the evening enjoy the enjoy a interesting demonstration of applying elaborate
make by Kathakali Artists, followed by an enchanting performance depicting
tales from epics of Ramayana or Mahabharata. Overnight on board

Day 04

M. V. Vrinda

Today the vessel will sail through the Pamba river and the Alleppey canal.
Passing by scenic backwaters, offering you an insight into life along these “water
highways” and one of the few areas in the world where farming is done below
sea level.
Later in the day the guests will be transferred to a traditional rice boat to navigate
through the narrower sections of the backwaters to experience a way of life
unique to this region. Also included in the programme is a visit to a traditional
Kerala Tharavad (family residence). Overnight on board

Day 05

M. V. Vrinda

Today we will take you for a sightseeing tour visiting St. Mary’s Church,
established by St. Thomas in 1721 and Sree Bhagavathy Kshetram – a 100-year
old Hindu temple to Mother Goddess - at Nedumudy. You can also explore the
snake boat yard, which displays one of the traditional long snake boats used in
races.
In the evening enjoy a performance of “Mohiniattam” on boardOvernight on
board.

Day 06

M. V. Vrinda – Kumarakom

This morning you bid Goodbye to the friendly crew of The Oberoi M V Vrinda at
check-out at for transfer to Coconut Lagoon
Coconut Lagoon is an attempt to capture the essence of the Kerala and offer it in
a unique setting. Nothing has been added that does not already belong. And if
the comforts of life enter (as they must), they do so in a way that leaves the
harmony around them undisturbed. The timber and tile mansion that seems to
belong to this earth, belong to another time. Some of its timbers are 200 years

old. They were moved here piece by piece, a legacy of the Tharavad (family
home) of old Kerala.
In the afternoon consult a specialist Ayurveda physician an get expert advise
on the course of treatments and therapies most suitable for your
requirement. Overnight at the resort

Day 07-12 Kumarakom
Spend your day enjoying the scenic beauty in the serene environs along with
the therapies and treatment as advises by your physician. Overnight at hotel

Day 13

Kumarakom –Marari

This morning you will be transferred to the jetty for transfer to Marari Beach
Resort at Mararikulam. This is one of the picturesque fishing villages that
dot the lovely coastline of Kerala. This private, shallow beach is fringed with
unending lines of coconut palms.
Marari Beach Resort - is set in a superb location of 25 acres of coconut palm
grooves leading down to the vast expanse of beach. The hotel is built in the
style of traditional fishing village with thatched villas that have been designed
to be keeping with local village style.
In the evening enjoy yourself with traditional music, Cooking demonstration
and Cultural show. Overnight at hotel

Day 14

Marari

Full day free to relax by the beach or enjoy some more Ayurvedic message
or treatment Overnight at hotel

Day 15

Marari – Cochin – Onward

After breakfast the morning will be free for relaxation. In time transfer to
Cochin (60 kms) airport to connect flight to onward destination

Wildlife, Beaches & Ayurveda
Day 01 Arrive – Cochin
Arrive: Cochin
Upon arrival in Cochin, you will be met and transferred to the hotel.
The afternoon will be free for relaxation at the hotel
In the evening you will be taken for a show of Kathakali Dances.
Kathakali is the most famous dance form of Kerala. Artists with colourful
make up (that looks less like make up, but more like masks) perform the
dance drama depicting stories from famous Indian Epics like
Mahabharata etc. Overnight at the hotel
Day 02 Cochin
In the morning enjoy sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm
green, commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural
harbours & is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". From time
immemorial, Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British & Portuguese seafarers
followed the sea route to Kochi & left their impression on the town.
Modern Kochi is thus a splendid mosaic of these myriad influences. Visit
the Dutch Palace, the Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis &
the famous Chinese fishing nets.
Rest of the day will be free to explore the charming alleys of Cochin or
enjoy an Ayurvedic message at the hotel. Overnight at the hotel
Day 03 Cochin – Houseboat
In the morning transfer from hotel to Alleppey to start a unique voyage
that offers you a unique opportunity to enjoy the beautiful serene back
waters of Kerala and have an insight in the ways of life of this charming
region.
From the boat jetty at Alleppey you board the traditional rice boats “Kettuvallam” for a fascinating cruise through the backwaters of
Kerala which offer one of the world’s truly unforgettable experiences.
These traditional houseboats of Kerala are one of the most enduring
images of the backwaters, its natural, cocoon-like profile complementing
the surrounding countryside. You can relax on the sundeck and watch the
way of life and activity of the local people, sipping from a tender coconut
and enjoying the sheer peace of the surroundings. Overnight on board
Day 04 Houseboat - Periyar
Enjoy a lazy morning cruise into the backwaters. In the afternoon deboard the houseboat for transfer to Periyar

Day 12
Somatheeram – Kovalam
This morning you will be transferred to Kovalam, one of the most popular
beach destinations in India.

Periyar - Sprawling across 777 sq. kms. of the Cardamom Hills of the
Western Ghats, Thekkady is the home to one of the largest wildlife
reserves in India. Alive with exotic flora and vibrant wildlife, it is the perfect
getaway tucked away among hills.

Rest of the day free for relaxation or enjoying Ayurvedic facilities at fully
equipped Ayurveda centre of the hotel. Overnight at hotel.

In the afternoon enjoy a boat cruise to Lake Periyar Wild life sanctuary
trying to spot herds of elephants, bison, deer and spectacular bird life.
The area is also home to 140 species of orchid that thrive here. Overnight
at hotel.
Day 05 Periyar – Somatheeram
In the morning enjoy a visit to the interesting spice market.
Later in the morning drive from Periyar to Somatheeram Ayurvedic Beach
Resort.
Somatheeram is on the picturesque Malabar Coast 8 km south of
Kovalam. Set in a tantalizing environment of palm trees and bewitching
blue waters, the resort is unspoilt by the ravages of tourism. Traditionally
styled bungalows and cottages welcome you to a warm relaxed
atmosphere at the Ayurvedic Rejuvenation Centre in Somatheeram.
In the afternoon consult a specialist Ayurveda physician and get expert
advice on the course of treatments and therapies most suitable for your
requirement. Overnight at the resort.
Day 06-11 Somatheeram
Spend your day enjoying the scenic beauty in the serene environs along
with the therapies and treatment as advises by your physician.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 13-14 Kovalam
Full day free to relax by the beach or enjoy some more Ayurvedic
message or treatment. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 15
Kovalam – Trivandrum – Onward
After breakfast the morning will be free for relaxation. In time transfer to
Trivandrum airport to connect flight to onward destination.

Incredible Jets
Private Jets
Travel In Style

AIRBUS & BOEING
CITATION & HAWKER
GULF STREAM
BOMBARDIER LEAR…
BELL & AUGUSTA
ECUREUIL & EC…

PRIVATE JETS
Airbus A320 - CAPACITY: A320-200 – Max cruising speed 903 km/h (487kt) at
28,000ft, economical cruising speed 840km/h (454kt) at 37,000ft. Range with
150 passengers and reserves with CFM56s 4843km (2615nm), or 5639km
(3045nm), or 5278km (2850nm); with V2500s 4874km (2632nm) or optionally
5463km (2950nm) or 5676km (3065nm). The A320 is perhaps best known as
the first airliner to introduce a fly-by-wire flight control system where control
contributions from the pilot are transmitted to the flying surfaces by electronic
signals rather than mechanical means. Apart from a small weight saving, the
advantage of Airbus’ fly-by-wire is that as it is computer controlled, an inbuilt
flight envelope protection makes it virtually impossible to exceed certain flight
parameters such as G limits and the aircraft’s maximum an minimum operating
speeds and angle of attack limits.
Airbus A321 - Flight crew of two. Maximum passenger accommodation in a
high density layout of 220 passengers. Passenger accommodation in a typical
two class arrangement consists of 16 passengers at four abreast, and 170
passengers at six abreast. The A321 features an identical flight deck to that on
the A319 and A320, and shares the same type rating as the smaller two aircraft.
The basic A321-100 features a reduction in range compared to the A320 as
extra fuel tankage was not added to the initial design to compensate for the
extra weight. To overcome this Airbus launched the longer range, heavier A321200 development in 1995 which has a full pax transcontinental US range.

and has a 2 man flight crew. The Hawker XP cruises at 461 knots and has a
range of 2955 nautical miles.
Gulfstream IV - The Gulfstream IV is a significantly improves, larger version of
the earlier G-II and G-III. First delivered in 1987 the G-IV is recognisable by its
low/swept with winglets, its swept T-tail with swept horizontal stabilizer, and its
two rear fuselage mounted engines. More room was available because of the
lengthened fuselage, so now each side has 6 large circular windows. It can seat
up to 13 passengers and is piloted by a 2 man crew. The Gulfstream IV cruises
at 505 knots and has a range of 4,220 nautical miles.

Boeing 737-800 - CAPACITY: Flight crew of two 737-800 – Typical two class
seating for 189. 737-900 has typical two class seating for 175, with 12 first class.
On October 11, 1999 Boeing launched the BBJ2, based on the stretched 737800 airframe, which is 5.84 m (19ft 22in) longer than the BBJ, and is offering
25% greater cabin space (and 100% more baggage space), but has slightly
reduced range. It is fitted with between three and seven auxiliary belly fuel tanks.
The winglets are standard on this version.

Bombardier Lear - The size of the fuselage, wing and tail-unit has been
increased from the earlier Learjets. The Lear 45 is recognizable by its
low/straight wing with winglets and its delta fins under the tail. The 45 has two
rear fuselage mounted engines and a swept T-tail with swept horizontal
stabilizer. Each side of the fuselage has 8 cabin windows. The 45 carries up to 8
passengers and is piloted by a 2 man crew. The Learjet 45 cruises at 465 knots
and has a range of 2120 nautical miles.

Boeing 737-700 - The Boeing 737-700ER (Extended Range) is the newest
version of the successful Next-Generation 737 family. The derivative is a Boeing
Business Jet (BBJ) – inspired airplane designed for long-range commercial
applications. The 737-700ER has the longest range capability of any 737 family
members in commercial service and allows airlines to profitably serve new nonstop, point-to-point routes.
737-700 – 126 is two classes or 149 in a single class.

Falcon 2000 - A descendant of the Falcon 900 series, the Falcon 2000 was first
delivered in 1995. The most distinguishing characteristic between the 2000 and
its predecessor is the change from three engines to two. Recognizable by its two
rear fuselage mounted engines, swept tailfin and mid-mounted swept tail plane,
this wide body long range business jet can hold up to 10 passengers plus crew.
This low/swept wing jet has 9 cabin windows on each side of the fuselage. The
Falcon 2000 cruises at 481 knots and has a range of 3420 nautical miles.

ATR 72-42 - CAPACITY: ATR-72 has Flight crew of two. Max seating for 74
passengers at four abreast and 76 cm (30in) pitch. More typical seating for
between 64 and 70 passengers, with seat pitch starting from 81cm (32in). with
larger forward freight door fitted, it can accommodate a payload of 7200kg
(15,875ib) in 13 containers. Significant differences between the ATR-72and the
smaller and older ATR-42 include a 4.50m (14ft9in) fuselage stretch and
reworked wings. The ATR-72’s wings are new outboard of the engine nacelles
and with 30% of it made up of composite materials, comprising composite spars
and skin panels and a carbon fibre wing box.
Cessna Citation - The largest and fastest of the Cessna business jet fleet, the
Citation X was first delivered in July of 1996. The aircraft features a low/swept
wing with twin Rolls Royce turbofan engines mounted high on the rear fuselage.
The Citation X has a highly swept T-Tall and tailplane. Each side of the fuselage
has 7 cabin windows, while the cabin itself holds up to 8 passengers and a flight
crew of two. It has a cruise speed of 610 knots and a range of 3,050 nautical
miles.
Citation XLS - The Citation Excel is part of the very successful Cessna Citation
line and is a direct modification of the Citation V. The Citation Excel combined
the wing of the Citation Ultra with the short fuselage of the Citation X. The Excel
is recognisable by its low/swept wing with twin rear fuselage mounted engines
and large cockpit windows. It has a swept tailfin with mid mounted horizontal
stabilizer. Each side of the Excel’s fuselage has 5 passenger windows. The
Excel carries up to 8 passengers and has a 2 man flight crew. The Citation
Excel cruises at a speed up to 429 knots and has a range of 2080 nautical
miles.
Hawker 850 XP - The Hawker 850XP is the current production model of the 800
series Hawkers jet which has introduced in 1995. Cosmetically identical to the
original 800 the XP has new engines which increase its range. The 800XP is
recognisable by its low/swept wing with twin rear fuselage mounted engines. It
has a swept tailfin with mid mounted horizontal stabilizer. Each side of the
fuselage has 6 cabin windows, while the fuselage itself holds up to 8 passengers

Helicopters
BELL 407 - The Bell Jet Ranger masterfully combines comfort,
performance and economy. Perfect for short trips. The comfortable
pressurized cabin allows you to fly smoothly in most inclement weather
and includes seating for 4. Typical seating configuration for seven
comprising pilot and passengers, with five passengers in main cabin. Max
hook capacity 1200kg (2645lb).
Augusta 119 - The Augusta 119C masterfully combines comfort,
performance and economy. Perfect for short trips. The comfortable
pressurized cabin allows you to fly smoothly in most inclement weather
and includes seating for 4.
Ecureuil AS 350 - Europe’s most unbeaten civil helicopter, the Ecureuil
(= Squirrel) is in far-reaching civil and military use worldwide undertaking
a mixture of wide ranging missions.
EC 155 B1 - The Eurocopter EC155 is a long-range medium-lift
passenger transport helicopter developed by Eurocopter from the
Dauphin family for civil aviation use. It is a twin-engined aircraft and can
carry up to 13 passengers along with 1 or 2 crew, depending on
customer configuration. The helicopter is marketed for passenger
transport, offshore support, VIP corporate transport and casualty transport
duties.
EC 145 - The EC145 is a medium1 twin-multi mission helicopter powered
by two Turbomeca Arriel 1 E2 engines. Thanks to its spacious cabin and
flat floor, the EC145 can be configured for a multitude of missions such as
passenger transport (up to 9 passengers) VIP transport, SAR and EMS
missions, law enforcement service operations. Easy access to cockpit and
cabin via the large side doors as well as easy straight-in loading of
patients or equipment through the large rear clamshell doors are typical
design features of the EC145.

Incredible Transport
Vintage car collection
Automobiles of the Maharajas

Incredible Craving
Out of Curiosity Passage
Experience the diversity

GOURMET SECRETS
TEA & COFFEE FINDER

North Indian Cuisine
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi. Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred from airport to
hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
This morning you will be taken to visit Old Delhi. Drive past the Red Fort,
built in 1648 and board the ‘cycle rickshaw’ for a unique experience from
the Red Fort, through “Chandni Chowk”. Later visit the Jama Masjid and the
Raj Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. Afternoon you will be
taken to visit New Delhi – drive past the stately government buildings of the
British Era designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the
Presidential Palace. Continue onto the towering minaret of Qutab Minar.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Jaipur
Morning drive to Jaipur (254 kms). Upon arrival in Jaipur, check into your
hotel. Visit the spice market of Jaipur. Walk around the market to feel the
fragrance of spices. Today is your chance to savour the Rajasthani
cuisine. In the royal kitchens of Rajasthan, as well as most other states,
food was very serious business and raised to the level of an art-form.
Hundreds of cooks worked in the stately Palaces and kept their recipes
which were passed on to their sons. The common man’s kitchen remained
untouched, more so in Rajasthan. Rajasthani cooking was influenced by the
war-like lifestyle of its inhabitants and the availability of ingredients in this
region. Food that could last for several days and could be eaten without
heating was preferred, more out of necessity than choice. Scarcity of water,
fresh green vegetables have all had their effect on the cooking. In the desert
belt of Jaisalmer, Barmer & Bikaner, cooks use the minimum of water and
prefer, instead, to use more milk, buttermilk and clarified butter. Dried lentils,
beans from indigenous plants like sangri, ker etc. are liberally used. Gram
flour is major ingredient here and is used to make some of the delicacies like
khata, gatta ki sabzi, pakodi, powdered lentils are used for mangodi, papad.
Bajra and corn is used all over the state for preparations of rabid kheechdi
and rotis. Various chutneys are made from locally available spices like
turmeric, coriander, mint and garlic. Perhaps the best known Rajasthani
food is the combination of Dal, bati and churma but for the adventurous
traveller, willing to experiment, there is a lot of variety available. Besides
spicy flavours, each region is distinguished by its popular sweet-ladoos from
Jodhpur & Jaisalmer, Malpuas from Pushkar, Jalebies from most big cities,
Dil Jani from Udaipur, Mishri Mawa and Ghevar from Jaipur, Sohan Halwa
from Ajmer, Mawa from Alwar Tilpapadi from Beawar… Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Jaipur
Morning tour of the impressive Amber Fort, situated on a ridge just outside
Jaipur City. At the foot of the hill you will mount your caparisoned elephant
for the slow but steady climb up to the main gate, making your entrance in
the time honoured fashion. Afternoon tour of the City – visit the imposing
City Palace, still home to the Maharaja although several of the rooms are
now open to the public. You will also visit the Hawa Mahal "Palace of the
Winds", and the open-air Jantar Mantar Observatory to see the vast
astronomical instruments. Overnight at hotel.

Day 07 Lucknow
Lucknow a favourite city of both the English and French. Lucknow with
its rich tradition of Muslim culture is world renowned for its refined and
exotic cuisine, superb hand embroidery, architecture, and music and
dance. Here you can find parks, gardens, Palaces, impressive
monuments and a style of living which though born years ago still lives
on today. Lucknow – a great center of Indian cookery – the nawabi city
of Lucknow, with the famous Awadhi style of cooking – rich, aromatic
and as beautiful to see, as it is delicious to taste. These kitchens –
once the pride of the royal families of Lucknow – were famous for their
mouth-watering shammi kababs, creamy kormas, royal murgh
mussalams and fragrant biryanis. The cooking of rice was raised to its
highest form in these kitchens – transforming the long-grained basmati
rice of the Dehra Dun valley into ghee-soaked Biryanis and Pulao,
layered with meats and spices, and topped with shredded coriander
leaves and raisins. The former nawabs of Lucknow, were known to
have a specialized chef for each dish that was made in their
households. Some of the formulas for their best dishes were even kept
secret – with punishment by death in case a cook divulged the same.
This evening enjoy the hospitality and delicacies of Lucknow. A small
cooking demonstration will be held to show case the making of the
great dinner. Overnight at hotel.
Day 08 Lucknow – Delhi – Amritsar
Morning is at your leisure. Later in the afternoon you will be transferred
to the airport for your flight to Amritsar via Delhi. Later in the evening
arrive Amritsar and transfer to the hotel. Overnight at hotel.

Day 05 Jaipur – Agra
Morning drive to Agra (245 kms). Upon arrival in Agra – check into the
hotel. Visit the famous Taj Mahal -This most famous Moghul monument
was constructed by Emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his wife Mumtaz
Mahal (Taj Mahal is closed on Friday). Afternoon visit Red Fort - lies on
the bend of the river Yamuna, almost in the heart of the town. This evening
enjoy Mughlai cuisine – one of the most popular cuisines, whose origin can
be traced back to the times of Mughal Empire. Mughlai cuisine consists of
the dishes that were prepared in the kitchens of the royal Mughal Emperors.
Indian cuisine is predominantly influenced by the cooking style practiced
during the Mughal era. Mughlai food is quite spicy and has a very unique
aroma. On eating Mughlai food, one can get a feel of the ground spices.
Some of the Mughlai dishes have Muslim names such as biryani, pulao,
kebabs, kofta. This is suggestive of the strong influence of Muslim cooking
style. Though, Mughlai food is cooked in all parts of the country, but the best
feel of this cuisine can be had only in Agra, which specializes in the
preparation of this royal cuisine. In the preparation of most of the Mughlai
dishes, milk and cream is used liberally. Mughlai Biriyanies, Pasandas,
Kormas and Pulao are so enticing that people usually end up licking their
fingers. Overnight at hotel.

Day 09 Amritsar
Morning enjoy a sightseeing tour of Amritsar. Golden Temple:
During Maharaja Ranjit Singh's reign the lower half of the temple was
decorated with marble while the entire upper half was inlaid with copper
covered over by gold plate : hence its new name, the Golden Temple.
Visit Jallianwala Bagh: Martyrs' Memorial built in the shape of eternal
flame of liberty is situated on the outskirts of Golden Temple. Afternoon
enjoy Punjabi cuisine for lunch. Punjabi cuisine (from the Punjab
region of north-western India and eastern Pakistan) can be nonvegetarian or completely vegetarian. One of the main features of
Punjabi cuisine is its diverse range of dishes. Home cooked and
restaurant Punjabi cuisine can vary significantly, with restaurant style
using large amounts of clarified butter and cream with home cooked
concentrating on mainly upon preparations with wheat, Rice and other
ingredients flavoured with spices. Wheat and rice is a staple food.
Within the area itself, there are different preferences. In Amritsar
people prefer stuffed Parathas and milk products. In fact, the area is
well known for quality of its milk products. There are certain dishes
which are exclusive to Punjab, such as Mah Di Dal and Sarson-Da
Saag. The food is tailor-made for the Punjabi lifestyle in which most of
the rural folk burn up a lot of calories while working in the fields.
Tandoori food is a Punjabi speciality especially for non-vegetarian
dishes. Late afternoon proceed to Indian-Pakistan Border famously
known as Wagah Border (28 km from Amritsar) to experience the
“beating the retreat” ceremony when border is closed for the day after
sunset. This evening enjoy Punjabi cuisine.

Day 06 Agra – Lucknow
Morning is at your leisure. Later transfer to the railway station for train to
Lukcnow. Arrive Lucknow later in the evening. Upon arrival, you will be met
and transferred from airport to hotel. Overnight at hotel.

Day 10 Amritsar – Delhi – Onward Destination
Morning transfer to the railway station for your train to Delhi. Upon
arrival, you will be met and visit the Spice market. Later transfer to the
airport.

North Eastern Cuisine
Day 01 Arrive Kolkata
Upon arrival in Kolkata, you will be met buy our representative and
transferred to the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Kolkatta
Morning visit Victoria Memorial - is Calcutta’s most impressive landmark.
Then visit St. Paul’s Cathedral. Also visit the Kali temple. Later visit
Mother Teresa’s home - Sisters of charity.
This evening enjoy a typical Bengali meal. Bengalis are great food lovers
and take pride in their cuisine. In fact so obsessed are they about food,
that the man of the house goes to the market daily to buy a fresh supply
of fish which is a must in their daily menu. The most common variety of
fish that the Bengalis eat are the Hilsa, Bekti, Rohu and among the shell
fish the Prawns. The medium of cooking is mustard oil which adds on its
own pungency. Another very important item of Bengali cuisine is the
variety of sweets or mishti are milk based. The most popular among the
Bengali sweets are the Rosogolla, Sandesh, Pantua and Mishti Doi.
Bengalis, like the French, spend not only the great deal of time thinking
about the food but also on its preparation and eating. The Bengalis are
very particular about the way and the order in which the food should be
served. Each dish is to be eaten separately with a little rice so that the
individual flavours can be enjoyed. The first item served may be a little
ghee which is poured over a small portion of rice and eaten with a pinch
of salt. Then comes the bitter preparation, shukto, followed by lentils or
dals, together with roasted or fried vegetables (bhaja or bharta). Next
comes the vegetable dishes, the lightly spiced vegetables, chenchki,
chokka, followed by the most heavily spiced dalna, ghonto and those
cooked with fish. Finally the chicken or mutton, if this being served at all.
Chaatni comes to clear the palate together with crisp savoury wafers,
papor. Dessert is usually sweet yogurt (mishti doi). The meal is finally
concluded with the handing out of betel leaf (paan), which is considered to
be an aid to digestion and an astringent. The typical Bengali fare includes
a certain sequence of food – somewhat like the courses of Western
dining. Two sequences are commonly followed, one for ceremonial
dinners such as a wedding and the day-to-day sequence. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 03 Kolkata – Guwahati
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Guwahati. Upon arrival in
Guwahati, you will be met and transferred to your hotel.
This evening you will have a chance to savour Assamese cuisine.
Assamese cuisine is the cuisine of Assam, a state in North-East India. It is
a mixture of different indigenous styles with considerable regional
variations and some external influences. It is characterized by very little
use of spices but strong flavours due mainly to the use of endemic exotic
herbs, fruits and vegetables that are either fresh, dried or fermented. Fish
is widely used, and birds like duck, pigeon etc. are very popular.
Preparations are rarely elaborate—the practice of Bhuna, the gentle frying
of spices before the addition of the main ingredients so common in Indian
cooking, is absent in the cuisine of Assam. A traditional meal in Assam
begins with a khar, a class of dishes named after the main ingredient, and
ends with a tenga, a sour dish. These two dishes characterize a traditional
meal in Assam. The food is usually served in bell metal utensils made by
an indigenous community called Mariya. Tamul (betel nut, generally raw)
and paan generally concludes the meal. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Guwahati – Jorhat
Morning drive to Jorhat (207KM), the tea-capital of Assam. On arrival at
Jorhat, you will be accommodated in the Thengal Mansion, a historic
ancestral house of a Tea Planter amidst an Asssamese village, 15 kms
from Jorhat. The 72-year old Thangal Mansion is to answer the queries on
Assamese culture and tradition. After lunch and rest, take a walk in a
nearby village to see the simplicity of their lives. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Jorhat – Sibasagar – Jorhat
After an early breakfast drive to Sibsagar to visit remains of Ahom
Kingdom who ruled Assam for 500 years before giving in to British. Visit to
Tai Ahom Museum and the Maidams (Mummy like structures) of Ahom
kings Burial grounds at Charaideo. Return to Jorhat, enjoy Assamese

cuisine for dinner. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 06Jorhat–Toklai Research Station – Kaziranga Natioanl park
After breakfast, we will visit Toklai Research Station to know detailing
about tea-plantation. After lunch at Jorhat, drive to Kaziranga (90 km).
Upon arrival in Kaziranga National Park, check into your hotel. Kaziranga
located in north-east India in Assam set on the banks of the mighty
Brahamaputra River, is the finest place to view Indian Greater Onehorned Rhinoceros in the whole of the subcontinent. With nearly 80% of
the world's population resident, the park has been recognised as a World
Heritage site. In addition to wonderful rhino-viewing, the park is also home
to large herds of Elephant (sometimes up to 200) and Wild Buffalo. Tigers
can also be found, however they are rarely seen in the long grass. The
park also shelters other species such as Sloth Bear, Leopard, Swamp,
Hog, and Barking Deer, Sambar, Pygmy Hog, Jungle Cat, Hog Badger
and Capped Langur. Kaziranga is also a birder's paradise with large
numbers of resident species boosted considerably by visiting winter
migrants. Regularly seen species include Oriental Honey Buzzard, BlackShouldered Kite and Himalayan Griffon. Game-viewing here is conducted
both by jeep and on Elephant-back safaris. Wildwatching in Kaziranga
National Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Kaziranga National Park
Enjoy wildwatching. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Kaziranga – Guwahati – Kolkata
After morning wildwatching, drive to Guwahati airport for your flight to
Kolkatta. Upon arrival in Kolkatta, check into your hotel. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 09 Kolkata – Onward destination
Transfer to the airport for your flight to onward destination.

South Indian Cuisine
Day 01 Arrive Hyderbad
Arrive Hyderbad. Upon arrival in Hyderbad – you will be met by our
representative and transferred to the hotel. Overnight at hotel
Day 02 Hyderabad
Morning visit Golconda is one of the historic fortresses of Hyderabad,
founded originally by the Kakatiyas in the year 1140. The places of
interest include Charminar (the arch of triumph) and a monumental
landmark of the city with 180 ft high minarets. Also visit the Mecca
mosque built in 1964 entirely in stone with a congregation capacity of
10000. Salarjung Museum, one of the finest collection of the various
treasures. Later in the evening savour the Hyderbadi cuisine. A 400year history is behind the culinary delights of Hyderabadi food. It evolved
in the kitchens of the Nizams, who elevated food to a sublime art form.
Hyderabad cuisine is highly influenced by Irani food where rice and
spices are widely used to great effect. It is also influenced by the native
Telugu food, bringing in a unique taste to the dishes. In the past, the
food was called Ghizaayat. The cuisine is linked to the nobles, who
religiously maintain the authenticity of the past, and the recipes are a
closely-guarded secret. The herbs and spices used in the dish as well as
the method of preparation gives the dish its name. For example, Murgh
do Pyaaza is named so due to the fact that Onion is added to the dish
twice, in different variations. On Formal occasions, the food is garnished
with warq (a very fine, pure silver leaf created by prolonged hammering
and flattening of a small piece of silver). Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Hyderabad – Cochin
This morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Cochin. Upon arrival
in Cochin, you will be met and transferred to your hotel. Afternoon
witness the Kathakali dance performance - Kathakali is a unique
dance which has a 2000 year old history with more than 100 different
‘mudras’ or gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes, heroines and
kings - each based on episodes from the Mahabharata and Ramayana,
the two epic Indian myths. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Cochin
Morning sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala which has one of the finest natural harbours
& is known as the "Queen of the Arabian Sea". Visit the Dutch Palace,
the Jewish Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis & the famous
Chinese fishing nets. Rest of the day is at leisure. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 05 Cochin – Alleppey
Morning drive to Alleppey (60 kms) to board the traditional rice boats “Kettuvallam” and begin your journey through the picturesque
backwaters and small lakes relaxing in the tranquillity of Kerala's
beautiful scenery. Experience the way of life and activity of the local
people, the one bedroom house with a lounge is exclusively for you,
meals will be served with freshly bought produce from the local markets
and cooked on board. You can relax on the sundeck and watch the way
of life and activity of the local people, sipping from a tender coconut and
enjoying the sheer peace of the surroundings. Overnight on board
Day 06 Alleppey – Kumarakom
After breakfast, disembark and transfer to your hotel in Kumarakom - a
beautiful backwater village on the shores of the enchanting Vembanad
Lake, criss-crossed with meandering waterways and ancient cottages.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Kumarakom
Day is at your leisure.Enjoy your cooking lesson followed by dinner. The
cuisine today is predominantly Syrian Christian with a strong backwater
influence. Most of the dishes served are centred around fish, farm
vegetables and fruits, duck, chicken and occasionally other meats,
supplemented with rice and rice based local breads like appam, string
hoppers etc. Some of our specialities are karimeen (pearlspot fish) fry,
fish molee, prawn and scampi preparations, duck roast and curry, and
red hot Kerala fish curry to name a few. For the adventurous, drinking
Toddy (it is the fermented sap of the coconut tree- a kind of country
liquor) is a must. Desserts are usually puddings, fresh fruits and some
local treats. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 08 Kumarakom – Periyar
This morning drive through the winding "Ghats" lined with prosperous tea
plantations to Periyar (165 kms) - sprawling across 777 sq. kms. of the
Cardamom Hills of the Western Ghats, Thekkady is the home to one of

the largest wildlife reserves in India. Afternoon boat ride on the Periyar
Lake in the cool surroundings and the panorama spreads around tropical
jungle, wild elephants, monkeys, spotted deer, wild boar and birds of
myriad varieties. Evening enjoy Keralan Cuisine – the spicy condiments
and the coconut milk found in these coastal regions gave the world its bestknown Indian repast yet – the Curry. Rice was always the principal diet of
the South Indians. Rice of all varieties – plain, boiled or transformed with a
variety of additions, to become yellow lime rice or sour tamarind rice or red
tomato rice or sweet coconut rice. But, the rice was always to be
accompanied by a liquid side dish. This may have been a sambar, a rasam
or a curd-based preparation. And so it was, that the hungry British settlers
stumbled for the first time on the Indian curry! Depending on cost, the
season of the year, the availability of certain vegetables and meats; the
liquid accompaniment to the rice took on a myriad of forms and colors. And
so there, you have the entire spectrum of the Great Indian Curry. Later in
the evening enjoy a cooking demonstration of the Keralan style of cooking
followed by dinner. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Periyar – Madurai
Visit large Spice plantation & sightseeing tour – visit Spice plantations:
Pepper, Coffee, Coffee processing, Cardamom, Cinnamon, Cardamom
processing, Vanilla, Tea, Tea factory, Ginger, Latex Plantations. Also enjoy
a great mountain view over Tamil Nadu and a deep water fall (1000 mtr in
season). Later drive to Madurai (80 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel.
Evening visit the Meenakshi temple for "aarti". This is a ceremony,
which takes places every evening when the temple bronze of Lord Shiva is
carried to the bedchambers of Parvati to the accompaniment or religious
prayers and music. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10 Madurai
Morning visit the magnificent temple of Meenakshi, which is an exquisite
example of Dravidian architecture and sculpture with two sanctuaries one
dedicated to Shiva and the other to Meenakshi. Today you have a chance
to taste the Chettinad cuisine. - the cuisine of the Chettinad region of
Tamil Nadu state in South India. Chettinad is one of the driest regions of
South India. Chettinad cuisine is one of the spiciest and the most aromatic
in India and is famous for its use of a variety of spices used in preparing
mainly non-vegetarian food. The dishes are hot and pungent with fresh
ground masalas, and topped with a boiled egg that is usually considered
essential part of a meal. They also use a variety of sun dried meats and
salted vegetables, reflecting the dry environment of the region. The meat is
restricted to fish, prawn, lobster, crab, chicken and mutton. Chettiars do not
eat beef and pork. Most of the dishes are eaten with rice and rice based
accompaniments such as dosais, appams, idiyappams, adais and idlis. The
Chettinad people through their mercantile contacts with Burma, learnt to
prepare a type of rice pudding made with sticky red rice.
Day 11 Madurai – Kovalam
Morning drive to Kovalam (270 kms). Upon arrival in Kovalam, check into
your hotel. Rest of the day is at your leisure. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 12 Kovalam
Day is at your leisure. Overnight at hotel.
Day 13

Kovalam – Trivandurm – Onward Destination

West Indian Cuisine
Day 01 Arrive Mumbai
Arrive Mumbai. Upon arrival, the guest will be met by our representative
and transferred to hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Mumbai
Early morning, one hour boat ride across Mumbai Harbour brings you to
the lush green Elephanta Island. Afternoon visit Gateway of India, the
Towers of Silence, Marine Drive and the Dhobi Ghat.. Also visit Mani
Bhawan, a small museum dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi. This evening
enjoy Maharashtrian cuisine which is largely influenced by the
landscape, the people and the crops grown in various regions. In affluent
homes, feasts often start at mid-day and end when the sun turns towards
the western horizon. The people are known for the aesthetic presentation
of food, which adds extra allure to the feasts. The staple dishes of
Maharashtrian cuisine are based on Indian bread and rice. Ghadichi Poli
or chapati - unleavened flat bread made of wheat, more common in urban
areas. Bhakri - bread made from millets like jowar and bajra, form part of
daily food in rural areas. The bhaaji is a vegetarian dish made from a
vegetable, with Goda masala essentially consisting of some combination
of onion, garlic, ginger, red chilli powder, green chillies and mustard. A
particular variant of bhaaji is the rassa. Vegetarians prepare rassa or
curry of potatoes and or cauliflower with tomatoes or fresh coconut kernel
and plenty of water to produce a more fluid behaviour than bhaaji. Varan
is nothing but plain dal, a common Indian lentil stew. One of the masalas
that gives Maharashtrian cuisine its authentic flavour is the goda (sweet)
masala or kalaa (black) masala. Non-vegetarian dishes mainly use
chicken, mutton (mainly goat), fish and other seafood. The Kolhapuri
taambda rassa (red curry) and pandhra rassa (white curry) of chicken and
mutton from the southern city of Kolhapur and the varhadi rassa or
(varhadi chicken curry) from the Vidarbha region are especially well
known throughout Maharashtra. Overnight at hotel.
Day 03 Mumbai – Rajkot – Gondal
Morning is at your leisure. Later in the afternoon you will be transferred to
the airport for your flight to Rajkot. Upon arrival in Rajkot, you will be met
and drive to Gondal (40 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Overnight
at hotel.
Day 04 Gondal
Morning visit Naulakha Palace, was built by Thakur Saheb
Sangramsinghji in the 17th century. Also visit the Vintage car collection
of the Maharaja of Gondal. This evening enjoy Gujarati cuisine which in
many ways unique from other culinary traditions of India. It is one of the
few cultures where a majority of people are vegetarians. Cuisine can vary
widely in flavour and heat, depending on a given family's tastes as well as
the region of Gujarat they are from. North Gujarat, Kathiawad, Kachchh,
and South Gujarat are the four major regions of Gujarat that all bring their
own style to Gujarati food. Many Gujarati dishes are distinctively sweet,
salty, and spicy at the same time. Staples include homemade pickles,
Khichdi (rice and lentil or rice and mung bean daal), and chhaas
(buttermilk). Main dishes are based on steamed vegetables and daals that
are added to a vaghaar, which is a mixture of spices sterilized in hot oil
that varies depending on the main ingredient. Salt, sugar, lemon, lime,
and tomato are used frequently to prevent dehydration in an area. It is
common to add a little sugar or jaggery to some of the sabzi/shaak and
daal. The sweet flavour of these dishes is believed to neutralize the
slightly salty taste of the water. The cuisine and the spices used changes
with the seasonal availability of vegetables. Regular fasting, with diets
limited to milk and dried fruits, and nuts, are commonplace. Overnight at
hotel.
Day 05 Gondal – Bhavnagar
Morning drive to Bhavnagar (250 kms). Upon arrival, check-in at the hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Bhavnagar
Day is at your leisure. Enjoy a cooking demonstration followed by dinner.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Bhavnagar – Palitana – Ahmedabad
Early morning drive to Ahmedabad (250 kms) via Palitana which lies at
the foot of the Shatrunjaya Hill, with the Shatrunjaya river flowing to its
South. The sacred hill rises in a crescendo of magnificent temple, 863 in
all, that soar in marble splendor of its top. Continue drive to Ahmedabad
and upon arrival, check-in at hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

Day 08 Ahmedabad
Morning visit the Jama Masjid, famous for its picturesque porticoes resting
on 250 columns. Visit Sidi Sayyad’s Mosque, which is world-renowned for
its intricate latticework of rich and elaborate design. Afternoon visit Shreyas
Folk Museum - situated in the sloping green woodland, the museum has a
fine collection of folk art and objects that illustrate the culture of Gujarat.
Later visit the local textile bazaars and see the most artistic tie & dye
techniques which result in fascinating patterns of stripes & dots. The
English word ‘bandanna’ comes from this part of the world and means a
large handkerchief with dots “bandhana” (to tie) from the technique
“bandhani” or tie & dye. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Ahmedabad – Goa
Morning transfer to the airport for your flight to Goa. Upon arrival in Goa, you
will be met and transferred to the hotel.
This evening enjoy Konkani cuisine - one the most delicious cuisines you
could come across in India. Konakani cuisine is unique in the sense that it
contains foods that are not commercially consumed. One difference
between Konkani cuisine and other Indian cuisine is that Konkani cuisine
tends to contain few elements that are not widely popular. This is refers to
the fact that some Konkani dishes include meats, such as pork, that are not
really acceptable to people of other religions. Konkani food traditionally and
historically tends to have a lot of seafood in addition to Indian based
seasonings. The use of coconut in food is also popular, giving Konkani
cuisine a characteristic taste. The manner in which Konkani cuisine
prepares fish gives it another taste altogether which is because of the
marinating procedures. Lentils are also common in Konkani cuisine, and let
us not forget that Konkani cuisine tends to make use of every possible
cooking material in its region. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10 Goa
Visit Crocodile & Spice Farm: Drive through some of the most beautiful
countryside of Goa passing through some ancient Goan Villages and paddy
fields and swaying palms. Witness crocodile sight seeing on boat and the
visit to a Spice Plantation where a welcome drink awaits you. Your guide
takes you on an educational trek through the century old spice plantation.
Learn about the various spices and their uses including their medicinal
values. Touch, taste and smell the various spices in their natural form. After
the trek, a traditional buffet lunch, cooked from the farm spices will be
served to you on a Banana Leaf. Overnight at hotel.
Day 12 Goa
Morning visit the spice market. Rest of the day is at leisure. Enjoy your
farewell Dinner at an Ancestral Portuguese Home - proceed to 250-year
old Portuguese House 'Casa Araujo Alvares' (House of Araujo Alvares) at
'Ancestral Goa' in Loutolim, South Goa. Ancestral Goa, which is a mock
village depicting life and traditional Goan people as it, existed a hundred
years ago. Enjoy folk music, dance and traditional food. There are huge life
size figures, stone sculpture and large foot print that serve as a dance floor
located on top of the hill. Within the same complex, there is a restaurant,
which serves Goan, Portuguese and other Indian delicacies
Day 13 Goa – Mumbai – Onward destination
Later transfer to the airport for your flight to Mumbai. Upon arrival in
Mumbai, you will be met and transferred to the International airport.

Tea Coffee Plantation Tour
Day 01 Arrive Cochin / Trivandrum – Periyar
Arrive Cochin / Trivandrum. Upon arrival at the airport, you will be met
and drive to Periyar (195 kms / 220 kms). Upon arrival, check into your
hotel. Periyar- sprawling across 777 sq. kms. of the Cardamom Hills of
the Western Ghats, Thekkady is the home to one of the largest wildlife
reserves in India. Alive with exotic flora and vibrant wildlife, it is the
perfect getaway tucked away among hills.Afternoon, game viewing
cruise on Periyar Lake in the cool surroundings and the panorama
spreads around - tropical jungles, wild elephants, Indian gaur, monkeys,
spotted deer, barking deer, wild boar and birds of myriad varieties. Many
animals come to the water's edge and it is one of the few places in the
world where elephants can be observed at close quarters from the safety
of a boat. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Periyar – Munnar
Morning visit spice and coffee plantation area. Large Spice plantation
& sightseeing tour – visit Spice plantations: Pepper, Coffee, Coffee
processing, Cardamom, Cinnamon, Cardamom processing, Vanilla, Tea,
Tea factory, Ginger, Latex Plantations. Also enjoy a great mountain view
over Tamil Nadu and a deep water fall (1000 mtr in season). Later leave
for Munnar by surface (140 kms). Upon arrival check-in at hotel.
Day 03 Munnar – Cochin
Morning visit Tea garden and tea factory. Munnar - is the beautiful hill
station housing world’s highest tea-growing estates. Beyond these
estates are rich tropical forests that houses an assortment of wildlife
such as Nilgiri Langur, Sambhar, Gaur, Elephant and Lion-tailed
Macaques. Munnar is essentially a tea town. The tea plantations have
now been taken over by the TATA Tea Company. The visitor is greeted
with miles and miles of unending tea plantations on entry into Munnar.
TATA Tea, consisting of estates mainly in Munnar, is a dominant player
of Tea. The other important tea estates of Kerala are Harrison
Malayalam, Michael's Tea, Brooke Bond, AVT tea. In Munnar we can
see the Assam variety of tea plantation. Regular pruning keeps its
height to a more manageable 4 to 5 feet tall. It has an economic life of
40 years with regular pruning and plucking. Afternoon drive to Cochin
(160 kms). Upon arrival check-in at hotel. Later in the evening witness
the Kathakali dance performance - Kathakali is a unique dance which
has a 2000 year old history with more than 100 different ‘mudras’ or
gesture depicting deities, demons, heroes, heroines and kings - each
based on episodes from the Mahabharata and Ramayana, the two epic
Indian myths. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Cochin – Wayanad
Morning sightseeing tour of Cochin or "Kochi"- the palm green,
commercial capital of Kerala is known as the "Queen of the Arabian
Sea". From time immemorial, Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, British &
Portuguese seafarers followed the sea route to Kochi & left their
impression on the town. Modern Kochi is thus a splendid mosaic of
these myriad influences.
Visit the Dutch Palace, the Jewish
Synagogue, the Church of St. Francis & the famous Chinese fishing
nets. Later drive to Wayanad (260 kms). Upon arrival check-in at the
hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Wayanad
Morning visit a Tea Plantation. Wayanad is saturated with plantations.
You will be taken to a nearby tea plantation, but keep your eyes out on
the way for other plantations like coffee, pepper, cardamom and many
other crops which grow throughout the entire region. Overnight at the
hotel.
Day 06 Wayanad – Coorg
Morning drive to Coorg (140 kms). Upon arrival check-in at hotel.
Afternoon visit coffee plantation. Coorg enjoys a moderate climate;
winters are pleasantly cool (15-20 Celsius) and summers only slightly hot
(25-35 Celsius). During the monsoons the district receives heavy rainfall
as it is in the catchment's area of river Kaveri. During this season the
weather is cool, humid and wet. This place is most famous for the coffee
grown here. Coorg also grows copious amounts of cardamom, pepper,
rice, ginger, oranges and many other cash crops albeit in lesser
quantities. Besides coffee, the other potential inter-plantation crops are
cardamom, pepper, oranges & cocoa. A variety of trees like rosewood,
teakwood, silver oak, firewood etc., are grown along with coffee. Coffee

needs lots of rainfall, altitude, steep terrain etc. to flourish. All these
conditions are satisfied in Coorg and coffee grows naturally here.
Karnataka state is the largest exporter of coffee in India and Coorg
contributes to 80% of Karnataka's coffee exports. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07 Coorg – Chikmagalur
Morning drive to Chikmagalur (220 kms) visiting Belur and Halebid enroute. Sightseeing tour of Halebid and Belur – drive through lush
tropical landscapes to Halebid and Belur – Built in the 12th and 13th
century in the superb baroque style, these temples are carved of stone
and are truly magnificent. As one architect and critic said "These friezes
carved with a minute elaboration of detail are one of the most marvelous
exhibitions of human labor to be found even in the patient East". The
temple at Belur is famed for its profusely ornamented exterior, and the
one at Halebid for its sculptured figures and open-air museum. Also visit
the colossal monolithic Jain statue, 57-ft high, which stands on top of a
steep bare hill. Drive onto Chikmagalur. Upon arrival check-in at hotel.
Day 08 Chikmagalur
Full day enjoy a visit to Coffee plantation. Nestled in the Baba Budan
hills, Chikmagalur is a calm, serene town full of scenic surprises hills,
valleys, streams and snow-white coffee blossoms. Chikmagalur is a
trekker's delight, with its rugged mountain trails. The district takes its
name from the headquarter town of Chikmanglur which literally means
youngest daughter's town. The Chikmagalur district is full of scenic
surprise hills, valleys, streams and snow-white coffee blossoms.
Chickmagalur is the home land of Indian Coffee. Coffee said to have
been introduced in 1670 A.D. by a Mohammedan Saint at Chandradrona
Parvatha by sowing 7 seeds. This hillock is now called as 'BABA
BUDAN GIRI'. Coffee cultivation gradually picked up as a backyard crop
and commercial cultivation commenced during 18th Century. Mr.
Thomas Cannon established first coffee plantation 'Mylimane Estate'
near Chickmagalur. Mr. D. Kent a planter near Aldur found out a new
variety in 'Arabica' which is called Kent Coffee. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 09 Chikmagalur – Bangalore – Onward Destination
Drive to Bangalore (250 kms). En-route visit – Sravanabelagola: famous
for its colossal statue of the Jain Saint Gomateshwara. 614 steps lead to
his monolithic statue 18 meters tall and standing atop the hill of Indragiri.
Every 12 years Jains from all over India gather here for the spectacular
bathing festival of the statue. Later drive to Bangalore airport for your
flight to onward destination.

Tea Tour
Day 01 Abroad – Delhi
Arrive Delhi late in the evening. On arrival you will be met and transferred
to your hotel. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 02 Delhi
After breakfast visit Old Delhi - Former centre of Mughal Power, Old Delhi
offers ancient monuments, narrow streets and bustling bazaars. Drive
past the Red Fort, built in 1648 and board the ‘rickshaw ride’ for a
unique experience from the Red Fort, through “Chandni Chowk” or Silver
Street, experiencing the sights and sounds of this very busy avenueheading west from the Fort. Later visit the Jama Masjid, the greatest
mosque in India and completed in 1658 by Shah Jahan, and the Raj
Ghat, the simple memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. This afternoon visit New
Delhi - drive past the stately government buildings of the British Era
designed by Lutyens, including the India Gate & the Presidential Palace.
Continue onto the beautiful Humayun’s tomb of the Mughal era &
predecessor of the world famous Taj Mahal. End the tour at the towering
minaret of Qutub Minar. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 03 Delhi – Dibrugarh
Morning transfer to airport for flight to Dibrugarh. Upon arrival, you will
met and transferred to hotel. Dibrugarh is one of the major city of Assam
and is situated on the banks of the River Brahmaputra and is the gateway
to the three tea producing districts of Tinsukia Dibrugarh, and Sibsagar.
These three areas account for approximately 50% of India's Assam tea
crop and this gives Dibrugarh its rightly earned sobriquet as the Tea City
of India. It is the “Camellia” town of Upper Assam, an undisturbed haven,
with its rich tea gardens resembling a lush green carpet. Experience and
enjoy the richness of these tea gardens while staying at the Heritage
Chang Bungalows. These are constructed on stilts and are situated in a
serene atmosphere free from pollution. When the British established their
tea plantations in the mid-19th century they quickly built comfortable
bungalows designed to make life as pleasant as possible in what, was to
them, a hostile and strange land. One of the main features of these
buildings has given rise to their name – Chang bungalows. Chang in the
local language means “raised on stilts” and the design served multi
purposes; to keep the house cool by allowing the breeze to blow
underneath and to keep both water and animals out. In the afternoon,
take an introductory tea walk. In the evening, enjoy a Bihu dance (an
Assamese Folk Dance) on the Bungalow lawn. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 04 Dibrugarh
Morning you will be taken on a tour of a tea garden to know the origin and
the history of tea - how it is grown, all about tea tasting and its quality. A
tea tour through a 157 years old heritage tea garden gives an insight into
the different activities that vary from season to season. It teaches us all
about tea- its origin, how it is grown, tea tasting and its quality. During the
winter months the dormant bushes are pruned to ensure vigorous growth
during the warmer months. Once the rains begin, and the temperature
rises, the gardens come alive with teams of colourfully dressed tea
pluckers, predominantly ladies as they are said to be better able to pluck
the delicate buds and leaves. The harvest, which goes continuously from
March to November, is taken everyday to the factory where it undergoes
an age-old process of being turned into the finished product. All stages of
the process are carefully controlled to ensure that the tea that leaves the
factory is only of the highest quality. In the afternoon enjoy a visit to an
ethnic Assamese village. Overnight at the hotel.
Day 05 Dibrugarh – Jorhat
Morning drive to Jorhat (136 km). On arrival check into the hotel. Jorhat
is the fourth largest town after Guwahati, Silchar and Dibrugarh of Assam.
Jorhat was established as the new capital in the closing years of the 18th
century by the decaying and declining Ahom dynaty. Jorhat was "The last
Capital of the Ahom Kingdom", has archeological values associated to
Rajamaidan - the last burial mounds of the Ahom kings. Nestled in the tea
gardens dotted around sprawling in and around the city, boosts of the
"Tocklai Research Association (TRA)" is the oldest and the largest tea
research station of its kind in the world. Afternoon you will be taken to a
Tea Estate for a visit. Overnight at the hotel.

Day 06 Jorhat – Kazriranga
Morning visit Toklai Research Station the oldest and the largest research
station of its kind in the world. Tocklai Experimental Station was
established in the year 1911. The formation of the Tea Research
Association (TRA) in 1964 with Tocklai at the centre of all activities
further expanded the horizon of tea research to cover the entire
Northeast India. Research on all aspects of tea cultivation and
processing is carried out at this research station. Afternoon, drive to
Kaziranga (97 kms). On arrival check in at the hotel. Kaziranga National
Park. Upon arrival in Kaziranga National Park, check into your hotel.
Kaziranga located in north-east India in Assam set on the banks of the
mighty Brahamaputra River, is the finest place to view Indian Greater
One-horned Rhinoceros in the whole of the subcontinent. With nearly
80% of the world's population resident, the park has been recognised as
a World Heritage site. In addition to wonderful rhino-viewing, the park is
also home to large herds of Elephant (sometimes up to 200) and Wild
Buffalo. Tigers can also be found, however they are rarely seen in the
long grass. Game-viewing here is conducted both by jeep and on
Elephant-back safaris. Wildwatching in Kaziranga National Park.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day 07
Kaziranga – Guwahati – Bagdogra – Darjeeling
Morning drive to Guwahati (217) for your flight to Bagdogra. Upon arrival,
you will be met and driven to Glenburn Tea Estate for your stay.
Glenburn tea estate is home to generations of tea planters, it was
originally established in 1860 and remains today a working tea estate.
Overnight at the tea estate.
Day 08 Darjeeling
Enjoy the tea tour. The tour starts with an audio-visual presentation on
the history of Glenburn, and a brief overview of how tea is grown,
manufactured and tasted. Walk or drive through the tea fields with the
guide, for an insight into how the tea bush is grown and looked after.
Learn how to pluck the "two leaves and a bud" - that is later
manufactured into the tealeaf that ends up in your teacup. Learn about
the different types of pruning that is undertaken to increase the yield of
the coming season. Interact with the Estate workers as you move from
one part of the estate to another. Enjoy the multitude of bird life,
butterflies and flora that add to the diverse landscape that makes up a
tea estate. Drive back up the hill to the Tea Factory to meet the Estate
Manager and then taken through the processes of Withering, Rolling,
Fermenting, Drying and finally Sorting. The day ends with a Tea Tasting
Session, where one can discover the differences in aroma, flavour and
appearance of tea manufactured in different ways, and during different
times of the year. Overnight at the tea estate.
Day 09 Darjeeling – Bagdogra – Delhi – Onward destination
Morning transfer to the airport for flight to Delhi. You will be met upon
arrival in Delhi and transferred to International airport for your flight to
onward destination.
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Best of Arunachal Pradesh
Day 01 Delhi
Arrive early morning at New Delhi International airport.
On arrival at International airport, the guest will be met by our
representative and transferred to hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Delhi – Guwahati
Early morning transfer to airport for flight to Guwahati. Upon arrival, the
guests will be met and transferred to the hotel. Afternoon sightseeing
tour of Guwahati. Evening boat cruise on Brahmaputra River.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 03 Guwahati – Bomdila
Early morning drive to Bomdila (350 kms) enroute visit Tipi famous for
Orchids.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 04 Bomdila – Tawang
Morning drive to Tawang (190 km) the land of the Monpa Tribes and the
major center of the Mahayana Buddhists is standing on the spur of a hill
over 12000 ft. above the sea level. On the way to Tawang lies the
world's second highest pass - the Sela Pass (14000 feet) which runs
through a small ridge and along a placid Lake called the Paradise Lake.
Overnight in Tourist Lodge or Circuit House.
Day 05 Tawang
Full day at Tawang visiting more than 300 years old monastery (locally
called Gompa) is considered to be the second largest monastery of the
world. 12 km on the North West of Tawang, Brandung Chung Ani
Gompa, the monastery of the nuns. Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Tawang – Dirang
Morning drive to Dirang enroute visit Monpa Tribal village.
Overnight in Tourist Lodge or Tents.
Day 07
Dirang – Nameri
Morning drive to Nameri National Park. Check into Eco Camp. Post
lunch free for Angling or Trekking or Rafting.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 08
Nameri – Itanagar
Morning drive to Itanagar (265 km) the state capital. Evening visit the
State Museum where the life-style have been depicted, with help of
maps and miniature diagrams. While the life-styles of all the major tribes
have been depicted, the display, apes cover a wide range of subjects
such as people, house types, festivals, dances, handicrafts etc.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 09
Itanagar – Ziro
Early morning drive to Ziro (150 km) enroute visit Nishi villages. Ziro is
almost a level valley enclosed on all sides by pine-clad low stooping
hills. This area, also called Apatani Plateau, is famous for Paddy-cumFish culture. Post lunch visit the Apatani Tribal villages.
Overnight at Hotel.
Day 10
Ziro
Full day sight-seeing programme of Apatani villages, Tagin Fish Farms,
Pine and Bamboo Groves and Craft Centre. Evening local traditional
cultural programmes.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 11
Ziro – Daporijo
Morning drives to Daporijo (160 km) enroute visit Hill Miri Tribal villages.
Post lunch visit Tagin Tribal villages.
Overnight in Circuit House or Tents.

Day 12
Daporijo – Along
Morning drive to Along (160 km). Post lunch visit Adi (Galong) Tribal
villages.
Overnight in Circuit House or Tents.
Day 13
Along – Dibrugarh
Morning drive and take a ferry on Brahmaputra River to Dibrugarh.
Enroute visit Adi Tribal villages.
Overnight at Hotel.
Day 14
Dibrugarh – Delhi
Morning transfer to Airport for flight to Delhi. On arrival in Delhi transfer to
hotel.
Evening free.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 15
Delhi - Onward Destination
After breakfast leave for full day city tour visiting Qutub Minar, India gate
(war memorial), Lakshminarayan Temple - modern Hindu temple, drive
past President's House, Parliament House & Secretariat Building.
Afternoon sight-seeing of Old Delhi visit Rajghat & Shanti Vana (the
cremation sites of Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru), Jama Masjid
and drive past Red fort and Chandni Chowk. Await transfer to
international airport for flight to onward destination.

Orissa Tribal Tour
Day 01 Abroad Delhi
Meeting assistance on arrival and transfer to the hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 02 Delhi - Bhubaneshwar
Transfer to airport in time to connect flight for Bhubaneshwar.
Arrive Bhubaneswar.Meet on arrival and transfer to Hotel.
Afternoon city tour-Bhubaneswar is Orissa's capital, and home to many
important Hindu and Jain pilgrimage sites. Visit the most important
temples-Lingaraj, Mukteswar, Parasurameswar and Rajarani. Overnight
at Hotel.
Day 03 Bhubaneshwar
Full day visit to Ratnagiri Lalitagiri Udayagiri Buddhist complex. Overnight
at hotel.
Day 04 Bhubaneshwar - Konark - Puri
Drive to Puri enroute visiting the colourful Pipli village famous for appliqué
works and Konarak Sun Temple. Arrive Puri and check into hotel.
Afternoon visit Puri one of the most holiest places in the country-visit Puri
Jagannath Temple from Raghunathan Library and also visit the local
bazaar. Overnight at hotel.
Day 05 Puri
Full day visit of Puri visiting the stone carving and pattachitra paintings
villages. Overnight at hotel.
Day 06 Puri - Gopalpur on Sea
Drive to Gopalpur on sea - 235kms & 5 hours drive ex Puri-enroute visitng
the larget breackish water lake in the country-spreading over 1200
sqkms.It is winter that Chilka really comes to life,the great lake then
become the largest bird sanctuary in India as migratory birds from distant
lands as Siberia make it to the lake-short cruise.PM. Arrive Gopalpur on
sea and check into hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 07 Gopalpur on Sea - Rayagada
Drive to Rayagada -215kms & 5 hours enroute visiting Taptapanisulphuric spring, local villages , Saora tribes.pm.Arive Rayagada and
check into hotel. Overnight at hotel.

Day 11 Jeypore - Vishakhapatnam
Drive to Visakhapatham- 240kms and 6 hrs drive via Araku Valley and
enroute visiting the Gupteswar and Bora Caves.
Arrive in the evening and check into hotel. Overnight at hotel.

Day 08 Rayagada - Jeypore
Drive to Chatikona - 40kms each way 1 hr drive.-to visit the colourful
weekly tribal market of Dhongria Kondhs. The Kondhs were famous in
history for their Meriah Sacrifice-Human sacrifice.The Kondhs are of
Dravidian origin.They speak Kui language.They practice elaborate
birth,marriage and death rituals.PM.Drive to Jeypore-135kms 3 hr & half
hours drive- enroute visiting the Desia Kondhs tribes and villages.Arrive in
the evening and check into hotel. Overnight at hotel.
Day 09 Jeypore
Drive to Onukudelli-90kms each way -2 hours drive- to visit the famous
Bonda tribe and their weekly tribal market.Bondas are one of the most
primitive tribes and they are termed as the wildest,rudest and possibly the
most interesting tribe of Orissa.They call themselves Remo and speak a
very difficult Asutro-Asiatic language.They are expert cultivators.PM. Visit
the colourlful Gadaba tribes,their village and lifestyles.the Gadaba are
animist,worshipping many Gods and Goddesses. Overnight at hotel.
Day 10 Jeypore
Drive to Kunduli- 1& Half hour drive each way- to visit the weekly tribal
market of the Paraja tribes and Sono Gadaba tribes.This is one of the
largest weekly market of the area. The language of Paraja tribe is
Parji.PM.Visit of the Jagannath Temple and tribal museum. Overnight at
hotel.

Day 12 Vishakhapatnam
Drive to Simachalam 40kms to visit the famous Vishnu Temple.
Evening free. Overnight at hotel.
Day 13 Vishakhapatnam - Delhi
Departure transfer to Airport in time to connect flight for Delhi.
Meeting assistance on arrival and transfer to the hotel.
Overnight at hotel.
Day 14 Delhi - Abroad
Transfer to international airport in time to connect flight for your onward
flight.

Incredible Continent
Mountains, Culture and Beaches
Breath-taking views & relaxation

NEPAL
TIBET
BHUTAN
SRI LANKA
MALDIVES

Novelty of Nepal
Nepal is one of the richest countries in the world in terms of biodiversity due to its unique geographical position and altitude variation.
The elevation of the country ranges from 60 meters above sea level to
the highest point on earth, Mt. Everest at 8,848 meters, all within a
distance of 150 kilometres resulting in climatic conditions from subtropical to arctic.
This wild variation fosters an incredible variety of ecosystems, the
greatest mountain range on earth, thick tropical jungles teeming with
a wealth of wildlife, thundering rivers, forested hills and frozen valleys.
Within this spectacular geography is also one of the richest cultural
landscapes anywhere. The country is a potpourri of ethnic groups and
sub-groups who speak over 93 languages and dialects. Nepal offers an
astonishing diversity of sightseeing attractions and adventure
opportunities found nowhere else on earth. And you can join in the
numerous annual festivals that are celebrated throughout the year in
traditional style highlighting enduring customs and beliefs.
The population of Nepal was recorded to be about 25 million as of July
2002. Eighty-six percent of Nepalis follow Hinduism, while eight
percent follow Buddhism and three percent follow Islam. The
population comprises various groups of different races which are
further divided into different castes. The distinction in caste and
ethnicity is understood more easily with a view of customary layout of
the population.
Some of the main groups are such: Gurungs and Magars who live
mainly in the western region; Rais, Limbus and Sunwars who live in
the eastern mid hills; Sherpas, Manangpas and Lopas who live near
the mountains of Everest, Annapurna and Mustang respectively;
Newars who live in and around the capital valley of Kathmandu;
Tharus, Yadavas, Satar, Rajvanshis and Dhimals who live in the Terai
region; and Brahmins, Chhetris and Thakuris generally spread over all
parts of the country.
Nepali is the official language of the state, spoken and understood by
100 percent of the population. Multiple ethnic groups speak more than
a dozen other languages in about 93 different dialects. English is
spoken by many in government and business offices. It is the mode of
education in most private schools of Kathmandu and some other cities.
The cuisine of Nepal is famous for its nutrition level and tempting taste
and is as diverse as the country itself. The Nepalese cuisine is made
with extensive use of spices and flavourings like ginger, garlic,
coriander, pepper, cumin, chillies, cilantro, mustard oil, ghee and
occasionally yak butter.
The most prevalent Nepali main course dish is 'Daal, Bhaat and
Tarkaari' (lentils, rice, vegetable curry respectively) which is served in
the most Nepalese houses irrespective of the economic conditions,
that too in both lunch as well as dinner. Nepali cuisine is Tibetan in
origin and is less spicy than Indian cuisine. Indian influence is only
confined to South-western part of Nepal. The rest of Nepal has more
of Tibetan and Chinese influence in their cuisines.
Two of the most exclusive and authentic Nepalese delicacies include
'Momos', a meat or vegetable filled dumpling that is similar to Chinese
pot-stickers and Tibetan Bread and Honey; a puffy fried bread with
heavy raw honey. Both of these items are good for a light breakfast
but are insufficient for a full meal. Dried Meat is one of the delicacies
that should not be missed while in Nepal and makes a perfect combo
with beer or any other alcoholic beverages. Newars, an ethnic group,
are considered connoisseur of great foods. Watch out for Newari
Restaurants as is a great way to enjoy good food. In the Everest
region try the local Sherpa dish of potato pancakes that are called

Rikikul. They are delicious eaten straight off the griddle and covered
with yak butter or cheese.
Meals are traditionally eaten seated or squatting on the floor,
although urban restaurants mostly have tables and chairs. A large
mound of boiled rice surrounded by smaller mounds of prepared
vegetables, fresh chutney or preserved pickles, and sometimes curd,
fish or meat is served on a rimmed brass or stainless steel plate. Dal
and vegetables cooked in sauce will be served in separate small
bowls, to be poured over the rice.
Important tourist destination in Nepal
Bhaktapur
Chitwan National Park
Dhulikhel
Kathmandu
Lumbini
Nagarkot
Patan
Pokhara
The Royal Bardia National Park

Tantalising Tibet
Tibet, the Roof of the world with the Highest Snow Mountain, Mysterious
Ancient History and Tibet Culture, the pure blue sky and kindly Tibetan
person with Buddhism live style...
Tibet, a rich and beautiful land, is located at the main part of Qinghai-Tibet
plateau, south-West frontier of China. Tibet borders with Sichuan,
Yuannan, Qinghai And Xinjiang; to the south contiguous to India, Nepal,
Sikkim, Bhutan and Burma, and bounded by Kashmir on the west.
When the word Tibet is mentioned something icy chills the readers' nerves.
In fact it snows only once or twice in a year and owing to the perpetuity of
bright sunshine, it is not at all cold during the daytime even in the coldest of
the winter. Tibet is so sunny that it produces a year round sunshine of over
3,000 hours in a year. Its old name-"land of snow" the name by which Tibet
is almost popularly known as, is always thickly covered with snow with
hardly any signs of inhabitation. In fact, it is correct only when it is referred
to the world greatest ranges located in Ima, the Tisi, and like. These
ranges run by leaps and bounds across the country showing their beautiful
snow covered peaks against the bluest of skies.
Buddhism in Tibet was officially formed only in the 10th century. Lamaism
was introduced in Tibet after King Songtsen Gampo married the
Princesses from China and Nepal, who were both Buddhist. It later
developed into many sects and sub-sects with the five orders the most
influential ones in Tibet – Nyingma, Gatang, Gagyu/Kagyu, Sagya/Sakya
and Gelgpa.
Nyingma, means ancient and is is also know as the Red Sect as its monks
wore red robes and hats. It incorporates the fine points of Bon religion and
mainly advocates the study of Tantrism. Nyingma Lamas can be married
and usually live in small groups. They believe that one can be Buddha
through Buddhist cultivation to prevent disturbances from outside world.
Mindroling Monastery located in Shannan area is one of its famous
monasteries in Tibet.
Gatang advises people to accept Buddhism based on the teachings of
Buddha. It believes samsara and retribution with which it developed rapidly
in Tibet since founded in 1056. Its doctrines were promoted far and wide
and thus make great influence on various other Tibetan Buddhist sects.
Later with the rise of Gelugpa Sect in 15th century, it merged with the later
one.
Gagyu/Kagyu means “passing down orally”. It is also called “White Sect”
as its founders (Marba and Milha Riba) wore white robe while practicing
Buddhism. It focuses on Tantrism and advocates teaching orally from one
generation to another. It believes that one can get cultivation through
asceticism and obedience. The famous incarnation system was
established by it. Tsurpu Monastery about 70 km west of Lhasa City is its
main shrine.
Sagya/Sakya derives its name from Sagya Monastery in 1073. As the
monastery is painted with red, white and black stripes, it is also known as
the Stripe Sect. It persuades people to do good deeds to gain good
incarnation in next samsara, and to discard all temporal desires to get
relieved from pain. It had very close relationship with han’s Yuan and Ming
dynasty. Sagya Monastery is located in Shigatse area.
Gelugpa, founded in 1407, is the order of Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama.
It is also called Yellow Sect as its monks wore yellow hats. It appeared in
the reform of Tibetan Buddhism initiated by Zongkapa who opposed the
decadent life of upper-class monks involved in political and economical
power. He undertook lecture tours in many areas and called for efforts to
follow Buddhist tenets. So Gelugpa Sect is famous for its strict adherence
to Buddhist commandments. Now it is the most influential sect in Tibet with
others playing a minor role only. There are many famous Gelugpa
monasteries in Tibet, including Ganden Monastery, Drepung Monastery,
Sera Monastery and Tashilumpo Monastery, etc.
Bon Faith is the indigenous religion of Tibet. After it lost in competition with
Buddhism in the 9th century, its followers were forced to retreat to remote
areas. Nowadays, you can find most of Bon monasteries in Dengchen
County of Chamdo with one of the largest one named Zezhol Monastery.

In the 7th century, Buddhism was introduced into Tibet. As Bon priests
who claimed being granted super powers interfered in Tubo’s political and
royal affairs, the Tubo royal family decided to support Buddhism and
prohibit Bon. During Lang Darma’s rule, Bon won its place again and for
the first time, Buddhism was banned. However, after Lang Darma was
assassinated, Bon faded out and its rival, Buddhism regained its
popularity in Tibet gradually. In order to pass the faith down and survive
the hard time, Bon adopted some concepts of Buddhism. Although it was
not encouraged ever since, Bon developed its own tradition in an
extensive way. It is now getting more and more attention from people for
both scientific research and general interest.
Important tourist destination in Tibet
Gyantse
Lhasa
Nagqu
Ngari
Nyingchi
Qamdo
Tsedang
Shannon
Shigatse
Xigaze
Xegar
Zhangmu

Shimmering Bhutan
The Buddhist Kingdom of Bhutan lies along the lofty ridges of the astern
Himalayas, bordered by China (Tibet) to the north and northwest, and by
the Indian states of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, West Bengal and Sikkim
on the east, south and west respectively.
With an area of 38,394 sq. km., Bhutan is comparable to Switzerland both
in its size and topography. The mighty Himalayas protected Bhutan from
the rest of the world and left it blissfully untouched through the centuries.
The Drukpa Kagyupa school of Mahayana Buddhism provided the essence
of a rich culture and a fascinating history. The Bhutanese people protected
this sacred heritage and unique identity for centuries by choosing to remain
shrouded in a jealously guarded isolation.
The kingdom is peopled sparsely, with a population approaching 700,000.
Four main linguistic groups constitute Bhutan's population: the
Sharchopas, who are held to be indigenous inhabitants, the Bumthangpas
and the Ngalongpas who originate in neighbouring Tibet, and the
Lhotshampas, recent immigrants of Nepalese origin. The inhabitants of
Bhutan are gracious, gentle and very hospitable. They are peace loving
and possess a lively sense of humour.
The history of the kingdom dates back to the 8th century, with Guru
Padmasambhava's legendary flight from Tibet to Bhutan in 747 AD on the
back of a tigress. The Guru, also considered as the second Buddha,
arrived in Taktsang (Tiger's Nest), on the cliffs above the valley of Paro,
and from there began propagation of the Tantric form of Mahayana
Buddhism. In the ensuing centuries many great masters preached the
faith, resulting in the full bloom of Buddhism in the country by the middle
ages. Although sectarian at first, the country was eventually unified under
the Drukpa Kagyupa sect of Mahayana Buddhism in the early 17th century,
by the religious figure, Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal. The Shabdrung
codified a comprehensive system of laws and built dzongs which guarded
each valley during unsettled times, and nowadays serve as the religious
and administrative centers of their respective regions. In the next two
centuries, the nation was once again fragmented into regional fiefdoms
with intermittent civil wars.
At the end of the 19th century, the Tongsa Penlop, Ugyen Wangchuck,
who then controlled the central and eastern regions, overcame all his rivals
and united the nation once again. He was unanimously accepted as the
first hereditary monarch of Bhutan in 1907.
Bhutan is the only extant Mahayana Buddhist kingdom in the world of
today, and the teachings of this school of Buddhism are a living faith
among its people. The air of spirituality is pervasive even in urban centers
where the spinning of prayer wheels, the murmur of mantras and the glow
of butter lamps are still commonplace features of everyday life. Bhutan's
religious sites and institutions are not museums, but the daily refuge of the
people.
One of the most striking physical features of Bhutan is its architecture. The
characteristic style and colour of every building and house in the kingdom
is a distinct source of aesthetic pleasure. The dzongs - themselves
imposing 17th century structures built on a grand scale without the help of
any drawings and constructed entirely without nails - are outstanding
examples of the best in Bhutanese architecture. Patterns of rich colors
adorn walls, beams, pillars and doors in traditional splendour.
As with its architecture, art and painting are important aspects of
Bhutanese culture and they bear testimony to the spiritual depth of
Bhutanese life. Whether it is on a wall, or one of the renowned thangkhas,
painters use vegetable dyes to give their work an unparalleled subtle
beauty and warmth. Bhutan also boasts a wealth of cottage industries, and
the skills of its wood carvers, gold and silversmiths, and weavers (to name
only a few) are all representative of highly developed art forms.
One of the main attractions of the kingdom is its annual religious festivals,
the tsechus celebrated to honor Guru Padmasambhava (more commonly
referred to as "Guru Rinpoche"). For local people, tsechus are an occasion
for reverence and blessing, feasting and socializing. Two of the most
popular tsechus are held at Paro and Thimphu, in spring and autumn
respectively, but others are held all the year round at temples, dzongs and
monasteries throughout Bhutan. Attendance at

one of these religious events provides an opportunity for the outsider to
experience the extraordinary.
Nowhere in the Himalayas is the natural heritage more rich and varied
than in Bhutan. In historical records, the kingdom is referred to as the
"Valley of Medicinal Herbs", a name that still applies to this day. The
country's richly diverse flora and fauna result from its unique geographic
location in the eastern Himalayas where the Tibetan plateau meets South
Asia, its annual rainfall which is significantly higher than in the central and
western Himalayas, and its considerable altitudinal variation, from 200m
above sea level in the south to over 7,000m above sea level in the north,
and consequent dramatic climatic variations. Because of the deep
traditional reverence which the Bhutanese have for nature, the kingdom is
one of the leading countries in environmental conservation. Over 70% of
Bhutan's land area is still under forest cover. Many parts of the country
have been declared wildlife reserves, and are the natural habitats of rare
species of both flora and fauna.
Opened for tourism in 1974, after the coronation of the present King, His
Majesty Jigme Singye Wangchuck, Bhutan is perhaps the world's most
exclusive tourist destination. The country still retains all the charm of the
old world, and travelers experience the full glory of this ancient land as
embodied in the monastic fortresses, ancient temples, monasteries and
stupas which dot the countryside, prayer flags fluttering above
farmhouses and on the hillsides, lush forests, rushing glacial rivers, and perhaps most important of all - the warm smiles and genuine friendliness
of the people. Each moment is special as one discovers a country which
its people have chosen to preserve in all its magical purity.
Important tourist destinations in Bhutan
Thimphu
Paro
Punakha
Wangduephodrang
Trongsa
Mongar
Trashiyangtse
Tashigang
Phuntsholing

Sri Lanka Stupendous
Marco Polo described it as "the finest island of its size in the world".
Wonderful pristine beaches, lush-green hills, majestic waterfalls, corals,
wild life, heritage sites, pilgrimage sites, exotic cuisine-Sri Lanka has
everything that a tourist can imagine. It has something to offer to everyone.
Though Colombo is widely known as the capital of Sri Lanka but strictly
speaking Sri Jayewardenepura Kotte-a miniature town in Colombo-is the
legislative capital of Sri Lanka. Colombo is the commercial capital of Sri
Lanka.
The total population of Sri Lanka is around 20 Million. Major ethnic groups
include: Sinhalese (74%), Tamil (18%), Moor (7%), Burgher, Malay and
Vedda (1%). Buddhism is the major religion followed by around 70% of the
population. Other major religions are Hinduism (15%), Christianity (8%)
and Islam (7%).
Sri Lanka Culture is fascinating. The Yaksha and Naga tribes Civilized
before 300 B.C. using agriculture and irrigation, Nourished from the
Buddhism in early 2nd Century B.C. and also influenced by Indian
invasions and going through Portuguese, Dutch and British rule, Sri
Lankan Culture is diverse like it's Natural Heritage.
Known as the Smiling People though out the world Sri Lankans enjoy a
unique life style that's humble, artistic, entertaining and touching
someone's heart with Sri Lanka hospitality known for centuries. The
intimate connection between Society and Buddhism as well as traditional
forms of Art, Dance and Music are the fusion of the Sri Lanka Culture.
In the early 19th century The British rule introduced democracy, modern
education, legal and commercial agriculture system. Sri Lanka now is a
mirror of it's own ancient and modern cultures diverse from it's cities to far
villages across the tiny island.

Social Diversity of Sri Lankans can be explained as people involved in
software engineering International markets as well as traditional farmers
using buffaloes for to work in the paddy fields.
Sri Lankans are artistic people who enjoy music, dance and art in
everything they do. The traditional agricultural life style made people come
together to help each other in work. The gatherings for work created a nice
atmosphere for dance and music. The Art, Music and dances of Sri Lanka
were derived from the elements of Nature. The temple paintings and
carvings used birds, elephants, wild animals, flowers and trees. The
colours were made of nature.
In many ways Sri Lankan arts is an inspiration of its long and lasting
Buddhist tradition which in turn absorbed and adopted countless regional
and local tradition for thousand of years, evolving to be a unique variant of
Sri Lankan arts. Unsurprising, most of Sri Lankan arts originated religious
beliefs, represented in many artistic forms such as painting, sculpture,
architecture, and so on.
Buddhism introduction to Sri Lanka in the 3rd century B.C and becoming
the core of Sri Lankan culture ever since. Sri Lankan artistic style varied
from kingdom to kingdom along its historic lines, each of which has
successively added some characteristic elements to Sri Lankan arts,
becoming the completely priceless inheritance we can see today.
The Music is several kinds. The folk music is created with few instruments
only. The folk songs and poems were used in social gatherings to work
together. The Indian influenced Classical Music has grown to be unique.
The traditional drama, music and songs are typically Sri Lankan.
The cuisine of Sri Lanka draws influence from the colonists and foreign
traders. Rice, which is usually consumed daily, can be found at any special
occasion, while spicy curries are favorite dishes for dinner and lunch. A
very popular alcoholic drink is toddy, made from palm tree sap. Arrack is
the de-facto distilled national drink. Rice and curry refers to a range of Sri
Lankan dishes.
Sri Lanka's cuisine mainly consists of boiled or steamed rice served with
curry. Another well-known rice dish is Kiribath, meaning "milk rice." Curries
in Sri Lanka are not just limited to meat- or fish-based dishes; there are

also vegetable and even fruit curries. A typical Sri Lankan meal consists
of a "main curry" (fish, chicken, beef, pork or mutton), as well as several
other curries made with vegetable and lentils. Side-dishes include pickles,
chutneys and "sambols" which can sometimes be fiery hot. The most
famous of these is the coconut sambol, made of ground coconut mixed
with chillies, dried Maldive fish and lime juice. This is ground to a paste
and eaten with rice, as it gives zest to the meal and is believed to
increase appetite.
In addition to sambols, Sri Lankans eat "mallung", chopped leaves mixed
with grated coconut and red onions. Coconut milk is found in most Sri
Lankan dishes to give the cuisine its unique flavor.
Kiribath with lunumirisSri Lanka has long been renowned for its spices. In
the 15th and 16th centuries, traders from all over the world who came to
Sri Lanka brought their native cuisines to the island, resulting in a rich
diversity of cooking styles and techniques. Lamprais--rice boiled in stock
with a special curry, accompanied by "frikkadels" (meatballs), all of which
is then wrapped in a banana leaf and baked--is a Dutch-influenced Sri
Lankan dish. Dutch and Portuguese sweets also continue to be popular.
British influences include roast beef and roast chicken.
Sri Lankans use spices liberally in their dishes and typically do not follow
an exact recipe: thus, every cook's curry will taste slightly different.
Furthermore, people from different regions of the island (for instance, hillcountry dwellers versus coastal dwellers) traditionally cook in different
ways while people of different ethnic and religious groups tend to prepare
dishes according to their customs. Although Sri Lankan food is similar to
south Indian cuisine in its use of chilli, cardamom, cumin, coriander and
other spices, it has a distinctive taste, and uses ingredients like dried
Maldive fish which are local to the area.
Sri Lankan food is generally much spicier than most South Indian cuisine,
and many spicy Sri Lankan preparations are believed to be among the
world's hottest in terms of chilli content. There is a liberal use of different
varieties of scorching hot chillies such as amu miris, kochchi miris, and
maalu miris (capsicum) among others. While native Sri Lankans are born
into this cuisine and develop a healthy tolerance to spicy food, many
visitors and tourists to the country often find the spiciness excessive. As a
result, many local restaurants in developed and tourist areas offer special
low-spice versions of local foods to cater to foreign palates, or have an
alternative western menu for tourists. It is generally acceptable for tourists
to request that the food is cooked with a lower chilli content to cater for
the milder Western palette. The chili content in food cooked for public
occasions is typically much less than home-cooked food.
Important tourist destinations in Sri Lanka
Anuradhapura
Colombo
Dambulla
Galle
Kandy
Matara
Nuwara Eliya
Polonnurawa
Ratnapura
Sigriya

Mesmerising Maldives
A country of more than a thousand islands spread over 90,000 square
kilometres of the Indian Ocean. Uniquely charming, endowed with a
dreamlike beauty unknown elsewhere in the world; the Maldives welcomes
you to enjoy its natural splendour and charm and hospitality of its people.
Although the Maldives is well known by travellers and holiday makers
today, its long history is not known to most. The Maldives has gone
through immense changes and has bee affected by geopolitical changes
and upheavals that have swept through the world throughout the last two
millennia.
Most look to the Maldives as a destination for peace and quite others see
is as a place for fun filled, physically demanding activity, wind-surfing,
catamaran sailing, parasailing are offered in many of he resorts, while
surfing is becoming a popular activity for many. Surfers can experience
world-class virgin breaks throughout the archipelago.
Relaxation also has found new meaning in the spa resorts comparable
only to the best in the world. The Maldives’ spa resorts offer the perfect
atmosphere that blends the age-old spa treatments with the tropical charm
and closeness to elements that gives it the true holistic experience that spa
treatments aspire to deliver.
A veritable tropical paradise, Maldives is a massive archipelago that boasts
of more than 1190 islands of which only 200 are populated. There are
more than 1200 coral islands on enchanting Maldives and each is a
delightful paradise of marine treasures.
The geography of Maldives is such that you are treated to some of the
most stunning treasures of nature arranged in perfect sync to create
mesmerizing landscapes. Picturesque and dreamlike, the geography of
Maldives consists of sandy soil interspersed with fertile tracts covered with
fruit trees such as bananas, oranges and pineapples.
Diverse and colourful, the culture of Maldives enwraps you in a pleasant
mist of traditional colour and sea charm. The genesis of Maldivian culture
is cloaked in mystery and the vibrant culture of Maldives traces its roots to
the colourful traditions of the diverse communities that have made this
stunning paradise their home.
Dhivehi is the most commonly spoken language in Maldives and is an
integral part of the culture of Maldives, though there are several dialects
that are spoken in different atolls all over Maldives. A land of festivities,
Maldives celebrates all the festivals that feature on the traditional Muslim
calendar. Islam is an inseparable part of the culture of Maldives.
Tour the local cemeteries and feast your eyes on profusely carved
tombstones that adorn the graves, shop for souvenirs carved and shaped
with skill. Buy tortoise shell ornaments, red mats, lacquer ware, pillboxes
and flower vases as you tour the bustling local bazaars.
Boat building is of course an important part of local culture of Maldives.
See craftsmen at work as they create sturdy dhonis or fishing boats on
your tours to tropical Maldives with Tourism in Maldives.
Enjoy local music and folk performances as you experience the vibrant
culture of glorious Maldives. Tour the local mosques and be charmed at
the calligraphy on their walls and be a part of the close-knit community
where every family knows each other on the island.
Ramadan and Kuda Eid are among the most important festivals that are
celebrated with pomp in Maldives. Tourism in Maldives takes you on a joy
trip to this glorious tropical land located on the turquoise waters of the
Indian Ocean.
Cuisine in Maldives opens up a world of mouth watering options that range
from seafood delights to vegetarian wonders. Tours to sunny Maldives
offers you the perfect opportunity to sink your teeth into juicy seafood
prepared with traditional recipes while you relax on a heavenly sea beach
engaged in a private tête-à-tête with nature.
Gorge on oriental buffets and curries in Maldives food that are prepared
with age-old local recipes and are on sale at almost all beach shacks and
local eating joints. Cuisine in Maldives wakes your dormant taste buds with

exotic flavours that range from mild, spicy, hot to sweet. Preparations of
fish and exotic seafood concoctions are of course an integral part of
Maldivian cuisine. Trevallies, baracuda and tuna are commonly cooked
fishes that are served with a variety of curries. Try local wines and
Western beverages that are served with local food delights that are a
gastronomes delight. Cuisine in Maldives is influenced by Sri Lankan and
Indian cooking styles, though you are bound to notice the characteristic
local flavour while you whet your appetite with Maldivian cuisine as you
holiday in romantic Maldives.
Try delightful local desserts with tropical fruits that form the main
ingredients. Enjoy the Maldives food while you holiday in this tropical land
located on the massive Indian Ocean.
Maldives is a cluster of 1200 spectacular Robinson Crusoe islands,
detached into array of coral atolls. Around 200 of islands amongst these
huge scattered islands are inhabited. Maldives is located north of the
Equator and enjoys warm tropical weather favourable for outdoor
activities and holidays. Male is the capital of the Republic of Maldives and
the major languages spoken in the region are Maldivian, English and
Dhivehi. The most ideal way of getting into the politically stable country is
through air. Male International Airport located in the capital city is the only
getaway to Maldives.
Important activities in Maldives
Boat trip
Cruises
Diving
Snorkelling
Windsurfing
Catamaran
Surfing
Canoeing

Holidays to Treasure
YOUR PREFERRED PARTNER
The Company…
Holidays to Treasure India has emerged to be one of the large travel establishments reaching out to the discerning travellers
from continents across the globe, even while it’s reputation for providing the best in holidays of style remains unequalled.
Personalized service, luxurious accommodation at attractive prices and informed guidance are the company’s forte. With a
humble beginning of handling 400 odd guests during the first year of it’s operations, the clientele has grown impressively to
over 14,000 international guest base annually, today. The extensive experience of the travel business of it’s directors on
board, adds to the quality, style and exclusivity of all services which the company offers. As an edge we understand
aspirations of luxury traveller and have quintessence for the finer things in life. Events with us would give you an experience
into Grandeur and opulence of the Romantic Era.
The Team…
The managers and executives who oversee your prestigious account have themselves travelled throughout the world, and
continue doing so – and are thus exposed to the global standards of the industry and work on the guidelines fixed for them
by the company, which allows them to maintain a perfect equilibrium between expectations and delivery of all guests thereby
adding an outstanding value to the each individual who travels through the company. All groups are escorted by qualified
language speaking escorts / tour managers who ensure highest quality of delivery at each stage of the journey.
The Global Portfolio…
Besides having our representative offices along with our regular participation at most of the important travel Marts across the
globe gives us the opportunity to support our partners in Americas and Europe, Our company’s co-branding with international
brands viz. Sheraton, Inter-continental, Hyatt, Holiday Inn, Oberoi, Taj, CGH Earth, Marriott, Meridian, Sarovar, HRH Group
and individual properties helps add an incomparable range of quality and continuity of care that goes with every product the
company offers, thereby enhancing the product value.
The Quality…
Maintaining an impeccable quality of delivery has qualified us to be one of the company’s in the sub-continent to receive
several awards from our overseas partners. Our Quality Control Department carefully monitors all movements of the guests
while initiating appropriate steps at each stage of the tour to enhance their contentment levels and also ensures that they
receive the committed services to the last word. Not surprisingly - the ratio of our repeat guests exceed by about 24%. Ecofriendly / Re-cycle practices and environment damage control measures are part of our day-to-day functioning. The
organization also lends its support to the humanitarian causes especially serving the children through several NGO’s. .
The Code of Conduct…
The company is committed to Responsible Travel – Code of Conduct to minimize the loss and conserve the nature and
heritage of the areas covered, thereby benefiting the local communities and ecological concerns at large. The company has
been supporting SOS Children’s Villages since company’s inception. The aim and objective of SOS Villages is to strengthen
disadvantaged families as a preventive measure against abandonment and social neglect of children.
The Associates…
The company has a wide network of regional and associate offices throughout the Indian sub-continent – India, Nepal, Tibet,
Bhutan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka & Maldives with sound infrastructure, professionally trained representatives with
local expertise and knowledge. Moreover with one dedicated staff deployed with our own branding. Their high standards of
delivery add finesse at macro level of operations.
The Laurels…
Our event / guest list includes: Royal family members of Belgium and Brunei, business delegations accompanying American,
Chilean and French Presidents, guests from brands like Hermes, Morgan Stanley, Credit Swiss First Boston, Lalique, Mont
Blanc and Alcatel.
The Services…
• Group, individual tour handling.
• Tailor made programs according to your specific requirements.
• Royal Train journeys.
• Incentive tour programmes
• Meeting, conference facilities in hotels, fair grounds, historical buildings & sport centres.
• Gala Theme dinners & Traditional weddings in India.
• Private Jet.
• Overland Cruise handling.
• Special interest & Festival tours.
• Accommodation in quality hotels and resorts.
Tailor-made itineraries, Wildlife, Adventure, Heritage & Culture Tours, Religious Tours, Festivals in India, Golf Tourism, Ecofriendly Tours, Charter handling, Cruises, Luxury Trains, High Profile visits of Dignitaries, Islands around India, Private Jet,
Honeymoon Escapades, Family Vacations and Weddings besides instant-hotel-reservations with best available rates of
hotels, fleet of dedicated vehicles add to the vast spectrum of inventory and services which forms the core of the company’s
business.
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